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TERMINALS
EVERY TYPE AND SIZE FOR
TELEVISION PURPOSES

g
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TONE & VOLUME
CONTROLS

LAB Controls are precision
built products specially de-
signed for amateur constructors
and service engineers. Each
control is laboratory tested for Without Switch
noise level, contact efficiency,
etc. Spindles are II" long for
cutting to required length.

With Single -Pole Switch

With Double -Pole Switch

From all 'Dealers. Write for leaflet giving full details to :-
RADIO RESISTOR CO. LTD., 1, Golden Sq., London, W.1.

3/-

3/6

5/-
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ALL SOLDER A,

.5 -

Said the parrot they call Willie
Walker,

"They say I'm a -pretty good talker,

Which thee can't say. I'll bet,
Of their FLUXITE-LESS set,

Which at best is a terrible squawker."

See that FLU XITE is always by you-in the house-garage-work-
shop-wherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineers and manufacturers.
Of Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., Bd., 1/4 and 218.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING SET-
compact but substantial-complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of " soft " soldering and ask for
Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS

with FLUXITE.
To CYCLISTS I Your wheels will NOT keep round and true unless the spokes
are tied with fine wire at the crossings and SOLDERED. This makes a much
stronger wheel. It's simple-with FLU XITE-but IMPORTANT.

THE FLUXITE GUN
Is always ready to put FluxIte on
the- soldering job Instantly. itA
little pressure places the right
quantity on7the right spot;and
one charging lasts for ages.

Price 1/6.

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. T.V.), DRAGON WORKS, BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

"R"

H

"B1.11

R Type. White -lettered;
bakelite insulated ; black
non -removable rotating head ,
4 B.A., nickel plated stem
and collar ; also unlettered
black or red. Rated 7 -amps.
No. 1003. Price each 34d.

B - Type. The best known
terminal in the country. Bake-
lite insulation. Non -rotating
name in white, 52 indications.
Self -bushing, anti -twist wedge
on collar. Insulation washer.
Rated 15 -amps. (2 B.A. stem).
No. 1001. Price each 8d.

" L Type. Self bushing ;
rated for 15 -amps. (2 B.A.
stem). Voltage breakdown
post to panel 7,000 ; insulated
resistance 38,000 meg. Ro-
tating head.
No. 1004. Price each 6d.

F Type. As type  H
but slightly smaller with non -
rotating disc and self bushing.

Alailisis Rated for 50 -amps., with volt-
age breakd post to panel
5,000000 andmeg.ownresistance to panel

0,
No. 309. Price each 1/9.

' Type. Heavy duty
insulated terminal in bakelite
with non -rotating disc and
self bushing. No thread in
clamping gap. Rated for
100 -amps.; voltage breakdown
post to panel 7,300 ; insu-
lation resistance to panel
36,000 meg.
No. 1005. Price each 2/6.
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LOW LOSS STAND-OFF
INSULATORS AND BUSHING

A carefully designed and useful pillar
equally suitable for use as a terminal,
or a support for low loss coils, leads, etc.

No. 1292. 10,000 v. 2/.
No. 1277. 5,000 v. 1/6

Invaluable for use in short-wave work
where it is desirable to pass a lead through
a metal chassis or screen. Carefully
designed with regard to low losses at
high frequencies. The illustration shows
ample air gap.

No. 1296. Price 2/.

BELLING -LEE -
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

BELLING & LEE LTD.
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD,

ENFIELD, MIDDX.
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Quick fault-tracing

TESTING
The UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

A.G. VOLTS
0- 5 volts
0- 250-100 
0-250 
0-500 ,,

RESISTANCE
0- 20,000 ohms

0-100,000 ,,

0-500,000
0- 2 megoh
0- 5
0-10

British
made

CURRENT
0-6 milliamps
0-30
0-120

VOLTAGE
0-6 volts
0-120-120 
0-240 
0-300 
0-600 
RESISTANCE
0-10,000 ohms
0-60,0000-1,200,000 
0-3 megohms

The D.C.
AVOMINOR

45/ -
Deferred Terms

if desired.

Even the smallest degree of distortion in tele-

vision calls for immediate remedy. Slight

faults which might pass unnoticed in radio

become, in television,
glaringly apparent im-

More than ever is an accurate
testing meter of

perfections.

first importance-vital to perfect reception.

The world-famous
D.C.

Avo IN011
Regd. Trade Mark

is 13 accurate
instruments in one. Circuits, valves,

components,
batteries and power units can all be

tested quickly and easily. In handsome
case, with

leads, interchangeable
crocodile clips, testing prods

and instruction booklet.

UNIVERSAL AVOMINORThe

gives 22 different ranges of readings.
The best

of A.C. and D.C. meters. 3 -inch scale. Total

resistance
200,000 ohms.

Complete with leads,

crocodile clips, testing prods and instruction booklet.

THE AUTOMATIC
COIL WINDER

&

T
ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMEN
CO., LTD.,

Winder House,
Douglas Street, London, S.WI

Telephone : Victoria 3404-7.

COLLECTING
G I. 0 RI

We already
have a large collection

of beautifully

-
spontaneous

letters generally
extolling

the good

quality
of Sound

Sales products,
but we do not

intend to
rest on our laurelsand

every conceivable

improvement
will be incorporated

whenever

possible in
anything

we produce.

In the meantime,
if you

want to
verify our state-

ments,
why not

let us demonstrate
the new 4-12

watt Quality
Amplifier,

4-6 watt
model, to say

nothing
of our Dual Suspension

Super
Audi-

torium speaker
arid Auditorium

speaker.

WWI NOI COWIE
AND NEAR SOME MUSIC

?

NEVER
MIND I HE WIRELESS

Demonstrations
of SOUND

SALES
equipment

at

by appointment

our Works
Fridayy

1661-2-3.

evening,

Phone : ARChwa

SOUND
SALES

LIMITED

Marlborough
Road,

Upper
Holloway,

London,
N.I9

Phone
Archway

1661-2-3

D.C. VOLTS
0- 75 millivolts
0- 5 volts
0- 25
0-100
0-250
0-500

MILLIAMPS
0- 2.5 milliamps
0- 5
0- 25
0-100
0-500

£5 10s

Deferred Terms if desired.

 Send for full descriptive
folders, post free.

IBU LGII
NEON

OUTPUT UNIT
For indicating output
signal strength when
ganging receivers, this ..,te

---,.7r ,, ' rii Unit employs a small _
Neon Tube, the glow
of which varies with

lkigk signal
abling
Instantly

strength, en- (1.- . --
peaks to be A7i1, iI

noted when
xr." trimming I.F. and R.F. circuits. Provided

with high and low impedance terminals, forMIDGET L.F. 2-15_, and 2,000 to 10,000 -rn. connectionsTRANSFORMERS to receiver output stage. Price
Combining compactness
with efficiency, these

List No. V.T. 19, complete, 201 -

Transformers have
practically straight

curves " from 50 to
TOGGLE SWITCHES

10,000 c.p.s. They are ----,.....'-ii.-- ,,,,,, For every purpose
Burgin Toggle Switchesdesigned primarily for

fed connection. ;l 141 have earned a deservedriz, fie reputation for reliability.
List No. Price t 11,4p% Clean snap action and

Intervalve IM.P perfect contact are en-
L.F.33, Ratio 1 : 4 4/6

r1111111b

sured at every operation
Push -Pull

PriceL. F. 36, C.T. Sec., 5/-
Q.P.P. Type

L.F.41, Overall I : 6 6/-

List No. S.80, Single -Pole On -Off Type 1/6
S.81, Single -Pole Double -Throw, 2/-
S.88, Double -Pole On -Off Type, 3/ -High -Quality Push -Pull

L.F.59 Overall I : 2,
prim. 180 H, C.T. sec. 5/6

S.98 Double -Pole Change -Over, 2/6
S.109, Four -Point On -Off Type, 2-/
S.89, Double -Pole Two -Way Type 3/6

WRITE FOR THE 120 PAGE BULGIN CATALOGUE, PRICE 3d.
In the new Bulgin Illustrated Catalogue, there are over 1,200 Radio
Components listed. It is more than a Catalogue-it is a guide and
assistance in the design and construction of all types of receiver. Write
your name and address clearly on the margin below, tear out and post
to us with 3d. in stamps.

ADVT. OF A. F. BULGIN & Co., LTD., ABBEY RD., BARKING, ESSEX
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FOR THE BEST RECEPTION
UNDER ALL CONDITIONS

ACISP.3 T.3I
A screened H.F. pentode
with an exceedingly high
slope specially designed
for use in television
receivers.
Heater Volts - - 4.0
Anode Volts - - - - 250

Screen Volts - - - - 200

Mutual Conductance
at V, 25o Vs Ioo V, 0

Price 151-

D.I

7.5

A single diode in which
the electrode capacity has
been reduced to a mini-
mum by the use of pins
sealed directly into the
glass bulb.
Heater Volts - - - - 4.0
Peak Anode Current 5omA
Anode -Earth Capacity

1.8 mmfd.

Price 1016

VALVES
for

TELEVISION
The requirements of modern television
reception demand the utmost efS`..ency
from the valves employ- ON the
video stages any' ot;c0- ;ts.

The .14- vg,
pegs Zit:

esis" re00
t;:

s.
gi\ 03.** Vi4e13,0

Se. tue t 21- andten
.

_.. andrelta leAel. 18'6' commer-
cial

FuL of the other valves in the
Mazda range are given in the "Mazda
Manual" which will be sent to readers
of "T. & S. W. W." on application.

A gas -filled thyratron for
use in scanning circuits.
Heater Volts - - - - 4.o
Peak Anode Current 3oomA
Peak Anode Volts - - 200

Voltage Drop- - - 4C

Control Ratio - - 20

Price 201-

ACIP.4
A special triode for use
in scanning circuits with
the T.3 i or similar thy-
ratron. The anode is con-
nected to the top of the
bulb.
Heater Volts - - - 4.0
Max. Anode Voltage - 600

Mutual Conductance - 7.0
Amplification - - - 20

at Ea 1oo E, 0

Price 1716

CATHODE RAY TUBES
EDISWAN CATHODE RAY TUBES are used by leading set makers and home constructors
on account of their exceptional efficiency and brilliance.

The full range now includes 7", 9" and 12" tubes electrostatically and magnetically focussed.
Write for full particulars to the Technical Service Department, 155 Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.

EDISWAN RADIO VALVES
Mazda Radio Valves are manufactured in Great Britain for The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd., London and Rugby, and distributed by

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
R.M.32I
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COMMENT OF THE MONTH
Programme Problems

T N the past we have refrained from any criticism of the television pro -
!grammes for it was evident that for several months the period would
necessarily be one of experiment. Now, after more than twelve months'
experience, there is no gainsaying the fact that programme production
and presentation has not kept pace with technical development and on the
whole the material that is presented to television viewers is sadly disap-
pointing. Lack of finance and suitable accommodation are the two chief
reasons put forward to account for this but in our opinion if when more
money becomes available it is used to provide more pretentious shows of
the same type as at present, the programmes will, from the point of view
of interest, be foredoomed to further failure.

Television programmes can never hope to compete with even third rate
films and it follows that when any sense of novelty wears off they will
cease to interest. The real role of television lies outside the Alexandra
Palace and every effort should be made to place before viewers events
which cannot be shown by any other means. These events need not neces-
sarily be of national importance, on the contrary they should be included
in practically every programme so that viewers will appreciate that only
by means of television can they keep so closely in touch with topical events.
Present tendencies seem to be to emulate, in but limited time and with
limited resources, shows which have taken months to organise and prepare.
The studios at Alexandra Palace should, in our opinion, for the most part
be used chiefly to provide stop gap material. Such a course may not be
possible at present, though there are no serious technical difficulties in the
way, but we do contend that it should be the ultimate aim and object, and
that if money is spent on extensive studio development it will ultimately
be wasted.

A great deal of spade work will have to be done before television can
provide the topical news pictures of the day, but we suggest that a start
could be made with news films of pictures which could easily be obtained,
particularly during the summer months, and with it would come material
which could be televised direct and which no doubt would steadily increase
in amount as time goes on. Television would thus become a topical
picture magazine of current events and eventually be of such importance
that few people would care to be without a receiver. Entertainment
should, of course, have its place, but it should, we contend, be obtained
from outside sources whenever possible. The entertainment side of tele-
vision most decidedly lies outside the Alexandra Palace and every effort
should be made to get it outside.
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AMERICA'S FIRST MOBILE
TELEVISION STATION

America's first mobila television station, to be used by N.B.C. engineers in experimental
pick-ups of outdoor news events, is shown as it was delivered to the National Broadcasting

Company at Radio City.

MERICA'S first mobile tele-
vision station, soon to be used in
experimental television pick-ups

of outdoor news events, has now
been delivered to the National Broad-
casting Company.

The new unit, consisting of two
large motor vans containing tele-
vision control apparatus and a micro-
wave transmitter, has been built by
the R.C.A. Manufacturing Company
at Camden, N.J. It will be operated
by the National Broadcasting Com-
pany in connection with the present
N.B.C. television transmitter on top
of the Empire State tower.

The first use of the mobile trans-
mitter will be for experimental pur-
poses and the National Broadcasting
Company contemplates the experi-
mental televising of outdoor sports,
parades, news events and other sub-
jects. After being relayed by micro-
wave to the Empire State transmit-
ter, the televised events will be broad-
cast throughout the Metropolitan
area to receivers in the hands of
N.B.C. engineers and those built by
radio amateurs. -

The.new  mobile unit consists of
t n o large  motor vans. It will be
operated by a staff of ten engineers.
One van contains complete pick-up
apparatus, including cameras, for
both picture and accompanying

sound. The vision transmitter, to
operate on a frequency of x77,000
kilocycles, is mounted in the other.
A special directional aerial, to be
raised on the scene of operations, will
be used in connection with the mobile
unit. In the Metropolitan area,
where the steel framework of many
skyscrapers impedes ultra -high fre-
quency transmission, the normal
working range of the new unit is ex-
pected to be about twenty-five miles.

The van containing the pick-up
equipment is the mobile equivalent
of a complete television studio. Ap-
paratus in the van, all mounted in
racks extending down the centre of
the vehicle, includes the synchron-
ising generators and rectifiers for
supplying Iconoscope beam voltages,
amplifiers for blanking and deflect-
ing potentials and line amplifiers.
(The principal sound apparatus con-
sists of microphone amplifiers and
sound mixing panels.

The control room is also located in
this van. Here, in semi -darkness,
engineers are able to see the picture
as it is actually being transmitted,
and also the image being picked up
by the second Iconoscope camera
preparatory to transmission. Con-
trol engineers may switch at will
from one camera to the other.

The
Cameras

Two Iconoscope cameras, con-
nected with this vehicle by several
hundred feet of coar ial cable, are the
instruments N'vhich pick up the scene
being televised. Mounted on tripods,
they resemble standard studio
cameras, except that they are some-
what smaller and lighter in weight.
Engineers check camera focus
by looking directly on to the
photo -sensitive plate in the Icono-
scope or " electric eye." In the
studio camera used for N.B.C. focus
is checked through a separate set of
lenses. The microphones used for
sound pick-up include several para-
bolic microphones developed in the
N.B.C. laboratories.

The second van, connected to the
first by 500 feet of coaxial cable,
when in operation, contains a com-
plete micro -wave relay transmitter.
(The principal apparatus here is the
radio frequency unit, generating the
carrier wave for picture signals, and
modulating apparatus for imposing
picture signals on this carrier.
cause of the great amount of heat
generated by some of the large valves
used, this vehicle contains an air-
conditioning unit and a water cooler
to maintain the valves at suitable
operating temperatures.
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A NEW OPTICAL METHOD
OF TELEVISION RECEPTION

By Dr. Okolicsanyi, of the Scophony Laboratories

A SYSTEM WHICH DISPENSES WITH SCANNING DEVICES
ASHORT account of a recent Scophony develop-

ment was given in the November, 1937, issue of
this journal.' It has also been explained previ-

ously how the modulated supersonic wave train repre-
sents a large number of picture elements. The cell may
be made long enough to contain the elements of a
whole picture line. Finally, different methods were

Fig. 5.-Complete experimental receiver shown
diagrammatically by Fig. 3.

indicated for projecting the picture line on to the
screen without the aid of a high speed rotating polygon.

In the course of experimental work two of these
methods were found to be of special interest. The
first of them will be explained by the following in con-
junction with Figs. i and 2 and referred to briefly as
the " flash light " method; the second is based on the
optical combination of two supersonic cells (Figs. 3, 4
and 5) and represents the " two -cell " method.

In Fig. i a wave train, produced by the picture sig-
nals of a whole line, and existing in the supersonic
cell (A) is illuminated for a very short time
by light passing through the Kerr cell (B). The
picture lines are each in turn projected on to the screen
by flashes from the Kerr cell. The efficiency of this
arrangement may be enormously increased by employ-
ing a high pressure mercury lamp flashing in sympathy
with the Kerr cell. In the ideal case when the light
flashes only for the duration of a picture element, the
Kerr cell is unnecessary.

(') The expression saw-toothed in line 9, 2nd paragraph (Television and
Short Wave World, 1937, p.652) was given in error and should have been
" sharply shaped."

For definition of present-day standards in the strobo-
scopic methods the light source must flash for a period
of less than one microsecond. For a greater duration
than this the movement of the picture modulated wave
train through the supersonic cell and hence of the
picture line across the screen will be rendered visible
as a lack of definition.

A mirror oscilloscope placed at the bar D (Fig. 2)t
and synchronously oscillating with the line frequency
may be used to compensate the movement of the line
across the screen. This is analogous to the " follow-
up " principle used by Scophony with the high speed
polygon. The amount of compensation is not limited
in the case of the tuned oscillating mirror but is vari-
able since the amplitude of swing of the mirror may be
varied. Moreover, any instability in synchronism is
visible not as a wobbling or slipping of the picture but
only as a lack of definition. Although the oscillation
of the mirror is sinusoidal,. only that portion of its
swing where its velocity is sensibly constant (i.e., ap-
proximating to its mean position) is used in conjunc-
tion with a " flashing " light. Full definition may
still be maintained even with a light source flashing
fora duration of seven or eight microseconds.
The Two -cell
Method

In Fig. 3 another very simple experimental arrange-
ment is shown. The cell A contains a small group (one
picture element) of supersonic waves producing inter-
ference fringes at the slot B. The light from the
fringes passing through the slot and lens B projects an
image of the cell A on C, and the light spot from A
scans in an opposite direction the picture modulated

,zzzr, B (KERR CELL)

SUPERSONIC CELL)

PROJECTION
ON LENS

C (LIGHT SOURCE)

Fig. 1.-This drawing shows the scheme for the new stroboscopic
(wave and slot) television method. The Kerr cell B, acting as a
shutter, projects an immobilised image of the wave -train in A

by a flash of illumination at the end of each line period.
t British Patent No. 477604 Seophony Limited and F. Okolicsanyi.
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train moving through C. Cylindrical lens D projects
cell C on to the screen via a slow -speed mirror drum.
The picture definition depends upon the size of the
group of waves in the " wave -slot " cell.

In both the stroboscopic methods and the " wave -

SUPERSONIC CELL

FLASHING
LIGHT SOURCE

OSCILLATING
MIRROR

Fig. 2.-The momentary illumination can be effected with the
light source (C) itself, the whole of the light energy being
concentrated in a short time interval, determining the rough
definition. By the small oscillatory movement of D the full

definition is attained.

" case although the picture line is scanned, the
linearity of scanning depends not on any electrical
apparatus, e.g., time base circuits, but on the velocity
of the wave train through the liquid.

Observations
In all the above mentioned methods the line syn-

chronising signals are used only to provide impulse for
a supersonic cell, Kerr cell or to " trigger " a flashing
light. No high-speed mirror drum is driven from the
signals and the only mechanical component --the small
oscillating mirror-is used not to provide scanning but
to improve definition. The velocity of the wave train
through the supersonic cell is constant. Thus is com-
bined the linearity of mechanical -optical systems and
the flexibility and ease of synchronisation of electronic
methods.

In addition it must be noted that the small group of
waves travelling through the supersonic cell of the
" wave -slot " example may be used to effect scanning
in a transmitter. The group once formed travels with
constant velocity from the crystal. Scanning is there-
fore linear.

The theory and also the common features of both
methods described above and shown on Figs. 1-5, can
be best understood by analogy with the problem of
immobilisation in the technique of snapshot photo-
graphy. If a sharp picture is required from a quickly
moving object- a high speed shutter is necessary.
Some of them, as used in most of the cameras are in
the plane of the lens and permit a simultaneous illu-
mination of the whole plate but only for a very short
time. This can be compared with the " flash light "
method used in obtaining sharp snapshot of the super-
sonic wave trains.

Fig. 4.-The Seophony supersonic cell.
On the other hand focal plane shutters are also used

for photographic cameras. The sharpness of the
image depends in this case on the product: width of
slot of the shutter times shutter -speed. The analogy
between this method and the picture -line -formation of
Figs. 3 to 5 (two -cell method) can at once be seen.

It is, therefore, a common feature of all the above
" wave -slot " methods that the fixed elemental areas
of one line are periodically and momentarily illuminated
at the line frequency. In the first case simultaneously,
in the second case, in succession.

The light efficiency of the two cell method (Fig. 3)
is inversely proportional to the number of elements in
a line. This can be overcome with the flash light
method, but the research work concerned with the
development of the corresponding light sources for the
simple method of Fig. i meets with certain difficulties.
To get the full sharpness with this simple method the
duration of illumination must be restricted to a frac-
tion of a microsecond. The design of the present ap-
paratus is therefore based on the modified form, Fig. 2,
where neither the light efficiency nor the sharpness is
dependent on the number of lines (definition) used.

An easily realised flashing lamp alone, with the

Fig. 3.-This drawing shows the " wave -slot " reception method
with two supersonic cells as used for the first researches in the
Seophony laboratories. Cell A is fed with the line impulses, cell C

with the picture impulses.

vibrating oscilloscope mirror switched off, gives an
immobilisation effect, but the sharpness will not exceed
that of a 20 -line picture.

The full sharpness for any desired definition can then
be realised without any loss of light, by a very small
vibration of the oscilloscope mirror.

While the rotating scanners can work with light
control devices representing a fraction of a line only,
the above oscilloscopes are used to project a full line,
but the movement produced by the oscilloscope is only a
fraction of the usual scanning movement.
(;) British Patent Seophony Ltd., and F. Okolicaanyi 474970 and 477604.
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Top : The N.B.C. television"aerialls more
than 1,233 feat above Fifth Avenue in
NeN YorN City. It is expaated that the
transmission range will be fifty miles.
The erection of this aerial foreshadows the
greatest programme of experiment in the

history of American television.

Above : Irvin S. Cobb, famous author
and a favourite N.B.C. broadcaster, was a
recent visitor in the N.B.C. television
studio where experimental programmes are
being presented to test RCA's television

equipment.

N.B.C. TELEVISION
IN PICTURE

Although only experimental transmissions are being _made by the National Broad-
casting Company of New York, the equipment is... of a full-scale type as these

photographs show.

Above : The Film Scanning Room. Experimental television
programmes of the National Broadcasting Company are of two
types-studio p ck-ups (with live talent) and motion picture
film. This picture shows the latter. The film is focused on an
Iconoscope camera, which is at the other side of the partition
and not shown in the photograph. This is virtually identical

with those used in the television studio.

Below : Models wearing summer styles were recently tested for
television by the National Broadcasting Company. In the
foreground are the Iconoscope cameras. The television stage is
brightly lighted from above and all sides. The microphone

is overhead, suspended from a swinging boom.
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WHAT IS " BRIGHTNESS LEVEL " ?
THE D.C. COMPONENT SIMPLY EXPLAINED

Another article in the " ABC" series in which the use of the D.C. component in television transmission is explained

by G. Parr. Without it the pictures lack life and the difficulty of synchronising is considerably increased.

IT is not not too much to say that
the success of the present British
system of television is due to the

method used in radiating the signal,
and this fact has been acknowledged

photo -cell is a maximum when the
light from the scene is brightest it
follows that the troughs in the car-
rier wave will correspond to maxi-
mum light and the wave will rise to

1,11111

a.
Fig. 1. An ordinary modulated carrier wave (a) and a carrier wave modulated 100 per cent (b).

by engineers from America and the
Continent who have visited this
country.

The method is known as " D.C.
working " and the reason for this
name will be seen on understanding
the characteristics of the television
signal.

In ordinary sound broadcasting we
have a carrier wave which is modu-
lated by audio frequencies, the effect
of the modulation being to alter-
nately increase and decrease the am-
plitude of the carrier nave. Thus,
in Fig. Ia., the average amplitude of
the carrier wave may be A without
a signal being transmitted. When
the audio frequency is impressed on
the carrier the amplitude may rise to
A, or fall to A2, but it will return to
A when the sound which is producing
the modulation ceases. The carrier
wave is thus of a constant height, ex-
cept when modulated. If the depth
of modulation is too per cent., the
troughs of the wave will reduce the
carrier amplitude to zero, as in Fig.
tb, and in this case it will be seen
that the amplitude of the modulating
wave is exactly half the amplitude of
the carrier. Under these conditions
the maximum amount of energy is
being transmitted in the form of
signal.

In television transmission on the
Baird 3o -line system (and in some
present-day systems) the same
method of modulating was used, the
only difference being that the altera-
tion in carrier amplitude was due to
light fluctuations instead pf sound
vibrations. Since the current in the

its maximum value when black is
transmitted.

The wave of Fig. to could there-
fore equally well represent a television
signal under the 30 -line system or,
for that matter, the modern Ameri-
can system, the only difference being
that no provision is made for the syn-
chronising signal. This has to be
fitted in at the end of the line and is
usually done by suppressing a por-
tion of the vision signal and allowing
the carrier to rise to maximum ampli-
tude.*
Brightness
Level

In transmitting a television scene
as distinct from sound broadcasting
we are, however, concerned with a
factor which does not have an equiva-

ris

Fig. 2. A simple black and white pattern
scanned with different brightness of background

showing change in photo cell current.

 See p. 403, duly 1937.

lent in the latter. This is the illu-
mination of the scene as a whole,
apart from the fluctuations of light
and shade which go to make up the
picture. For example, in photo-
graphing a scene in bright sunlight
the final picture has an overall ap-
pearance of brightness which tells us
immediately the conditions under
which it was taken. If a photog-rapi
is taken of a dull interior the same
effect appears in the finished print.
In order to make a televised scene
appear natural the same effect must
be applied in the transmission-the
overall brightness of the screen must
vary according to the subject and the
conditions under which it appears.
(this can be done by making use of
the carrier wave itself to convey the
" brightness," while the depth of
modulation conveys the light and
dark variations in the picture.

We can then make the height of
the carrier proportional to the bright-
ness of the scene, so that maximum
height will give maximum brightness
and each tone of the picture is asso-
ciated with a definite value of carrier
amplitude. This is the system which
is known as " D.C. working " and
to understand it better we can take
the simple case of a black and a
white square outlined against a
background of varying shade, as in
Fig. 2.

When such a picture is scanned a
current will be produced in the
photo -cell device proportional to the
brightness, and this current is shown
by the curve adjacent to each picture.
In the top case, marked (t), a grey
background gives a value of current
half -way between black (zero current)
and white (maximum current).

These extremes are marked by the
letters B and W. As soon as the
scanning spot reaches the white
square in the centre of the frame the
cell current rises to the maximum
"W" value, falling immediately
afterwards to the baseline 45 the
black square is scanned. After leav-
ing the black square the current re-
sumes its average value proportional
to the brightness of the background.

Now take the case of (2) in which
the background is much lighter, the
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squares remaining as before. (The
average cell current will be higher
and nearer the "W" value. On
scanning the two squares the ex-
tremes of current will be as before,
but after passing the black square,
the cell current will rise to a higher
steady value than in (i).

Finally, in case (3), where the
background is very dark, the normal

Fig. 2 the variations will be applied
to the grid, but the D.C. potential
will not.

Suppose we have no picture being
transmitted, but the carrier wave
only. If the background is very
dark the signal waveform will appear
as in Fig. 3, a plain line broken at
intervals by the synchronising pulses.
If this is applied to the condenser,

Fig. 3. The signal given by a blank line, showing how the mean potential across a condenser
rises until equal areas are obtained on each side of the line.

cell current is low, rising to the peak
on white and falling to zero on black
as before.

A.C.
and D.C.

In each case we have a pulse ris-
ing or falling from a steady value,
and we can represent this as an alter-
nating current superimposed on a
direct current, the value of the direct
current corresponding to the bright-
ness of the background. The alter-
nating current conveys the varia-
tions in the individual parts of the
picture : the direct current conveys
the intensity of illumination of the
scene. Without it there would be
nothing by which we could convey
the brightness of the scene as a
whole, although the individual
variations in the scene could be
transmitted as an ordinary modula-
tion of the carrier wave as Fig. i.

The name " positive modulation "
is sometimes given to this type of
transmission in which the carrier
amplitude is varied continually, nega-
tive modulation corresponding to the
wave shape of Fig. ra.

Practical
Considerations

The handling of a signal which
combines D.C. and A.C. in the way
shown above is complicated by the
fact that the usual types of coupling
between valves only respond to A.C.
In the resistance -capacity coupled
amplifier such 'as is used for tele-
vision signal amplification the im-
pulses are applied to the grid of the
valve through a condenser. If we
apply a waveform of, say, 5o cycles
per sec. to the condenser the varia-
tions in potential across the conden-
ser are applied to the grid of the
valve without appreciable distortion.
If, however, the waveform is super-
imposed on a D.C. component as in

after a few lines the potential across
the condenser will rise to a mean
value as shown by the right hand
waveform in which the areas on each
side of the centre line are equal.
Now, if a sudden white line occurs in
the picture a momentary impulse will
be given to the condenser which will
raise its potential slightly above that
to which it would attain if its mean
potential had not increased. iThe
effect can be summarised thus :

Whatever the amplitude of the un-
modulated carrier, after a few lines
the condenser will take up a mean
potential such that the area of the
wave on each side of the centre -line
is the same.

sistance of the first, the condenser
being omitted. Such a connection
would, of course, apply a high posi-
tive potential to the grid which
would be fatal to the working of the
valve, and it is therefore necessary
to apply a potential to the grid which
is of sufficiently high value to 'oppose
the potential across the anode resist-
ance and to apply the necessary bias
to the grid at the same time.

This is usually done by connecting
the valves to various tappings along
a potential divider which is connected
across the H.T. supply, but the de-
sign and operation of such amplifiers
make them unsuitable for use in
ordinary television receivers.

Fortunately, it is possible to retain
the D.C. component in the receiver
until the last stages and it is then
possible to " restore " it if the con-
denser coupling has suppressed it.

On examining the circuit of Fig. 4
we can see how the signal progresses
through the receiver and the points at
which the D.C. component is liable
to be lost. In the radio frequency
stages the whole carrier is amplified
and this reaches the detector in the
same form as it was received by the
aerial.

After passing through the diode
rectifier D the rectified signal con-
sists of the modulating voltage varia-

Fig. 4. Diagrammatic arrangement of vision receiver. The D.C. component is stopped by the
condenser in the V.F. stages.

If 'a sudden " white " impulse is
transmitted it will appear brighter
than it should on the screen owing to
the fact that the condenser potential
is above the normal level.

At first sight it would appear that
the advantages of D.C. working
could not be realised in practice
owing to the method of coupling be-
tween the valves. There are special
amplifiers in which the lvalves are
directly coupled together, known as
D.C. amplifiers, but it is difficult to
assemble more than two stages when
connected in this way. In direct
coupling, the grid of the second
valve is connected to the anode re-

tions plus a steady potential which
corresponds to the rectified carrier
wave. (The load resistance R in the
diode circuit therefore contains the
D.C. component and the potential
across it is a true indication of the
brightness of the scene transmitted.

Now we have one or more stages
of amplification for the modulation
signal-the video -frequency amplifi-
cation. If the diode is connected to
the video -frequency valve through a
condenser the D.C. component is
immediately lost, but this condenser
is not really necessary as there is no
high positive potential on the load re-
sistance. The first valve can there -

(Continued on next page)
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ADJUSTING THE TIME BASE
OF THE LOW-COST TELEVISOR

IN the diagram below the various
controls are shown for the time
base. These are, for conveni-

ence, numbered 1-9 respectively.
By so doing the need for cross refer-
ence to the time base article is
avoided.

The potentiometers Nos. i, 2, 3

and 9, are set about half way round
their full travel.

The potentiometer No. 7 is turned
full clockwise. The position for this
control will depend on the manner in
which it has been connected. It is
implied when it is advised to turn it
full clockwise that the slider is then
nearest to the earthed end.

With the control N o. 5 increase the
raster brilliance so that it is possible
to observe the effect of each subse-
quent adjustment to the remaining
controls.

If the raster is very small it may
be enlarged with adjustment to the
controls Nos. 2 and 3. With control
No. 4 approximately focus the light
spot. This condition is reached when
the raster edges are clean and the
flybacks are plainly visible.

At this stage the raster may be
approximately centered. This is per-
formed with the controls Nos. 6 and
8. The final accurate centering is
postponed until the picture, correctly

By S. West.

In an article last month instructions were
given for operating and adjusting the
complete " Low Cost Televisor."
This article, whilst being explicit, by reason
of its comprehensiveness occupied some
four pages and it is felt many constructors
will like a more concise description of the
time base adjustments.
Accordingly, the following instructions
have been prepared. It is recommended
that the adjustments are made in the exact
order as written. Little difficulty will then
be experienced in arriving at the correct
settings.

synchronised and having
dimensions, is obtained.

Set control No. r for the least ras-
ter width. Adjust control No. 2 so
that the raster is half the final width
of the picture which can be accom-
modated on the screen. Turn the
control No. i so that the raster as-
sumes the correct width.

With control No. 9 reduce the
raster to its minimum height. With
control No. 3 adjust the height so
that it is approximately equal to half
the screen's diameter, i.e., 5 in. for
a io in. tube, etc. With control No.
9 increase the height so that the
raster edges extend to the screen edge
limits.

These latter instructions referring
to the settings for controls Nos. 3
and 9, are the frame time base ad -

the correct

SYNCH. NETWORK PANEL

0 0
R

7

R30 R26

0
6 8

TOP

LEFT SIDE RIG -4T SIDE

This diagram shows
the time base con-
trols numbered for
easy reference to the
adjusting instruc-

tions.

justments. When modulation is ap-
plied to the tube and synchronising
pulses to the time bases, the picture
should at once lock into synchronism
for this dimension. If, when the ad-
justments have been made, there is
a tendency for the picture to bounce
vertically as a whole, or for it to
" blink," i.e., to alteruatively be
large then narrow, an adjustment of
control No. 3 should correct the
fault. Failing this, re -adjustment of
the synchronising controi R38 on the
vision unit may be required.

If it is found impossible to effect a
cure a synchronising pulse applica-
tion potentiometer is advised in place
of the fixed resistances R12 and 1214
in the synchronising pulses applica-
tion network. This potentiometer
can have a value of about 30,000 to
50,000 ohms, It is connected in the
same manner as is the potentiometer
for the line circuit.

Slowly rotate control No. 2 until a
single picture is formed. This ad-
justment is facilitated if the control
No. 7 is rotated so that the slider is
about i in. from the earth end. With
the single picture correctly formed,
this control (No. 7) may be more ac-
curately set.

The correct picture dimensions
may be restored with adjustments to
the controls Nos. I and 9. Also the
light spot may be more accurately
focused with the control No. 4. The
setting of this control is correct when
it is possible plainly to see each indi-
vidual line composing the raster over
the whole picture area.

" WHAT IS BRIGHTNESS LEVEL "
(Continued from preceding page.)

fore be directly connected to the
diode as shown and the D.C. com-
ponent will then appear in the anode
voltage variations. From thence the
signal can either be applied to the
cathode-ray tube direct or through
another stage of video -frequency am-
plification. In either case NN, e can no
longer avoid the use of a condenser,
and it therefore becomes necessary
to see how we can restore the D.C.
component after the first video am-
plifying valve. The method will be
explained in the next article.
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Telegossip
BEHIND the office -doors of Alex-

andra Palace plans are in the
making-plans on paper, plans

at the idea stage. Over the whole
television station broods the air of
secrecy and tension a little like that
behind the lines before a Big Push.

And television's Big Push is nearly
due. There has been much talk of
the need for extra studio accomoda-
tion at Alexandra Palace before
hours can be extended. Actually the
problem reaches farthur than this-
there is need for more dressing room
accommodation, more offices, more
staff, and more everything. The
station needs doubling in size.

In fact I should not be at all sur-
prised if those very secret plans en-
visaged the taking over of another
chunk of Alexandra Palace. But the
tragedy is that conversion of the
empty shell will take so long. When
I remember that the 13.13.C. Russian
steam -roller methods took eighteen
months-or was it two years?-to
build and inaugurate the station in
the first instance I feel pessimistic
about the prospects of speedy
developments.

What is the reason for secrecy and
delay? It is because nobody knows
how much the Government will give
the B.B.C. for television. Estimates
have varied from £5o,000 to
Z.5oo,00. I split the dill erence and
make it Z.250,000.

Though I do not wish to be a pro-
phet of gloom I see a grave danger
that a large proportion of the money
allotted may be swallowed up in con-
structional costs, before the tele-
vision staff have a chance of tackling
the main trouble-improvement of
programmes.

Sunday
Programmes

But when recently 1 had a chat with
Mr. Gerald Cock, the Director of
Television, he gave me one hearten-
ing piece of news. " We shall have
Sunday programmes soon," he said.
I gather that there will be one hour
of transmission. When I tried to
persuade Mr. Cock to define what he
meant by " soon," he declined to be
drawn even to the extent of sa
whether it would be weeks or months.

I gather that another studio hour
on week -days will follow in addition

AND
SHORT-WAVE WORLD

A Causerie of Fact, Comment
and Criticism

By L. Marsland Gander

to outside broadcasts. There will be
no summer " close -down " this year.

Now more about these plans. The
project for the conversion of St.
George's Hall has been temporarily
shelved. But I happened to catch a
glimpse of a small model of St.
George's as adapted for television.
The idea is to leave it as a theatre
with ordinary wings and a central
ramp in front of the stage up and
down which the camera could be
tracked.

The A.P.
Theatre

As regards the Alexandra Palace
theatre there are two alternative sug-
gestions on paper. One is that
camera and control positions should
be arranged in a circle in the centre
of the floor; the other that it should
be kept as a theatre.

Coming
0.B.'s

But Mr. Cock is building most of
his hopes on the television vans.
These vans have been docked for
nineteen days for repairs and tuning
up. After that it will be non-stop
work for them throughout the spring
and summer. The biggest events of
the summer will, it is hoped, be the
televising of the Derby from Epsom
and of the Australian Test matches
from the Oval and Lord's. Tele-
scopic lenses will show the Austra-
lian Test giants at the wicket and
will do more to popularise television
than a hundred other transmissions.

Cricket, which offers a stationary
batsman as the central figure, has to
my mind more possibilities than foot-
ball, which demands that the camera
should try to follow a fast-moving
player in the dim days of winter.
Other items on the programme are
the finish of the Boat Race, Hurling-
ham Polo, Trooping the Colour, a
day's routine at Croydon aerodrome,
and, of course, Wimbledon tennis
again.

O.B.
Quality

The all-important point is, how-
ever, improvement of the quality of
these outside relays. Candidly I
found 5o per cent. of the transmis-
sions from the Olympia circus dis-

appointing, a poor reward to enter-
prising Philip Dorte and his staff
who had slaved endlessly at the jo),
of putting them over. A few extra
lights had been introduced over the
ring but they did not provide suffi-
cient illumination.

The chief trouble, however, was
altogether unexpected. For the first
time the engineers at Alexandra ex-
perienced a curious interaction be-
tween the incoming signals from
Olympia and the outgoing signals
from the Palace. Readers will recall
that pictures transmitted from the
van are picked up on a tiny mast
which surmounts the main mast,
plumb in the centre of the " dead "
area. Steps have now been taken to
guard against a repetition of this
trouble.

An important addition to the vans
will be a telescopic aerial which, on
the fire -escape principle, will reach
to a great height. If there ever was
any doubt on the subject it has now
been firmly established that height is
the all-important factor in the aerial
used for the vans.
Personalia

Passing to personal affairs, view-
ers will be delighted to hear that they
will, after all, continue to see Leslie
Mitchell as the compere of "Picture
Page " and probably in other parts
of the programme. Though he is
carrying out his intention of resign-
ing to become a commentator for
the British Movietone News Reel he
will work for the B.B.C. on a pro-
gramme contract. In other words,
he will reverse his former method,
now making television the spare -
time job while the news reel becomes
his main occupation.

This is a tribute to one who not
only established himself as the first
man television announcer but also
showed conspicuous ability and
originality in developing his work.
How much " Picture Page " is de-
pendent upon him becomes apparent
when he is away.

Then I hear that Cecil Lewis is
back from Hollywood and Tahiti. In
the early days of television at A.P.,
as the first to be in charge of outside
broadcasts, his screen personality
made a most agreeable impression
upon the small pioneer audience. Mr.
Cock tells me that he is prepared to
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make another offer to Mr. Lewis, but
he will not be rejoining the staff at
present.

" Wanted-a Chief Sub -Editor."
I suggest this advertisement to the
B.B.C. Television Department, be-
cause the fact is that there seems a
general disinclination to cut pro-
grammes to reasonable proportions.
Some producers, 1 feel, show them-
selves incapable of distinguishing
between a good idea and good enter-
tainment.

I take one example. There is a
queer form of modern art which pro-
duces objects called " mobiles." One
particular product consists of
coloured cardboard discs attached to
wires, all mounted on a central pedes-
tal. These things wave about in the
breeze.

An interesting and amusing idea-
possibly the art form of the next cen-
tury. It would be given two minutes
in a magazine film. But bless me !
the. B.B.C. devoted fifteen minutes
to it on the home screen. After three
minutes the novelty was over; after
five it was like a bad dream ; after
ten I began to see it as a slide of
blood under a microscope. Never
once did I obtain the glimpse of cos-
mic space intended. What marvel-
lous entertainment for the million !

A Success
In contrast I come to " Rush

Hour " and offer my warmest con-
gratulations to the producer, Mr.
Stephen Thomas, who because of a
tendency to plump for minority pro-
grammes has not had the credit that
is his due. Herbert Farjeon's revue,
of which the television screen gave a
pre -view before its presentation on
the stage under another name, is
easily the best light entertainment
given by television.

But it took three weeks to rehearse
it. Is there any hope then, of bring-
ing up the staple diet of television to
these standards? (fen sets were used
altogether, all but one in the same
studio. In the cramped space of the
studio such a production is a miracle
of organisation.

I was present in the original Mar-
coni-E.M.I. studio; half the floor
taken up by orchestra and apparatus
and four other sets, constantly in a
flux, crowded into the narrow space
remaining. This revue is witty,
topical, satirical and tuneful. The
Shakespeare theme songs are bril-

liant-" I've got a mania for
Titania," " Gloomy Dane," etc.
Edward Cooper was turned into
Othello by the simple expedient of
transmitting a negative.

Improved
Lighting

Enormous improvement in the
quality of studio transmissions has
been effected by a complete revision
of the lighting arrangements. The
whole responsibility for lighting has
been handed over to D. R. Campbell,
one of the engineers of 30 -line days
in Portland Place. During " Rush
Hour " I watched hint at work and I
understood. He needs to be more
than an artist and an enthusiast with
the patience of Job. He must be an
athlete as well. Mr. Campbell dived
about under the camera lens during
shots, he threaded his way through
the scrum of studio assistants and
scene shifters.

Once I thought that the main trunk
of the Forest of Arden carried uncer-
tainly across the floor by a scene
shifter would crown him as he leaped
about intent on his work. One of
these days we shall marvel at the re-
sults produced in what is nothing
more than a box by comparison with
a full-size film studio.

The British
Lead

Britain is not good at " telling the
world " its television achievements.
As an illustration, 1 notice that in
connection with the Paris Inter-
national Exhibition, two television
prizes were won by Germany,

One was awarded to the Reich for
demonstrations of the great technical
and practical development of its tele-
vision and visual telephone services.
The second was awarded to an im-
portant German firm for apparatus
remarkable for accuracy in re -trans-
mitting images and for its small com-
pass.

I visited the Paris Exhibition and
also the Berlin Radio Exhibition. I
cannot admit that German television
is in any respect superior to Britain ;
it is in many ways inferior. The dif-
ference between 405 -line definition
and the 441 -line definition used by the
Reich is so slight as to be impercept-
ible. In the matter of programme
presentation Britain has an easy lead.

I wonder what those who grumble
at British programmes would say if

they were asked to endure the un-
sophisticated German fare? It is
common knowledge that Britain has
led the whole world by giving a pub-
lic service to the home for more than
a year on high definition, without
any challenge by a foreign country.

Yet German showmanship is so
superior that she annexes the tele-
vision prizes at an International Ex-
hibition where British_ television is
only represented anonymously and is
an " also ran." I had almost said
" where British television was not
represented at all." But that would
have been incorrect for in the grounds
of the exhibition I myself was
televised with an Etnitron camera
made at Hayes. This did not, how-
ever, figure as a British exhibit but
had been purchased for demonstra-
tion purposes.
The New
Berlin Studio

After learning of these awards a
description of the new Berlin head-
quarters for television makes exceed-
ingly odd reading. These new pre-
mises are situated in the Deutsch-
landhaus on Hitler Square. As they
will not be completed until April,
1938, I presume the intention is to
use them to feed programmes to the
three new mountain stations of the
Reich.

Yet the official description runs :
" Near the actual stage is the stage
manager's room and a waiting room
with only a dim blue light, where
artists assemble before going on the
stage to accustom themselves to the
semi -darkness in which they must
act." In other .words Germany is
still using a system discarded here
twelve months ago.

A New Type
of Entertainment

I ran into Reginald Smith, one of
the producers at Alexandra Palace,
the other day. He was singing the
praises of Charles Heslop, an artist
for whom Mr. Smith has unbounded
admiration, and who is consequently
booked in many programmes.

There is a new type of entertain-
ment in store for viewers. Mr. Smith
has persuaded Dante, the illusionist,
to come to the studio to explore in
order to discover whether be can re-
produce any of his great illusions
there. I know nothing about stage
magic but I suppose the difficulties
will be lack of trap -doors, etc.
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FURTHER NOTES ON
THE POSSIBILITIES OF SMALL TUBES

By S. West
The small -tube receiver has been proved by experiment to give almost all the detail produced by large tubes and for
small audiences is entirely satisfactory. This article deals with considerations of design which are very simple.
RECENTLY the writer

of television receivers
ray tubes.*

It was pointed out then that large constructional
economies can be effected by the use of the Mullard
A41/B4 or G4 tube. This tube has an unusual elec-
trode system and the arrangement employed permits
the application of an unbalanced deflection voltage to
one set of plates.

The characteristics of the tube are suited to television
picture reproduction. A modulation voltage easily
obtainable with a normal output arrangement will fully
control the tube between the limits of maximum useable
brightness and light spot extinction.

It is claimed by the makers that an extremely small
light spot can be secured due to careful electrode dis-
position, and tests substantially confirm this to be so.
Finally, the deflection sensitivity is high and calls only
for reasonable sweep voltages. (The tube is available
with a white screen, type A41/4.

N description of a practical double time base for use
with the tube already has been published.

Partly because of the simplicity of the time base, but
mainly due to the low final anode voltage required for
the tube it becomes possible to design a complete high -
definition television receiver capable of furnishing first
class pictures and indeed having nearly all the attri-
butes of a conventional large -tube receiver but with a
great reduction in complexity of apparatus.
Simplifying the
Vision Receiver

With a suitable time base and accompanying power
pack already evolved, it very naturally followed that
some thought be given to the design of a vision receiver
unit, comparable in simplicity to these units and which,
together with adaptations of the already designed time
base would comprise a televisor possessing those very
desirable features-simplicity and low cost. There is
little doubt that such a design is awaited and is assured
a welcome by a large number of constructors who
require a design within their ability to construct and

dealt with the possibilities
employing small cathode-
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operate and that conforms to the limits set by their
pockets.

Before further considering the types of vision receiver
that we can use, let us briefly review the form of double
time base that has already been found entirely satis-
factory for the 4 in. tube.
Four -valve
Time Base

Earlier reference has been made to the unusual ar-
rangement adopted for one set of deflector plates of
the tube, an arrangement permitting an unbalanced
output for one scanning direction. A number of tests
revealed that this set of plates are best used for the
line scan. This is partly necessitated by the need, in
accordance with the tube maker's recommendation, for
connecting the D2 plate direct to the final anode.

For some time during the preliminary tests of the
tube some difficulty was experienced with the picture
aspect in the frame direction. There was a tendency
for it to compress at the bottom. Finally, it was de-
cided deliberately to encourage non -linearity of the
charge voltage for the frame relay. At once the pic-
ture assumed an excellent balance. It then was found
possible to employ a simple time base having a total
of only four valves. Furthermore, an H.T. voltage of
Soo volts proved adequate permitting a reduction in
the voltage rating for the various condensers thereby
reducing their cost.
H.T.
Economies

A voltage of a little over i,000 volts is required for
the C.R. tube operation. Almost no current is, how-
ever, indeed, that taken by the potential divider,
furnishing the various tube's electrodes voltages, ac-
counting almost entirely for the power consumption.
Accordingly we may well use the same H.T. source to
provide power for the time base, particularly as the
current required by this is low. With the adjustments
correctly made it is less than to milliamps.

As we require 500 volts only the excess voltage may
be dropped across a resistance in series with the load
thereby providing adequate smoothing. Thus, exclud-
ing any arrangement required to delay application of
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HOW ECONOMIES CAN BE EFFECTED
H.T. whilst the various valves' heaters attain normal
operating temperature (actually a Mazda DLSx vacuum
delay switch proves very suitable for this purpose) a
total of five valves will provide the necessary scanning
arrangements and in addition the voltages for tube
operation.
Super- het or
Straight ?

Now if we are able to achieve similar simplicity for
the receiver unit, we shall have a complete outfit that
will conform to the requirements of a large number of
constructors as has previously been remarked.

Several receivers were constructed, both super-
heterodyne and straight types and the salient features
of these receivers were carefully analysed. It oecame
obvious that a straight set conformed better to our
requirements.

Considering first the super -heterodyne type. (The
feature of this class of receiver is that high I.F. ampli-
fication is possible ! however, the frequency changer
stage is a passenger from the point of view of
cation, indeed it can attenuate. Also as wide frequency
response is essential for a vision receiver, the high
gain that can normally be obtained at the 1.F. frequency
is impossible as the circuits necessarily are heavily
damped. Also with the super -heterodyne class of re-
ceiver it is preferable for various reasons to employ at
any rate one stage of R.F. amplification.

Now it is obvious that we are not likely to achieve
anything particularly simple by adhering to the super-
heterodyne principle, particularly when it is remem-
bered that if a reduction in number, from the usual
number, of I.F. stages is contemplated, and this would
appear the obvious course to pursue in order to sim-.
plify. There remains, therefore, little reason for going
to the trouble of converting the signal to a new fre-
quency, for the principal feature of this class of receiver
for television reception purposes is that a large degree
of amplification at a convenient frequency is made
possible.

So we come to consideration of the straight receiver.
The Straight
Receiver

Now it is within the capabilities of the amateur to
construct straight receivers for use on television fre-
quencies with, up to, four R.F. stages.

Receivers employing this number of stages are not
simple, but nevertheless with care it is possible even
with limited facilities successfully to construct such
an arrangement.

Three stages are much more simple, but there still
remain certain difficulties, chief of which is the ever
present possibility of instability. A straight receiver
that is not inherently stable can have extremely dis-
concerting traits. Changes of aerial arrangements and
slight differences of the components layout or values
in the receiver can result in complete unmanageability.

If sufficient gain is possible with two stages only we
would at once decide on this number. Unfortunately,
however, due to the heavy damping imposed by the
valves at ultra high frequencies, the gain per stage is
very low.

Actually, without entering into an involved account
concerning the difficulties of getting good dynamic re -
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sistance for the tuned circuits and other effects, it will
here suffice to say that the gain through two stages is
likely to be something between forty to sixty times,
assuming reasonable care with the construction.

Let us leave this section of receiver design tempor-
arily and consider what can be achieved with post
detector amplification. Naturally we are referring to
video frequency amplification.

Now a V.F. amplifying stage can be extremely effi-
cient. Quite high gains are easily secured without
difficulty. Also, with suitable choice of constants the
response between the two extreme limits is linear, and
phase shift can be kept within reasonable limits.

It can be said that excluding devices at present res-
tricted to the laboratory, the V.F. amplifying stage is
the most efficient for television purposes.

Assuming that we can use two stages what gain may
be expected after fixing the permissible upper and lower
attenuation and phase shift limits to which it is required
we adhere.

These limits are not dealt with here for the question
is a rather involved one and is actually further involved
because of the small tube that we are to use.

It is sufficient to state that tests were conducted and
these limits determined by actual observation of the
received picture. A high standard of definition was
demanded, indeed the full capabilities of the tube were
utilised. In spite of this a gain of over twenty for
each stage was easily obtained.

The majority of amateurs are well acquainted with
the circuit arrangement for a V.F. stage. Many types
exist but in its customary form the V.F. stage is almost
identical to the familiar R.C. coupled audio stage. The
main difference being the inclusion of a small induct-
ance in series with the valve's anode load resistance, the
effect of which is to maintain the response at the high
frequencies. Also care with the valve's cathode circuit'
is required.

With two stages, unless we employ directly coupled
circuits, which is undesirable, it will be obvious that
by reason of the coupling condenser the D.C. compon-
ent is lost. If the absence of the D.C. component
affected only the quality of the received picture we
might tolerate this loss. It can be shown, however,
that it is essential we retain the D.C. component in
connection with synchronisation for perfect synchron-
ism cannot be obtained when it is absent.

Fortunately by a very simple subterfuge, involving
little additional apparatus, we are able to restore it
quite accurately. The writer already has referred to
the manner in which this may be done and a brief des-
cription of the manner of operation has been given.*

Now not only does this ability artificially to restore
the D.C. component permit us to use normal capacity
coupled V.F. stages, it also simplifies considerably the
choice of a synchronising pulse filter. We will later
deal briefly with the form this synchronising filter can
take.

In the meantime let us recapitulate the arguments
set out and see what form of receiver will result with
adherence to the reasoning above.

We have seen already that if two R.F. stages will
prove sufficient, this section of the receiver will prove
simple to construct and operate.

* " Television and Short Wave World " December 1937, p. 728.
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BAIRD
TELEVISION LTD.

WORLD PIONEERS & MANUFACTURERS OF
ALL TYPES OF TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

* FIRST IN 1926 *
* FINEST IN 1938*

Brilliant pictures, freedom from dis-
tortion, excellent detail, wide angle of
vision, extremely simple operation, high
fidelity sound and all -wave radio are
among the factors contributing to the
first-class performance of all Baird
Television receivers. Incorpo rating
every modern feature in television
development, each model in the range
represents the high -water -mark of
achievement.

* * * *
Each television receiver incorporates a
Baird " Cathovisor " Cathode Ray Tube
which has the outstanding advantage
of being completely electro-magnetic
in operation. These tubes can be
supplied separately with the necessary
scanning equipment where desired.
Apart from manufacturing processes,
stringent tests are made for electrical
emission, tube characteristics, filament
rating, and screen quality, and following
normal picture reconstitution under
service conditions, every Baird Cathode
Ray Tube, on completion, is subjected
to a very high external pressure test.

One of the latest Baird Receivers
Model TI I

VISIT
STAND

No.
A709

AT
OLYMPIA

Write for descriptive 2/ FEB - 4 MAR
OLYMPIA L EARISCOURT LONDON

FIXEYEEECIEra

VISIT
STAN D

No.
A709

AT
OLYMPIA

Baird " Cathovisor " Cathode Ray
Tubes are the ideal solution for high
quality television pictures.

* * * *
A large number of Flat installations have
already been carried out and amplifier
equipment for this purpose is available.
Vision and sound are provided " on
tap " in any room desired, and technical
advice will be given by the company's
experts on all points.

* * * *
Another important development is the
Baird Multiplier Photo -electric Cell,
of which there are various types. The
Baird Multiplier is a chain of electron
permeable grid stages, and under
service conditions very high current
gain factors can be obtained. Cathode
sensitivity is approximately 3o micro -
amps per lumen. These Multiplier
Cells are suitable for all television and
sound on film work, together with many
industrial applications where high gain,
coupled with sensitivity and extremely
high signal to noise ratio, is essential.

Literature, post Free

Head Office : Laboratories :

Greener House, 66, Haymarket, Crystal Palace, Anerley Road,

LONDON, S.W.I LONDON, S.E. 19.
'Phone: Whitehall 5454 'Phone : Sydenham 6030
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AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

Write to
Osram Valves, Technical

Dept.

FEBRUARY, 1938

For

AUTOMATIC
CONTRAST EXPANSION

and
AUTOMATIC

GAIN CONTROL
or

ANY SPECIALISED
CIRCUIT CONDITION

MADE IN

ENGLAND

srain
valves

Osram Valves are specified by the ex-
perimenter and designer of specialised
apparatus, They will always give you

reliable and efficient service.

OSRAM VALVES DESIGNED TO ASSIST THE DESIGNER
Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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in this connection there are three points to consider :
(I) Will the selectivity of two stages be sufficient to
exclude the sound carrier. (2) Are we able to secure
sufficient post detector amplification to ensure bright
pictures. (3) Will the input to the detector valve be
high enough to ensure efficient rectification. Speaking
practically the answer to all three points is, yes.
Excellent Pictures
up to 35 Miles

Using an arrangement consisting of two R.F. stages,
diode detector and two V.F'. stages excellent pictures
are obtainable up to 35 miles.

Doubtless a single V.F. stage will suffice in locations
close to the transmitter and we can bear this in mind
when designing the chassis so that without radical
alteration of the layout a V.F. stage may be omitted.

Skeleton circuit of the vision unit of the small -tube receiver.

The aerial will require to be fairly efficient and it is
important that it be accurately constructed to resonate
at the wavelength of the vision carrier. It is not diffi-
cult to understand why this is so if it is borne in mind
that field strengths as high as 1-3o millivolts -metre
exist at locations between 10-40 miles radial distance
from the transmitter and the overall gain of our receiver
is, even conservatively estimated, in the region of
17,000 times.

Simple Power
Unit

A straightforward power unit will cater for this re-
ceiver. The only usual requirement being efficient
smoothing necessitated by the high post detector mag-
.iification.

Up to the present then our design comprises a total
of eleven valves which is very reasonable, but we have
not considered that important feature, separation of
the synchronising pulses.

Already we have revealed that the D.C. component
is simply restored by means of a diode valve and it only
remains to separate the synchronising pulses from the
signal.

An excellent way of effecting this is with a screened
grid valve adjusted to have a short characteristic with
an extremely abrupt cut-off. Such a characteristic is
easily secured and regular synchronising pulses of con-
stant amplitude are readily obtained. Moreover the

filter effect of such a valve stage may be further aug-
mented by including a high -value resistance in the grid
circuit. This is easy to understand if the character of
the grid signal is examined.

The modulation content due to the picture is positive
and in the absence of negative synchronising pulses
grid current will flow, causing attenuation of the ap-
plied signal across the grid stopper. This effect, how-
ever, is absent for the negative synchronising pulses.

A complete vision receiver has been constructed em-
bodying the features outlined in this article and exten-
sive tests have revealed its suitability for the amateur.
Bright pictures having perfect detail are obtainable
up to 35 miles and even at greater distances with effi-
cient aerial systems. The construction is straight-
forward and the operation simple.

Due to the simple design and reduction in the num-
ber of valves the cost is very low.

Full constructional details of this complete vision
receiver will be given in a series of articles. The first
of which will appear in next month's issue of TELE-
VISION AND SHORT-WAVE WORLD, and will deal with the
construction of the vision unit. The diagram shows
the arrangemen.t adopted when two stages of V.F. am-
plification are used. It is pointed out that the diagram
is not complete. Certain omissions are made in order
to simplify it.

The valve Vi is a diode which rectifies the signal.
This diode is directly coupled to the first V.F. valve Vz.
No coupling condenser is required here as is obvious
from a study of the circuit.

The resistance R is the load resistance of the valve
V2. The inductance Ch is in series with this load re-
sistance. It has no effect at low frequencies, at high
frequencies, however, it maintains the response. There
is an optimum value for the circuit's " Q " when the
response is maintained substantially linear up to ex-
tremely high frequencies and transient distortion is
minimal.

The amplified signal is passed to the grid of the
second V.F. valve V3 through the coupling condenser
C. Due to this condenser the D.C. component is lost.
Both the condenser and the resistance RI require to be
carefully chosen if phase shift and attenuation at low
frequencies are to be avoided.

The anode circuit of V3 is identical to that of V2.
For this reason it is not completed in the diagram. The
further amplified signal from V3 is passed teethe syn-
chronising pulse filter valve V5, which is adjusted so
that it has a short grid axis. The resistance R3 aug-
ments the synchronising pulses filter effect by attenuat-
ing signals sufficiently positive to cause grid current,
i.e., signals with picture content.

The valve V4 is a diode which restores the D.C. com-
ponent. It performs this function by rectifying the
applied signal potential thereby reducing the load pro-
portionately to the increase in signal amplitude.

The resistance R2 serves the multiple purpose of load
resistance for the diode valve V4, as the grid leak of
V5, and as the C.R. tube's grid return.

Modulation for the C.R. tube is available at the point
M of the diagram.

The synchronising pulses available at the anode of
V5 are fed through simple selective networks 'o the
time bases.
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THE DON LEE TELEVISION
BROADCASTS

THE Don Lee television station,
W6XAO, is now operating
daily except Sundays and holi-

days. The evening programmes
start at 6.3o p.m. and continue until
7.15 p.m. or later. The daytime pro-
grammes work on the following sche-
dule : Mondays, g to ro a.m. ; Wed-
nesdays, 1 1 to 12 a.m. ; Saturdays,
2 to 3 p.m. Test transmissions are
often made in addition to those
scheduled and these are announced
at the conclusion of the preceding
scheduled transmission.

The visual images are broadcast
on a frequency of 45,000 kilocycles
(61 metres). The accompanying sound
is broadcast on a frequency of 54,30o
kilocycles (5i metres).

A simple line image of constant in-
tensity and an accompanying 1 ,000 -
cycle tone are broadcast at the begin-
ning and end of each transmission on
the visual and aural transmitters, res-
pectively. This image appears as 38
parallel horizontal bright bars in the
field of view.

The image broadcast is Soo -line se-
quentially scanned with a frame repe-
tition frequency of 24 per second.
Synchronising pulses are transmitted
at the end of each line (7,200 per
second) and at the end of each com-
plete image (24 per second). These
pulses are or opposite polarity to the
image signal variations.

- UP, THE GUNNERS !"
" Up, the Gunners !" is the title of

a revue which will be Presented early
in February. " Up, the Gunners !"
will be built around Charles Heslop,
one of the star comedians of tele-
vision. Michael North, one of the
famous "Co -Optimists" and a mem-
ber of the "Television Follies,'-' is
now working on the music, and the
story is being written by Moore Ray-
mond. " Up, the Gunners !" will be
seen on February 3 and 5 in the even-
ing and afternoon programmes.

VISION AT 100 MILES
Up to the present it appears that

the greatest distance at which con-

sistent reception is possible is ap-
proximately seventy miles. Reports
are, however, constantly coming to
hand of good pictures at distances in
excess of this, as, for example, Nor-
wich, Birmingham (Too) and Beccles
(iio). Usually reception at these dis-
tances is only possible at night time.

Mr. W. R. Parkinson, technical
director of the Radio Gramophone
Development Co., Ltd., Birmingham,
has constructed a receiver on which
he obtains regularly the transmis-
sions from Alexandra Palace-at
Solihull, Warwickshire, Too miles
away.

The height of the aerial above
ground is 55 feet and approximately
45o feet above sea -level. Mr. Par-
kinson has demonstrated the receiver
to many Birmingham radio enthusi-
asts, who vouch for his claim that the
signals are received every day and
are not an example of " freak "
reception.

SUNDAY TELEVISION IN APRIL
It is understood that the first Sun-

day transmissions from Alexandra
Palace are likely to take place early
in April. This will be the first step
by the B.B.C. towards a general im-
provement in the service. No time
has as yet been decided upon when
the transmissions will take place but
it is expected that they will be in the
late afternoon --that is some time
before the ordinary hours of church
service in order to conform with the
present policy of the B.B.C.

A RIVAL SHOW
The Physical Society's exhibition

has a rival this year in the Science
Masters' exhibition, which was held
at the same time in the same build-
ing. It provided a welcome change
for those who were disheartened at
the cost of some of the elaborate re-
search apparatus and enabled them
to see what could be done with bits
of string and tins.

All the exhibits were home made
and were generously displayed to
give science teachers a chance of
copying each other's bright ideas.

One impression that was gathered
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from the exhibition was the mean-
ness of some of our education author-
ities, if the masters are reduced to
making their apparatus in such a
crude form as some of the bits and
pieces shown. For example, several
had optical experiments shown by
little lamp boxes made out of cigar
box wood or cocoa tins when a com-
mercial firm alongside had a per-
fectly good optical kit for about
.42 los.

Television is barred from the exhi-
bition and can only sneak in under a
heavy disguise, like Research on
the Production of Variations in
Light and Shade by Alteration of
Bias applied to a Cathode-ray Tube."
This may have disappointed some
people who will remember the early
demonstrations of the Marconi T20 -
line (or was it 18o -line?) system
which was shown at the exhibition
some years ago. It was then in the
nature of pure research and as such
was admitted, but the Council of the
Physical Society have decided that
purely commercial applications are
barred, and the exhibits are confined
to new instruments and research on
specific problems.

AMATEUR CONSTRUCTION
On January 19, Mr. West attended

the meeting of the Television Society
to talk about his receiver which has
been published in this paper. At
times it looked as though an argu-
ment would develop into super-hets.
v. straight.

One of the champions of the
straight set is Mr. Parr, of Ediswan,
but as his location is practically on
top of the Alexandra Palace aerial,
his judgment was probably biased by
several hundred millivolts at the
start. There is a lot to be said for
the Murphy scheme of issuing two
types of receiver in which the ampli-
fication is slightly varied at the ex-
pense of the response. For distant
customers they recommend the more
sensitive type and the falling off in
detail is hardly noticeable. In any
case no one would object to a slight
loss in the finer points of the picture
if they were sure of getting reliable
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reception at a distance. In the
" Murphy News early in January
there was a sarcastic rejoinder to
certain remarks which implied that
the brightness of their picture is due
to the cathode-ray tube having been
" pepped up." jlhe reply is "Would
the tube be guaranteed for a year if
it was overrun?" ,The operating
voltage is certainly within the
maker's rating.

R.U.R."
" R.U.R.," Karel Capek's master-

piece, is to be televised in a forty -
minute version which will give an
impressionistic rendering of scenes
in Rossum's Universal Robot fac-
tory. Jan Bussell, who is producing
the play for television, will build up
the atmosphere of vast mechanism
and inhuman machinery by means of
quick close-ups and changing camera
angles, instead of attempting big
scale scenery which might strain the
television medium. This method
will, it is hoped, prove specially
effective in depicting the robot
rebellion.

" R.U.R." will be seen in the
afternoon and evening programmes
on February 8 and z t respectively.

SOME BAIRD TESTS

ichat consistent and excellent re-
ception is possible in all the places
situated within the normal service
area has been proved by the Baird
Company, who have carried out
tests in the following districts. In
every case excellent pictures were re-
ceived and many of them it will be
noted are well beyond the accepted
range.
Croydon
Golders Green
Woolwich
Harrow
Edgware
Sanderstead
Eastbourne
Oxford
Margate
Brighton
Wembley
Cheam
Rickmansworth
Chariwood,
Winchmore HillGravesend
Povey Cross Radlett, Herts.
Kingswood, Oxted
Southgate Sidcup, Kent
Greenford Weybridge
Enfield Teddington

West Wickham,
Reigate
Wimbledon
Sutton, Surrey
Slough
Hounslow
Luton
Sunninghill,
Esher
Kingston -on -Thames
South Nutfield,
Richmond
Maidstone
Beckenham

Chigwell, Essex
Maidenhead
Pirbright,
Guildford
Windsor Forest
Chesham
Hendon
Romford
West Byfleet
,Totteridge
Hampstead
Chiswick
Crystal Palace
Beddington,
Lewisham
Blackheath
Clapham
Coulsdon
Carshalton
Campden Hill
Highgate
East Dulwich
Ware, Herts.
Uxbridge
East Ham
Stratford
Amersham
Mill Hill

Hemel Hempstead
Ealing
Brooklands
Reigate
Rochester
Woking
South Kensington
Honor Oak Park
South Woodford
Thornton Heath
Petts Wood,
Bayswater
Wandsworth
Jordans, Bucks.
South Norwood
Westminster
Tudor Street, E.C.
Welwyn
Bromley, Kent
Anerley
Chipstead
Elizabeth Street.
Putney
Sydenham
Barnes
Enfield
Wanstead

RUSSIAN TELEVISION
Listeners to Radio Luxembourg

will probably have heard the tele-
vision signals that are being trans-
mitted on Sunday evenings from
Moscow. These signals are of suffi-
cient intensity to interfere with the
Luxembourg programmes, but are
not sufficiently strong to be picked up
on a vision receiver.

At a rough guess these vision
transmissions are of the low -definition
6o -line variety. It would be very
interesting to know the reason for the
continuation 'a these low -definition
transmissions in view of the fact that
high -definition transmitters are al-
ready in use in Russia.

In the early days of the B.B.C. 3o -
line transmissions many more people
over a much wider area were able to
experiment with quite simple appara-
tus. As cathode-ray tubes and asso-
ciate equipment is not too easy to
obtain in Russia this may be the rea-
son for the continuation of a low -
definition system.

ENGLAND -AUSTRALIA ON
5 METRES

It is interesting to note that Don
B. Knock, VK2NO, has again been
able to transmit ultra -short wave sig-
nals to England. Mr. C. Mellanby,
of North Wales, who heard VK2NO
on 5 metres a few weeks back has

been maintaining a schedule to see
whether the original performance was
freak or could be repeated very often.
For the second time he has been able
to verify the reception from Australia
so that now England -Australia on 5
metres can be taken as an accom-
plished fact.

BAIRD TELEVISION AT THE B.I.F.

Baird Television will feature a
very comprehensive range of tele-
vision receivers and equipment at this
year's British Industries Fair (Olym-
pia Section).

Models T.I z and T.12 will be
shown together with Model iT.z4, re-
presenting a very high technical
achievement in combined television
and radio entertainment for the home.
This model T.14 is a completely new
receiver.

Television demonstrations will be
given daily on the stand by actual
radio reception from Alexandra
Palace. Each television receiver in-
corporates a Baird " Cathovisor "
cathode-ray tube, which can be sup-
plied separately.

A rack for television and all -wave
relay reception in flats will also be
shown together with a complete lay-
out of a modern block of flats. Vision
and sound are provided on tap for any
room required.

Another outstanding development
which will be shown is the Baird mul-
tiplier photo -electric cell of which
there are three types. The Baird
multiplier is a chain of electron per-
meable grid stages and under service
conditions a very high gain factor
can be obtained. Cathode sensitivity
is approximately 3o micro -amps. per
lumen. These multiplier cells are
suitable for all television ,ind sound -
on -film work together with many in-
dustrial applications where high gain,
coupled with sensitivity and extremely
high signal-to-noise ratio is essential.

Television lecture equipment for
use in colleges and technical schools
is another of the company's activi-
ties. Apparatus for this purpose will
be shown to all interested visitors.
Many other examples of the manu-
facture of television equipment will -
be featured.

AMERICAN AMATEURS AND
TELEVISION

The R.C.A. Company of America
are encouraging to the maximum the
amateur in the development of tele-
vision. They are advertising very
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extensively in all magazines read by
amateurs and experimenters and have
produced the tubes and other com-
ponents required. This is in striking
contrast to the policy adopted else-
where when new components are only
available to manufacturers and new
developments are kept very secret.

It does seem that if British manu-
facturers were to modify their policy
on R.C.A. lines it would very greatly
increase the interest in television in
this country and ultimately result in
a big increase in receiver sales. In
any event this is the ultimate aim of
the manufacturers and it seems ob-
vious that the more interest there is
the greater will be the possibility of
increased television receiver sales.
POOR SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION

Although at the present time ama-
teurs are finding reception conditions
on ultra -high frequencies particularly
quiet, quite a number of useful con-
tacts can be made ONN ing to the free-
dom from interference from other
stations. It appears from this that
when conditions are comparatively
bad the average efficient station can
make more interesting contacts than
when conditions are good.

However, during 1938 it has been

ascertained that there will be peak
periods for long-distance transmis-
sion and reception. for the first half
of 1938 these periods come February
8-14, March 7-13, April 2-8, April
3o to May 6, May 2t) to June 1, and
June 22-28.

TELEVISING THE DERBY
Man) unauthorised statements

have appeared in the Press to the
effect that the British Broadcasting
Corpoiation are to televise the
Derby. The B.B.C. wish to make it
quite clear that from a technical as-
pect they hope that a transmission
will be quite satisfactory. The local
authorities have now been approached
and asked to allow space for the
mobile equipment vans.

If this request is granted it will
then be necessary to apply to the
Epsom Grandstand Association for
permission to televise the race. The
main point, however, is that the
transmission is technically possible.

OPERA TRANSMISSIONS
One of the most ambitious efforts

of the television producers was a
transmission of "Tristan and Isolde"
on January 24. This was rather
lengthy, but in view of the fact that

the leading parts were duplicated it
was particularly interesting and to
date, proved one of the star trans-
missions. There were several inter-
esting innovations in operatic scen-
ery. Hunting scenes, specially filmed
out of doors, were incorporated in
the action and whereas, in the stage
versions, the action is confined to the
front of a castle, in the television ver-
sion the actors moved freely through
the forest while their parts were sung
off-stage.

TRANSMISSIONS FROM PARIS
Transmissions from Eiffel Tower

take place daily on week -days from
4.15 to 5.30 p.m. or until 6.3o p.m.
on Sundays. The transmissions are
not always on the same system for at
the present moment the authorities
are endeavouring to decide on the best
system to use as standard. However,
.all the transmissions make use of the
aerials on top of the Eiffel Tower.

Vision is on 46 mc and the sound
on 42 mc. Although the range is offi-
cially 3o miles tests have shown that
these transmissions are receivable on
the south coast of England.

It is expected that French tele-
vision will ultimately be on 455 lines
with frequency response up to 2.5 mc.

BAIRD TELEVISION
PROGRESS

THE eighth ordinary general
meeting of Baird Television,
Ltd., was held on December 29,

1937.
Sir Harry Greer, D.L. (chairman

of the company), presided, and in the
course of a long speech said :--I
think it proper that I should bring
your minds back to the meeting held
here last year, when we all genuinely
believed that the stage of experimen-
tation had nearly passed, that the era
of television had arrived, and that we
could safely anticipate a growing sale
of home receivers.

. We all appreciate that the B.B.C.
had very limited resources to draw
upon for the purpose of transmis-
sions, and I am not going to quarrel
with them. The programmes they
have produced they claim to be con-
sistent with the financial resources at
their disposal. We are deeply con-
cerned with this, as it cannot be de-

nied that the programmes broadcast
up to date, with few exceptions, have
not been sufficiently interesting to
attract the public and particularly the
type of public who are able and eager
to provide themselves with home tele-
vision receivers. The inconvenient
hours at which the services are broad-
cast constitute a further serious
drawback.

Television cannot stand still and
those responsible for transmissions
to the public must be imaginative in
their conception and provide what is
topically interesting. By that I
mean the programmes must arrest
interest at the time when the events
televised are taking place.

One cannot expect at a time when
the bulk of the population is at work
any great enthusiasm to be shown for
morning and afternoon broadcasts.
The interest of the public in tele-
vision must in the main depend on

"entertainment and it must be avail-
able to them when they have the
leisure to enjoy it.

Those who have been entrusted by
the Government to deal with these
problems must provide a standard of
entertainment consistent with public
requirements.

When you consider that there are
about eight and a half million wire-'
less licences in Great Britain, when
television is in full swing and pro-
grammes of popular appeal are broad-
cast, and that at convenient hours,
the potentialities of this business can
easily be visualised, but it is mani-
festly unfair, taking into considera-
tion the enormous sums spent by
private enterprise to perfect this great
are-and a purely British art at that,
possessing unlimited possibilities-
that it should be cramped and possi-
bly stultified by the parsimony of the
Government.

Large Screens
in Theatres

There is one development, how-
ever, which we have had in hand for
some little time which I can mention
-for the first time in history tele-
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LIGHT -RAY TRACING
AN EXPLANATION OF THE THEORY OF REFRACTION

ALL lens systems depend for their
functioning on refraction, which
in simple language means the

bending of light rays when they pass
from one medium to another of a dif-
ferent refractive index. Refraction
of light rays is affected by water,
glass and other transparent sub-
stances.

Obviously at the instant the light -
wave reaches B, the disturbance pro-
duced at A in glass, as the light -wave
was passing through C, must be
somewhere on the circle struck from
A with a radius AN.

Similarly, it will be seen that when
the wave AC has reached the position
RI,L the distance away of the wave

Fig. 1.-Huygens'
explanation of re-
fraction by the wave

theory of light.

Although the effects of refraction
were appreciated in the second cen-
tury it was not until the seventeenth
that explanation of the phenomena
was forthcoming when Huygens ad-
vanced his wave theory of light. Fig.

shows Huygens' explanation of how
a wave is refracted or bent in passing
from one transparent medium to an-
other across a common plane bound-
ing surface. This explanation is fun-
damental of that part of the science
of optics which is concerned with
lenses and prisms.

In the figure the line AB, is the
plane surface of a block of glass, into
which light is passing from the air
above. The wave AC, moving in the
direction DG, then falls upon the flat

Huygens'
Explanation
surface AB obliquely, so that when
the lower end A of the wave con-
sidered is just about to enter the
glass, the end C has still a distance
CB to travel before it reaches the
glass, whilst the waves are passing
over this distance CB in air, the wave
produced at A in glass has travelled
at a lower velocity, through a shorter
distance, therefore, AN, the direction
of which we do not at present know.

starting from K in glass will, when
the element of the wave at L, reaches
B, be such that it bears the same
ratio, to the length L,B that the
distance AN does to the length CB.
and so on for all wavelets which may
be looked up as originating at all

points between A and B ; and, since
the line BN is a common tangent to
these wavelets, it is the trace of the
wave into which the wave AC passes
on refraction.

Further, since a ray is a normal to
a wave -front, we may say that the
ray DA, in air, incident upon the
glass surface at A, is bent or refracted
into the direction AN in glass.

In the early days of optical manu-
facture lens systems, such as those
required for microscopy and photo-
graphy, were almost entirely 'pro-
duced by workshop trial -and -error
methods, which often led by long and
expensive experiments to useless re-
sults. By the modern method of de-
signing, however, which is based
upon the trigonometrical tracing of
rays, workshop trial -and -error work
is rendered unnecessary-trial-and-
error work is still required, but it is
done on paper only.
Ray Tracing
Apparatus

Messrs. F. E. Becker & Co., of
Hatton Wall, have produced a piece
of apparatus which will permit of the
easy demonstration of lens systems in
a graphical manner. This apparatus
is shown by the photograph and it
will be seen that the light ray from
the source passes through three slits
which divide it up into three rays and
it is so arranged that the rays pass

The " Nivoc " light -ray tracing apparatus.
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along the plane surface of the back-
ground and are clearly revealed. In
the path of the ray lenses and mirrors
can be placed and held in, any desired
position by magnetic contact with the

vertical metal screen. The rays of
light show up clearly on the white
screen and enable the various pheno-
mena to be observed. Figs. 2 to ro
show a few of the traces that can be

obtained by the use of various lenses
and prisms. The apparatus is, of
course, equally suitable for the de-
monstration of plane and curved
mirrors.

Fig. 2.-Showing the deviation of a ray at
different points on the lens surface.

Fig. 3.-Divergent pencils : By sliding the
lamp to and fro the variation of the focus with

variation of object distance can be seen.

5
S'

Fig. 4.-Chromatic aberration demonstrated by
placing the ground -glass screen at S or S' the
coloration of the edges of the images of the slits

(outer edges red at S, blue at S') is shown.

Fig. 6.-With a divergent pencil the still
greater divergence due to this lens is shown.

Fig. 5.-Using a convex lens to produce a
parallel pencil, this may then be passed through
the concave lens, illustrating the divergence Fig. 7.-Demonstrating the principle of invert -

produced by such a lens. ing prisms, of prismatic binoculars.

Fig. 8 -Rectangular prism showing lateral
displacement of oblique ray and partial reflection

from first surface.

Fig. 9.-Triangular prism : The angle of
incidence may be varied by rotating the prism
and the angle of minimum deviation thus shown.

Fig. 10.-By means of a single pencil, prism
and ground -glass screen, S', a spectrum is
produced on the latter, the relative deviations

of red and violet rays being shown.

" BAIRD TELEVISION PROGRESS "
(Continued from page 84)

vision was shown in a theatre on a
large screen, in a normal way, re-
ceived from the Alexandra Palace.

The Gaumont Company and their
associates are anxious to have Baird
installations forthwith in their circuit
of cinema theatres so that a wide
community may enjoy in full mea-
sure and in suitable surroundings the
visual transmission of events of the
day. Difficulties may be in the way,
but it is the obvious duty of the Gov-
ernment, represented by the Post
Office and the Television Advisory
Committee, to make available ,the
facilities which may be necessary so
that every one will be able to share
to the full the benefits of this new
science.

Mr. Baird's
Speech

Mr. Baird : At our last meeting I
emphasised the importance of large -
screen television to our company,

and I am pleased to say that during
the past year we have made great ad-
vances in this branch of our work.
Twelve months ago we gave demon-
strations of large -screen high -defini-
tion television as part of the regular
programme at the Dominion Theatre.
While these were of an experimental
nature, they were nevertheless the
first of their kind ever given and
marked an important step forward.
Intensive development work was con-
centrated on large screens, and we
have recently demonstrated a greatly
improved screen 8 ft. by 6 ft. in size,
showing the regular B.B.C. pro-
grammes. Arrangements are now
being made to install similar screens
in a number of public cinemas. I can-
not overestimate the importance of
this step. The fact that we are first
in the field and the doubly important
factor of our association with the

" Television and Short-wave World "
circulates in all parts of the world.
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Gaumont British cinema group may,
I think, assure us of a foremost place
in this supremely important field.

Television
in Colour

Another development to which I

would like to refer is television in
colour. Within the last year we have
succeeded in transmitting large -
screen television images by wireless
in colour. It is the first time this has
been done. While the new process
still requires much development, I am
convinced that in time colour tele-
vision will supersede the present
black -and -white pictures. I, there-
fore, consider that the transmission
of colour represents an extremely im-
portant development.

The Chairman then announced that
in recognition of the valuable services
of Mr. J. L. Baird to the company
and to the art of television the direc-
tors had decided that so long as he
remained a director of the company
he should be designated president of
the company.
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THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION
The 28th Annual Exhibition of the Physical Society held at the Imperial College of Science closed on
Jan. 6. The following survey shows that there is always something of interest to the television engineer

and readers are advised not to miss an opportunity of visiting it on future occasions.

T0 the research engineer the
Physical Society's exhibition is
more attractive than the Radio

Exhibition, and there is an often ex-
pressed regret that it does not last
longer in order to provide adequately
for both scientific gossip and view -

Fig. 1.-Cossor oscillograph with divided beam.

ing the ,exhibits ! Judging from the
little groups that congregated in the
corridors of the Imperial College
there is as much pleasure in renew-
ing scientific acquaintances in a calm
uncommercial atmosphere as in see-
ing the advances which have been
made in all classes of scientific instru-
ments.

As usual the Exhibition was
divided into Trade and Research
Sections, the latter consisting of 37
stands in a separate room.

Among the trade section were
many old friends of the radio indus-
try-Avo, Dubilier, Ediswan, Cossor,
Erie, Marconi-Ekco, Standard Tele-
phones and a host of others.

Cossor
- One of the most interesting stands

was that of Messrs. Cossor who
showed for the first time the com-
plete range of their cathode-ray re-
search equipment.

In addition to standard tube equip-
ments with high vacuum and gas -
focused tubes the paraphase D.C.
amplifier attracted attention. This
consists of two valves direct coupled
in paraphase connection, the output
being directly connected to the plates
of the cathode-ray tube. Owing to
the absence of condensers the res-
ponse curve is fiat from zero fre-
quency to over mo kc. A frequency

compensated input potentiometer is
provided and the whole unit is self-
contained for operation from A.C.
mains.

A new type of large tube oscillo-
graph employs a special tube in which
the beam is divided, each half being
controlled by a separate pair of de-
flecting plates. It is thus possible to
observe two phenomena simultan-
eously on a common time scale. A
view of the instrument is shown in
Fig. m.

Another novelty was an automatic
brilliancy control unit for use in
cording wave forms in which the
speed of the spot varies considerably
over the cycle. As is well known,
such a trace is difficult to photograph
successfully as the film is liable to
fogging where the speed is low if
the correct exposure for high speed is
given. When the unit is used in con-
junction with a high vacuum tube
the spot is automatically reduced in
brilliancy when moving at low speeds
and increases in intensity as the writ-
ing speed increases. A uniform
photographic record is thus obtain-
able with widely differing writing
speeds. Among the other units
shown were pressure recorders,
ganging oscillators for radio receiver
tests, drum cameras for recording,
and photo -cell equipment.

Ediswan
Next to the Cossor stand the Edi-

son Swan Co. were showing new
types of magnetically focused cath-
ode-ray tubes and new transmitting
valves. Details of these will appear
in due course.

A noteworthy exhibit was a new
high -vacuum high-tension switch for
short-circuiting condensers on
switching off the H.T. transformer.
As many readers have no .doubt felt
to their cost, the condensers in a
high -voltage circuit are liable to re-
tain their charge for an unexpected
length of time after the main trans-
former has been switched off, and
this switch will prove a boon to the
television experimenter and amateur
transmitter alike. It consists of a
small glass tube containing a fixed
and a sliding contact, the movement
of the latter being controlled by a
coil surrounding the tube and con-

nected to the rectifier winding or
suitable winding on the main trans-
former. When the set is switched
on the coil holds the contacts apart,
but on switching off, the upper con-
tact falls and can thus be arranged
to discharge the condensers through
a resistance of medium value. The
switch can also be made to open cir-
cuit under certain conditions. The
consumption of the solenoid coil is
o.8 amp. at 4 volts and the switch
will effectively carry a short circuit
peak current of m.o amp. at 6,000
volts. The price is 7s. 6d. without
coil, a very reasonable figure to pay
for protection against shock or burns.
(Fig. 2.)

The same firm also showed minia-
ture Mazda valves of a new type
fitted with the new British octal
base, particulars of which are given
elsewhere.

Standard
Telephones

In addition to a new small dia-
meter cathode-ray tube (3 in.) this
stand contained a variety of new

Fig. 2.-The Ediswan new automatic high-
tension shorting device is a protection against

shoe's.

measuring apparatus and transmit-
ting valves. The 1,000 watt pentode
type VLS412 was shown in addition
to the 4o69A (moo watt) and 4o52A
(so watt).

An exhibit of great interest was
the range of new selenium rectifiers
which consist of nickel -plated iron
discs with a coating of specially
treated selenium assembled on a
shaft in the usual manner. It is
claimed that the high efficiency and
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MARCONI-EKCO AVO : BALDWIN :: WESTON

relatively high temperature that the
selenium will withstand make it un-
necessary to use any special means
for cooling, and the size and weight
of the rectifier unit is less than that
of the copper oxide type.

The efficiency varies from 65 per
cent. to 85 per cent. according to the
method in which it is employed ar (I
varies little over the full range of
load conditions. The mean d.c. volt-
age on no load is 90 per cent. of the

F -

Fig. 3. --The Marconi-Ekco direct reading valve
voltmeter.

r.m.s. input voltage, and at full load
77 per cent. 'The following are the
sizes available:

.04. .075, .15, .3, .6, 1.2, 2.0 and
5.o amps. for half -wave working,
with double these values for bridge
connection. Complete rectifier
equipments are also available.

Marconi-Ekco
Next to Standard Telephones the

Marconi-Ekco stand displayed a wide
range of laboratory and test appara-
tus which included a new valve volt-
meter (Fig. 3). This is a direct
reading instrument of high input im-
pedance suitable for frequencies from
20 cycles to 15o mc./sec. The range
is from o.1 volt to 150 volts r.m.s.
and the voltage to be measured is
rectified by a small diode mounted
as a " probe " and connected to the
main instrument by a short flexible
lead. The accuracy is ± 2 per cent.
of full scale reading at all ranges.

The new standard signal generator
by the same firm (Type TF43o) has
an improved performance in the range
so kc. to so mc./sec. The modula-
tion is applied to a r.f. amplifier stage
to eliminate frequency modulation,
and the output is continuously vari-
able by means of a low impedance at-
tenuator, the input to which is read
on a valve voltmeter.
" Avo "

Another firm exhibiting a new
oscillator was the Automatic Coil

Winder and Equipment Co. Their
oscillator was of the inexpensive
type covering a band 95 kc./sec. to 35
mc./sec. by means of coils mounted
in a rotary turret selector. The cali-
brated range is further extended into
7o mc. by the use of a second har-
monic of the highest frequency band.
The output is i.o volt max. into a
load of 90 ohms and a slide -wire at-
tenuator enables a variable output to
be obtained down to 50 mV.

A smaller compact oscillator is also
made by this company which fits into
a case 6 in. by 4 in. by 3 in. and is
ideal for a radio service engineer's
tool case.

Baldwin Instrument Co.
The Baldwin Instrument Co.'s re-

sistance bridge was remarkable on
account of the exceptionally neat
construction of the dial.

As the figure shows (Fig. 4) it is
mounted at the edge of the case and
the resistance reading appears at the
top edge under a hair line on a trans-
parent scale. Three range switches
in conjunction with a logarithmic
dial enable a range of resistance to be

Fig. 4.-The Baldwin resistance bridge : note
the neat dial arrangement.

covered from o.5 ohm to 0.5 meg-
ohm. The batteries are self-contained
and the whole instrument is robustly
made for workshop use. The price
is £9 ios. od.

The apparatus for the teaching of
bridge methods which was shown on
the same stand will have an appeal
to teachers of radio engineering. The
units are mounted on a teak base-
board and correspond in position to
the arrangement of the theoretical
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circuit diagram. The complete
equipment, including a vibration
galvanometer, costs £30.

Weston Electric
Instrument Co.

This well-known instrument com-
pany have recently joined forces
with the British Sangamo Co., of
Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield,
and in addition to the usual wide

Fig. 5.-The Weston service analyse'.

range of measuring instruments the
stand had a display of Sangamo time
switches and stop watches for preci-
sion meter calibration. An example
of stop watch mechanism had a
pointer which made a complete revo-
lution of the dial in 3 seconds (LS4
los. od.). The most striking fea-
tures of the stand were the high re-
sistance multi -range test Eet and a
D.C. microammeter reading 5.o
microamps. for full scale deflection.

The test set, an illustration of
which is given by Fig. 5, has the
phenomenally high resistance of
20,00o ohms per volt ! The ranges
covered are to mA. to 5 amps. D.C.,
2.5 volts to '1,000 volts A.C. and
D.C. and resistance measurements
from to megs. to too ohms. In
addition the instrument will measure
output power and capacities from
.002 to 10 mfds. on 50 cycle supply.
Truly a remarkable instrument and
reasonable in price considering its
unique properties (k.to 16s. od. to
the trade).

Other
Exhibits

Space does not permit a detailed
description of the many other inter-
esting meters and pieces of appara-
tus, but mention must be made of the
new Metropolitan -Vickers' product
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DUBILIER G.E.C.
Tensovic." This is a specially

treated and impregnated wood de-
veloped by the Met. -Vick. Research
Department, which has a remark-
ably high tensile strength and is suffi-
ciently hard to be turned like metal.
Threads can be cut in wooden rods,
and the material can be obtained in
sheet form. Its electrical properties
and moisture resistance are such that
it could form a satisfactory and
economical substitute for paxolin.

In the upper floor was an exhibit
of miniature ball -bearings by Inter-
national Technical Developments,
the smallest of which, a complete
ball -race, measured only 2 mm. in
diameter ! The Cambridge Instru-
ment Co. showed an improved type of
mirror galvanometer in which the
scale sloped in a pleasing manner to
enable readings to be taken when
mounted on the bench.

Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and Hob-
son showed lenses suitable for tele-
vision picture projection and a super
tele-photo lens used by a cine firm in
photographing the Coronation.

The Erie Resistor Co. showed the
complete range of their resistances
and a neat range -changing switch for
instruments (" Shallcross type ").
For heavy duty the " Berco " resist-
ances are available wound toroidal
fashion with resistance values up to
17,000 ohms.

Dubilier
"Two very interesting demonstra-

tions were given on the Dubilier
stand. One of !hese was to show by
means of capacity measurement the
increase in capacity for given physi-
cal dimensions of etched foil conden-
sers compared with plain foil conden-
sers. The difference as shown on the
scale of the measuring instrument
was quite remarkable, the limiting
factor being largely heat dissipation.
Heat dissipation was the subject of
the second demonstration and it was
shown how it influences the physical
dimensions of electrolytic condensers.

A number of interesting new con-
denser developments were seen on
this stand, which included ceramic
condensers of high stability includ-
ing small tubular types with wire con-
nections for radio and television re-
ceivers, and also ceramic tubular con-
densers with special terminal connec-
tions for low -power transmitters.

Moulded metallised mica conden-
sers with electrodes atomically de-

posited upon the mica dielectric and
moulded in special low loss bakelite
material were shown. Of particular
interest were the " Drilitic " conden-
sers, a special type of electrolytic con
denser of greatly reduced physical
dimensions for use in circuits where
the A.C. ripple component is small.
Metallised resistances in ranges of 20
to 10,000 mA. for use up to 500 volts
and 2 to ioo,000 mA. for use up to
i,000 volts and constant -impedance
potentiometers comprising double
forms of volume control were also
shown.

Research
Section

In describing the research exhibits,
tribute must first be paid to the tech-

ing pressure on the bearing appears
as an impulse superimposed on the
trace of the beam.

Improved
Screens

It is known that certain types of
cathode-ray tube are liable to glass
charges and extraneous effects which
cause the " raster " to vary in in-
tensity when the screen of the tube
is touched. The Edison Swan Co.'s
television laboratory showed how
this defect could be overcome by
special treatment of the screen
material, and also showed an investi-
gation on the " ion burn " in screens
(see " T. & S.W.W.," November,
1936, p. 626).

HEIGHT OF AB = PEAK ORDINATE
5

SPOT WIDTH AC IN EACH CASE

A C A C A C

Diagram illustrating G.E.C. research on spot size and tube characteristics.
A C

nical attendants at the various stands
who explained the experiments with
tireless enthusiasm to the hundreds
of visitors who passed through. Many
of the experiments were demon-
strated by the actual research worker
concerned in their development and
there were unique opportunities of
obtaining first-hand information on
the various problems of research and
Industry involved.

Passing llford's stand and noting
an improved form of voltage stabi-
liser developed in their own labora-
tories, the visitor was attracted to
the exhibit of Mr. Corkling, F.T.S.,
who demonstrated his method of de-
termining the balance of rotating
bodies with a cathode-ray tube. The
reaction of the rotating test specimen
is conveyed through a piezo-electric
pressure device to the plates of a
cathode-ray tube. The beam is
given a circular movement by the
conventional phase -splitting circuit in
synchronism with the rotation of the
shaft or test specimen and the vary -

G.E.C.
The General Electric Co.'s Wem-

bley Research Laboratory showed
apparatus connected with almost
every branch of light electrical engi-
neering and proved the wide scope
of their research organisation. Of
particular interest to television engi-
neers was the apparatus for investi-
gating the most acceptable picture
characteristics for reproduction.
This apparatus, incidentally, was
first demonstrated at the Illuminating
Engineering Society and subse-
quently at the Television Society,
and the Journal of the societies
should be consulted for full details.

A most interesting exhibit was the
investigation into the spot size and
characteristics of cathode-ray tubes.
The effects of spot shape and size are
intimately bound up with 'the pic-
ture definition in the television re-
ceiver, and the importance of control
of both these characteristics by suit-
able design has long been recognised.

The demonstration given showed
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ELECTRON PATH EXPERIMENTS
the electron distribution across the
cathode-ray tube spot as a trace,
approximately Gaussivn in charac-
ter, on the screen of the auxiliary
cathode-ray tube.

The change in the shape of the
distribution as the focus voltage was
varied by turning the focus control
was most marked, particularly when
on the L.T. side of the control unit
the focus voltage was lowered.
Generally, the curves flattened and
broadened. Visitors who worked the
control knob were much impressed
by the sharpness of the focus as well
as by the critical value of the focus
voltage.

A further demonstration of the
effect of modulation of the beam
showed the phenomenon of spot
swelling which is partly associated
with the increased beam intensity.

With the spot demonstrated, the
ratio of spot width at lull and quarter
modulation was about 2/1. A full
set of actual curves taken on an ex-
perimental system supplemented the
visible demonstration. The swelling
is evident from the diagram.

Another interesting effect which
could be observed was the degree of
" altig-matism " of the spot;, i.e.,
there was a noticeable difference in
the line width as measured across
two diameters at right angles. This
could be demonstrated simply by
scanning the spot across the slit (at
right angles to the first) on the face
of the Faraday cage.

Neon Tube
Protection

Dr. H. M. Barlow's patent device
for automatically switching off neon
signs in the event of a fault attracted
great attention.

As soon as an open -circuit, short-
circuit or leak to earth appears in the
installation the primary winding of
the transformer is automatically
switched off. There would appear
to be a definite demand for Dr. Bar -
low's apparatus, and no doubt fire
brigades would welcome the fitting of
such a safety arrangement.

Post Office,
Dollis Hill

The Post Office Research Station
at Dollis Hill is another example of
the application of a research organ-
isation to a wide field. In addition
to the experiments on line telephony,
coaxial cables and various measuring

devices an exhibit showed how to
count the number of stamps in a roll
without any trouble by passing them
in front of a photo -cell ! It is not
surprising that the automatic stamp
vending machines have seldom been
known to yield two stamps for the
price of one with Dollis Hill to in-
vestigate their performance !

Electron
Paths

Two companies have been investi-
gating the paths taken by electrons
in valves and cathode-ray tubes-the
G.E.C. and the B.T.H. The former
had a demonstration in which the
electrostatic field between electrodes
was simulated by stretching a sheet
of rubber and altering its height ac-
cording to the configuration of the
electrode structure. Small ball bear-
ings were then run over the surface
and showed the paths of the electrons
by their direction.

The British Thomson -Houston
exhibit under the direction of Dr.
Gabor also used stretched rubber to
imitate the potential field, but a beam
of light from a thin filament was
shone across the rubber through a
number of horizontal slits and the
shape of the field was shown by the
shadows on the rubber.

The same company exhibited their
shield -grid thyratron in which 'the
grid current is reduced to a very low
value by the introduction of a
" screen -grid " between the control
grid and the anode. By this means a
thyratron rated at 75 amps., 2,000
volts can be controlled direct from a
photo -cell without amplification.

Before concluding this brief ac-
count of the research section and its
activities, special mention must be
made of the beautiful patterns pro-
duced by the vibration of flat plates
in contact with solid carbon dioxide.*
Miss Waller, who demonstrated the
effect, stated that it was first sug-
gested to her by a all's ice cream
vendor who noted that his bicycle
bell rang when touched with the car-
bon dioxide " snow " in his carrier.
From this suggestion a technique has
been developed for producing a range
of intricate patterns which can form
the basis of designs for the wall-
paper industry and embroidery.

A particularly useful trigger cir-
cuit was shown by a member of the
University College, which will re-

* A variation of the well-known Chiadni figures.

lease up to 20 mA. at 200 volts on
the application of less than one micro-
ampere to the input. Full details of
the circuit are shortly being pub-
lished in the Journal of Scientific In-
struments. The exhibit was particu-
larly noteworthy for the ingenuity of
its designer in using inverted baking
tins as chassis for mounting valves

Book Review
Television Reception 'Technique, by

Paul D. Tyers (Sir Isaac Pitman &
Sons, Ltd., price its. 6d.). This
book is essentially practical and it
differs from all others previously pub-
lished in that it does not deal with
the historical side of television nor
with any system of reception that is
not in commercial use. In fact the
entire book is devoted to the design,
operation and testing of cathode-ray
receivers and coming as it does at a
time when many amateurs are build-
ing receivers it fills a decided want.
The basic principles of electronic
television reception are dealt with in
the first chapter and the following
chapters deal with such matters as
aerial systems, signal amplification,
cathode tube practice, time base cir-
cuits, synchronising circuits, the
vision receiver and finally vision re-
ceiver faults. This last section is
particularly valuable for it is copi-
ously illustrated by photographs of
faults that may occur and their re-
medies are dealt with in the text.
The amateur and service man will
find this information of particular
value for it is given more fully than
has hitherto ever been attempted.
The book will also be found of value
to the ordinary owner of a television
receiver who wishes to have some
knowledge of its operation.

The " Inventors' and Patentees'
Diary " for 1938, issued by Kings
Patent Agency, Ltd., of 146a Queen
Victoria Street, E.C.4, contains a
special section of notes which sum-
marise very clearly the main facts of
British patent law and procedure.
The notes outline the manner of ap-
plying for a patent and the progress
of the application before the Patent
Office as well as references to the
sale of patents, searches, foreign
patents, etc. The price is ms. gd.,
post free.
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FINDING AND REMEDYING
TELEVISION RECEIVER FAULTS

In this article routine tests easily made in order to locate faults occurring in television receivers particularly as
applicable to the " Low Cost Televisor," are dealt with and the necessary steps required to correct them are

explained.

WITH a wiring diagram and
various drawings to guide
him, it is not a difficult matter

for an amateur to construct, even
elaborate receivers.

If, however, for any reason, the
finished receiver fails to function, or
if its performance is mediocre com-
pared to what the constructor is jus-
tified in expecting from the particular
arrangement employed, he finds him-
self in difficulties.

With luck he may persuade the
outfit to function correctly by em-
ploying " hit or miss " methods. But
it is more preferable to test each
circuit and thereby localise the fault
or faults.
Routine
Testing

Most amateurs are acquainted with
the procedure best adopted for routine
testing, but in spite of this it has
repeatedly been observed that even
knowledgeable amateurs tend to for-
get the excellent rules underlying
routine testing when confronted with

t.

of testing analysis, it is simple to
apply normal test procedure to any
television receiver.

The following notes particularly
refer to the " Low Cost (Televisor "
constructional details for which have
appeared in recent numbers of this
journal, though most of the tests
herein described are also applicable
to the majority of vision receivers.
For this reason it is hoped they will
prove of value to the rapidly increas-
ing body of amateurs who are finding
that television is the most absorbing
hobby ever presented.

For purposes of fault location a
television receiver is conveniently
divided into various units. As most
amateurs are familiar with the test-
ing procedure for the sound receiver
this is not here dealt with.

The vision signal receiver unit and
its power pack can comprise the first
unit, the time base and its power
pack the second, and linally the C.R.
tube and its associated potentials net-
work and high voltage power supply.

These tests are so simple that there
is little need to describe them in de-
tail. However, it may prove of
assistance to disclose that the volt-
ages present at the anodes of the
Mazda AC/SP3 valves (leg 2 of the
valve holder) should be, about 25o
volts at the screens (leg 7 of the
holder) about 175 volts.

It is well also to check the heatitl's
voltage, particularly for those valves
remote from the terminal strip for,
due to the comparatively heavy heater
current, an excessive voltage drop
easily can occur. It should also be
borne in mind that as one side of the
heaters are connected to chassis it is
impossible to earth the centre tap of
the heater winding.

An accurate figure for the voltage
drop across the cathode resistances
of the AC/SP3 valves, i.e., the grid
bias for the valves, is not easy to
give. Measured in the original re-
ceiver this voltage is 2.5 volts. If
the measured voltage is Sensibly
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a " dead " television receiver.
They are apt to be side-tracked by

reason of their refusal to appreciate
that a television receiver conforms
identically with normal radio prac-
tice.

The complete outfit admittedly is
complex but, if isolated for purposes

The Vision
Unit

Considering first the vision unit.
Fig. i reproduces the circuit of this.
Obviously the first thing will be to
satisfy ourselves that the various
voltages exist at their respective
points and that they are correct.

HT

LT

similar to this it may be assumed to
be in order.

Frequency
Changer

The voltages fOr the frequency
changer valve (X4r) should be as
follow.
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The oscillator anode (leg i of the
valve holder) approximately zoo volts,
the mixer section anode (leg 7) ap-
proximately 25o volts,' the mixer sec-
tion screen (leg 3) about 8o volts.

-We will later deal with the test for
the oscillating condition for this
valve.

The magnifier valve Vg should
have about 200 volts for the anode,
this is when using a 3,500 -ohm load
resistance and 25o volts for the
screen.

The voltage requirements for the
synchronising pulse filter phase re-
versing and pulse amplitude control
valve (VI i) are not critical, about 4o
volts for the anode and 5o volts for
the screen may be deemed satistac-
tory.

It can be remarked at this juncture
that a close approximation to the
correct setting for the potentiometer
R38 may be made by adjusting this
so that the voltage present at the
slider end of the resistance R36 is
similar to that of the measured volt-
age at the anode of Vg. The reason
for this will be apparent when we
come to a consideration of the opera-
tion of the diode valve V io.

Now let us consider the procedure
best adopted when for some reason
as yet unascertained the receiver
either is not functioning at all or if
it is, only poorly.

Headphones are connected between
the " M " terminal of the output
terminal strip and earth. A conden-
ser having a value of approximately
o.t mfd. will require to be included
in series to exclude the D.C. high-
tension voltage of the valve Vg. If
the grid of Vg is now touched, a dis-
tinct hum should be heard. If this
is the case it may be assumed that
this stage is functioning.

The two stages comprised by the
valves V8 and Vg are easily jointly
checked by applying a small voltage
across the coil Li'. That obtainable
from a flash lamp cell will suit ad-
mirably. A very distinct click should
be heard in the 'phones.

Having satisfied ourselves that the
second detector and the V.F. stage
are functioning correctly we may
direct our attention to the I.F. stages.

Fortunately these stages are very
easily tested. We can simply deal
with them stage by stage by attach-
ing an aerial to each preceding
valve's anode. It is well to remove
the frequency changing valve during
these tests.

For each stage signals of some
description will be heard. At some
times of the day this signal may only

be the characteristic noise due to car
ignition systems, but it will suffice.
A stronger signal should be obtained
as the number of stages in circuit is
increased.

We will here deal with the possi-
bility of instability occurring. It is
pointed out that these remarks as
directed to the I.F. stages equally
will apply to the R.F. stages. For
this reason the cures for instability
in those stages will not later be dealt
with when we are considering that
part of the unit.
Instability

All are well acquainted with the
effects of instability but it is not
generally realised that in a large
number of cases a cure is effected by
the drastic action of reducing the

Fig. 2. Diagram explaining the prevention of
instability.

gain. It is implied by this statement
that it is not sufficiently appreciated
that instability is a function of gain.
It is possible to stabilise almost any
amplifier simply by reducing the
gain. This is, however, the incor-
rect procedure to adopt.

It is not easy to give any precise
advice in connection with the preven-
tion of instability, but if the following
points are observed and are intelli-
gently applied in conjunction with the
information conveyed by the diagram
Fig. 2, no serious difficulty in secur-
ing very stable conditions will be
encountered.

The first and probably the most
important consideration is that all
" hot " leads (these leads are shown

by the heavy lines in the diagram)
require to be short and well isolated.

All earth connections must be well
made and these are all preferably
taken to the same earth point.

It should be borne in mind that, in
general, instability is due to feed-
back from the anode circuit to the
grid circuit and care is required with
the disposition of these circuits' asso-
ciated leads. (This remark equally
applies to the multi -stage amplifier
when the feedback often is by devious
routes conveyed to the earlier valves.

If in spite of care with the layout
and wiring, and it is also ascertained
that the components are all in order
(this will particularly apply to the
various decoupling condensers) in-
stability occurs, then the following
procedure should enable the cause of
the feedback to be located.

By increased the circuit damping
or altertnatively by increasing the
valve's bias, although care must be
exercised here as the valves have not
var-mu. characteristics, the gain of
the amplifier is reduced to a point
when instability only just occurs.
This slight instability is then pre-
vented by rearranging slightly the
components layout.

Having achieved this, the damp-
ing is reduced so that the original
condition again is engendered, This
new instability is then cured as in the
previous case. If this procedure is
continued the correct stable condi-
tion at maximum gain is very soon
achieved.

Actually for general cases it is, of
course, usual also to increase the de -
coupling if this is found necessary.
However, for the particular receiver
under discussion the decoupling in-
cluded should prove adequate to en-
sure stability.
Oscillator and
Mixer

Let us now proceed to tests of the
oscillator and mixer section.

In the first place the coupling for
the coils L7 and L8 will require to be
close. The windings for these two
coils is in the same sense, i.e., both
anti -clockwise or both clockwise.

A simple check for oscillatory con-
dition with this stage is conducted as
follows : Leads from a sensitive volt-
meter are attached to the oscillator
section anode and to earth. If the
oscillator coil L8 is now shorted
across, a slight decrease of voltage
should be indicated. If this is the
case it may be assumed that the oscil-
lator section is functioning.

(Continued at foot of next page).
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Our Readers' Views
Correspondence is invited. The Editor does not necessarily agree with views

expressed by readers which are

Provincial Enthusiasm
SIR,

Lately we have been told by vari-
ous manufacturers of television re-
ceivers, through the Press, etc., that
sales have not come up to expecta-
tions. Certainly the limited number
of hours that the possessor of a
receiver can use it is about one hour
per day at present and is a very great
obstacle from the' sales side.

From our experience and know-
ledge of nearly six years of the sale
of television apparatus, we would
strongly point out to you that at no
time since the first 30 -line television
transmissions were in operation has
the London public had much interest
in reception in comparison with the
north country districts.

"Finding and Remedying
Receiver Faults."

(Continued from preceding page)
This stage may now be finally

checked by attaching an aerial at
the anode socket of the valve V3.
This valve preferably is removed dur-
ing this test. Rotation of the oscil-
lator tuning condenser Ci9 should
now reveal that the section of the re-
ceiver so far dealt with is operating
correctly. Even if the sensitivity of
this section of the receiver is insuffi-
cient to enable the signals of the
Alexandra Palace transmitter to be
heard, that the receiver is correctly
functioning is indicated by the in-
crease in pick up noise for two set-
tings of the oscillator condenser.

We may now proceed to tests of
the R.F. sections. The procedure to
adopt here is almost identical to that
employed for the I.F. stages.

Each stage is checked in a similar
manner. Perhaps greater care is
desirable by reason of the higher fre-
quency involved. Also it may be re-
membered that for certain settings of
the trimmer condensers instability
may be provoked. In spite of which
with the correct adjustments made
for an optimum picture the R.F. am-
plifier is perfectly stable.

This will complete the tests for the
actual receiver and there only re-
mains to mention that there usually
is an optimum aerial connection,
therefore reversal of the aerial feeder
can be tried.

(To be concluded.)

published on this page.

The largest number of amateurs
and experimenters have been from
the early days of television and up to
the present, anywhere but within 5o
miles of London. Counter attrac-
tions will probably account partly for
this, therefore it follows that the
greater number of potential buyers of
commercial receivers will be in the
northern districts.

Had the wise men who determined
that transmissions should first be
from London been aware of these
facts, and a start from the Midlands
been made as a try out, surely a dif-
ferent tale would have been told
to -day.

We would estimate from our ex-
perience of the industry that approxi-
mately 8o per cent. of the reception
and experiment of the old days of
television was in the Midlands. This
is very easily explained, for the
greater mechanical and experimental
population live and work in the lat-
ter part of the country and are always
keen to investigate a new science.

There can be no doubt that it must
be very disappointing to a vast num-
ber of potential buyers of receivers
in the Midlands and the North of
England that they are outside the
range of the transmissions.

H. E. SANDERS & CO.

Regular Long-distance Reception
SIR,

I note in your current issue that
Mrs. Westhead, of Brighton, is said
to be the most distant regular tele-
vision viewer.

As a most ardent " iFelevisionist"
I should rather be interested to know
whether Dedham or Brighton is the
farther? In any case we are the far-
ther from Wimbledon, Pinewood,
Elstree and, I suppose, Olympia.

Since early June last we have had
an H.M.V. set installed here and
have had perfect reception. So good
that we have not had to bother the
engineers once to come and adjust
anything, which. I think, speaks well
for them also. We have had all the
O.B.'s with wonderful clarity and
saw the interruption at the Cenotaph
and this week all the thrills of the
Circus to the delight of all concerned.

G. F. VALLANCE
(Dedham, Essex).

A New German Television
Handbook.

Fernsehen. Edited by Dr. Fritz
Schroter. Published by Julius
Springer, Berlin. 248 pp., 228
illustrations. and diagrams.
Bibliography.

This book contains sections each
written by a well-known authority on
television and cathode-ray tube tech-
nique. (The names of Banneitz,
Schroter, Muller, von Ardenne and
others equally noted are sufficient
guarantee of the excellence of the
matter contained in the book.

The introductory chapter on the
development and present position of
German television, by Dr. Banneitz,
deals with the usual problems of tele-
vision engineering and briefly des-
cribes modern developments such as
the co -axial cable and the Berlin -
Leipzig television -telephone.

Dr. Schroter, of the Berlin Techni-
cal High School, who has collated the
material in the book, has himself
contributed a chapter on physical
principles underlying television, in-
cluding a description of light relays,
scanning, etc. Dr. Moller, of Fern-
seh, who is known to readers of
TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE WORLD
for his work on mechanical systems,
deals with the problems of mechanical
scanning.

A number of illustrations of Fern-
seh apparatus are shown, and the
Scophony system is briefly described
together with the Mihaly -Traub.

Dr. Brilehe's article on electron
optics gives a concise summary of
the underlying theory of electron
lenses and the various distortions en-
countered. Dr. Knoll describes the
application of the tube to television
with excellent illustrations taken from
actual photographs. The next chap-
ter is on transmission, by W. Busch -
beck, with a section on neutralising
transmitters, phase distortion, and a
brief account of the new Witzleben
transmitter.

Von Ardenne's chapter on receivers
embodies the results of his own re-
search on circuits and also describes
the scanning circuit. Two useful
nomograms in this chapter give the
relations of C and f for a given am-
plitude of scanning potential de-
veloped across the condenser.

The concluding section by Dr.
Karolus discusses the problems of
large projection pictures and gives
several examples of mechanical large
screen systems
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RECENT
TELEVISION
DEVELOPMENTS

A RECORD
OF

PATENTS AND PROGRESS
Specially Compiled for this Journal

Patentees : Baird Television, Ltd., and J. L. Baird :: A. M. F. P. de Limelette :: N. V. Phillips,
Gloelampen-fabricken :: V. and A. Zeitlene and Kliatchko :: Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd.:: R. J. Kemp and D. J. Fewings :: Baird Television, Ltd. and G. R. Tingley :: Baird Tele-

vision, Ltd. and V. Jones

Movable Fluorescent Screens.

(Patent No. 470,480.)
N l of the factors which limit
the normal life of a cathode-ray
tube is the fluorescent screen,

which tends to lose some of its

Movable fluorescent screen. PatentNo.470,480.

original sensitivity after a period of
active service; also, it is liable to bt
accidentally " burnt out " by the
electron stream.

The inventors accordingly propose
to replace the ordinary " fixed,"
screen by a length of suitably -pre-
pared fluorescent material S, which,
as shown in the figure is mounted on
end rollers R, RI at the bulb end of
the tube T. The active or exposed
part of the screen can then be period-
ically replaced, by rotating the soft -
iron end -piece K by means of a mag-
net from outside the tube, so as to
bring a fresh surface into use.-
Baird Television, Ltd., and J. L.
Baird.

Seeing in Dark
(Patent No. 470,524.)

Objects hidden by fog, or by dark-
ness, are made visible by acting upon

the infra -red rays which they nor-
mally radiate. The rays are collected
by a concave mirror and focused
through a scanning device on to a
photo -electric cell, in the same way
as though televising a visible scene.

The modulated current from the
cell is then fed to a television receiver
in which the obscured object is made
visible on the fluorescent screen. The
receiver can be located at a consider-
able distance from the region to be
explored, the object being shown in
contrast with its immediate surround-
ings, so that its size and approximate
distance can be estimated.-A. M. F.
P. de Limelette.

Projection Tubes
(Patent No. 472,240.)

The usual fluorescent screen of a
cathode-ray television receiver is re-
placed by a film of highly -refractory
metal, such as tungsten or molyb-
denum, which is made so thin that it
becomes incandescent when bom-
barded by the electron stream from
the cathode of the tube. A film of
tungsten, for instance, 6 microns
thick, will glow at each point of born-
bardment, and then cool down in a
fraction of a second, so that details
of each picture can be shown separ-

cathode-ray tube is designed in part
to secure a large illumination of the
fluorescent screen, and in part to
modulate the intensity of the electron
stream. In this connection, it is im-
portant that the process of modula-
tion should not cause the size of the
spot on the screen to vary, because
this tends to distort or " blur " the
details of the picture.

Accordingly the modulating elec-
trode is deliberately extended beyond
the usual accelerating anode, so that
the signal voltages are applied, in
part, beyond the anode. Here they
automatically compensate for the de-
focusing action which usually tends
to produce undesirable blurring. In
other words, the size of the spot on
the screen is kept constant whether
it is producing a high -light or a low -
light detail of the picture.-V. and A.
Zeitline, and Klialchko.
Separate Line and Frame Signals

(Patent No. 472,923.)
As a general rule, boththe " line "

and " frame synchronising signals
are transmitted as " blacker than
black "-that is, they are of greater

!FIG.!. I

ately and distinctly in varying degrees -.A.,
of incandescence.

In order to impart the necessary
velocity to the electrons, the anode
potential must be of the order of -
io,000 volts or upwards. The size
of the screen is only six centimetres
square, but the picture reproduced on
it is so brilliant that it shows up in
satisfactory detail when projected by
optical methods on to a viewing
screen one metre square. The re-
duced dimensions of the screen makes
it possible to use a cathode-ray tube
of much smaller diameter than usual.
-N. V. Phillips' Gloeilanli en-fabrie-
ken.

Electro -optical Systems
(Patent No. 472,539.)

The electrode arrangement in a

C3

C2

0---11
C

Fig. 1.-Separating line and frame signals.
Patent No. 472,923.

amplitude than the normal picture
signal which represents the blackest
point on the picture being televised.
Also the frame signals are of longer
duration than the line signals, and
this fact is used in reception to separ-

The information and illustrations on this page are given with permission of the Controller of H.M Stationery Office.
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ate the two by means of tuned cir-
cuits or filters.

As an alternative method of separa-
tion, the inventors apply both signals
to a screen -grid valve V, Fig. f,
which is so biased that its character-
istic curve has the form shown in
Fig. IA. If now the line synchronis-
ing impulses are applied as shown at
L in Fig. IA, the output current will
fall from the point A to the point C,
producing a pulse in one direction.

L

F
Fig. la.-Separating line and frame signals.

Patent No. 472,923.

On the other hand the frame impulses
applied as shown at F will carry the
output from the point A to the point
B, giving an effective current pulse -
in the opposite direction.

The incoming synchronising sig-
nals, of different duration, are ap-
plied to the screen -grid valve V, Fig.
t, at C and are converted by the cir-
cuit CI, R into impulses of different
amplitude, as shown at L and F in
Fig. iA. The corresponding output
currents, of different polarities, are
taken off through a condenser C2,
and then separated by means of suit-
able rectifiers (not shown); or one set
can be taken off from C2 and the
other from a condenser 03 coupled to
the screen grid.-Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph. Co., Ltd., R. J. Kemp,
and D. J. Fewings

Time -base Circuits
(Patent No. 472,645.)

In order to cut down the number of
valves used for the synchronising sig-
nals in a television receiver, both the
" line " and " frame " impulses are
handled by one multi -grid valve.

One set of impulses is produced be-
tween the anode and the grid nearest
to it, whilst the second set occurs
between the other two grids.-Baird
Television, Ltd., and G. R. Tingley.

Cathode-ray Transmitters
(Patent No. 473,006.)

The picture is first projected opti-
cally on to a photo -electric screen S,

The information and illustrations on this page are given with permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office.
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and the electrons set free are focused
by an external winding W on to a
" storage " grid G which is made
up of a " mosaic " of small conduct-
ing particles.

(Patent No. 473,303.)
Receiver for a two-colour television

system 'in which use is
doubly -refracting prism
the two " coloured "

made of a
to separate

signals.-

Cathode-ray trans-
mitter. Patent No.

473,006.
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ci

Charges are accumulated on the
grid to form an electric Image of the
original picture. This is then scanned
by the electron stream from the cath-
ode K at the other end of the tube.
Between the cathode K and grid G
is inserted a " collector " C which
consists of a series of wires set suffi-
ciently far apart to let the scanning
stream through. The secondary elec-
trons collected from the grid G under
the action of the scanning stream are
fed to a coil L, where they appear as
signal currents.-Baird Television,
Ltd., and V. Jones.

Summary of Other Television
Patents

(Patent No. 472,274.)
Means for synchronising the driv-

ing motor used for intermediate -film
television.-Baird Television, Ltd.,
and G. Dovaston.

(Patent No. 472,562.)
Stereoscopic system of television in

which the right and left eye pictures
are interlined and viewed through a
screen.-P. Eisler and F. Pevny.

(Patent No. 473,166.)
Scanning system in which a con-

trolling electric field is so varied that
only one picture element is allowed to
pass at a time.-P. M. G. Toulon.

Your newsagent will deliver " Television

and Short-wave World " regularly upon

request.

Baird Television, Ltd.; and J. L.
Baird.

(Patent No. 473,836.)
Time -base circuit in which the

oscillation generator is back -coupled
through an iron -cored transformer.-
Ferranti, Ltd., and E. G. 0. Ander-
son.

(Patent No. 473,907.)
Optical scanning system in which

the intensity of the reflected ray is
maintained constant.-Scophony,
Ltd., and J. H. Jeffree.

(Patent No. 473,9100
Scanning system of the kind in

which a rotating reflector co-operates
with a number of fixed reflectors.-
E. Traub.

(Patent No. 473,427.)
Amplifier designed to handle com-

bined picture and sound signals and
to give substantially equal amplifica-
tion to each.-W. S. Percival.

(Patent No. 473,464.)
Television system in which an elec-

tron image of the picture is first
formed on a screen covered with a
film of high -resistance photo -conduct-
ing material, such as mercury iodide.
-Electrical Research Products. Inc.

(Patent No, 474,296.)
Electron discharge device for use

in television in which the emission
from a sensitised " gauze '-' cathode
is controlled by an auxiliary fine -wire
grid.-Baird Television, Ltd., T. M.
C. Lance, and V. Jones.
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A NEW SYSTEM OF
LARGE -SCREEN PROJECTION

By E. P. Rudkin
The writer of this article is E. P. Rudkin, inventor of the system described, and he is desirous of getting
into touch with manufacturers with a view to commercial development of the system, which, it is
claimed, will provide an intensely bright picture suitable for projection without the use of high voltages.

IN the cathode-ray system of tele-
vision reception the image formed
on the fluorescent screen is pro-

duced by the action of a single spot
of light varying in intensity with ex-
treme rapidity, and traNersing or
scanning the viewing screen with
high velocity. On account of this
high velocity of movement of the
light spot and the persistence of
vision of the human eye a complete
picture appears to be produced, al-
though in reality only a single spot of
light is present on the screen at any
instant.

(The limitations imposed by this
system are that the intensity of illu-
mination of the resulting picture can
only be made equal to the spot bright-
ness which is in turn determined by
the gun or projection voltages em-
ployed and the durability of the fluor-
escent screen in withstanding high
electron bombardment. Furthermore,
since at any given instant during the
frame scan the majority of the sur-
face area of the fluorescent screen is
blank the intensity of illumination is
further reduced.

Advantages of
Picture Retention

It is clear that if means can be
found for retaining the picture as it
is formed by the scanning spot,
very considerable advantages would
result, as the screen would be covered
by a complete picture instead of a
rapidly moving spot of light. In this
case flicker is not only reduced or eli-
minated, but also the effective inten-
sity of illumination of the picture is
greatly increased. In fact, with a
picture retention system operating in
conjunction with suitable means for
blackout, the nature of which will be
explained later, it can be shown that
the intensity of illumination of the
resulting picture becomes sufficiently
high for large screen projection to be
satisfactorily obtained. Moreover,
this is achieved with a screen of
ordinary fluorescent material, whilst

specially high gun or projection volt-
ages are not required.

Various attempts at picture reten-
tion have been made, but the writer
believes that the main line of develop-
ment has been confined to storage or
condenser systems, the action of
which is limited On account of the
discharge characteristic of the con-
densers, after the removal of the ini-

secondary emission between two
parallel secondary emitting surfaces,
suitably arranged within the cathode-
ray tube. The fundamental action of
the system is based on the formation
of auxiliary or artificial electron
beams, which are produced initially
by the main scanning beam. These
auxiliary beams are proportional in
intensity to the main or exciting beam

Fig. 1. - Simplest
cathode-ray tube
arrangement in
which picture reten-
tion is secured by
sustained reciprocal
secondary emission.

tial charging influe -ice. In this
article, an entirely new system of pic-
ture retention developed by the writer
will be described which provides a
means of obtaining large screen high
intensity pictures. This system en-
ables complete retention of the pic-
ture frame to be secured and the mode
of operation is such that the retained
picture may be destroyed or blacked
out to make way for the new pictures
of succeeding frames. A special ad-
vantage is that the resulting picture
is increased in tensity by secondary
emission multiplication, in addition
to the great increase in effective in-
tensity derived from retention of the
picture.

How the Picture
is Retained

In the new system picture retention
is secured by sustained reciprocal

and are maintained after the removal
thereof, by the action of secondary
emission. These artificial beams,
which are produced in the space be-
tween the secondary emitting sur-
faces, continue to bombard the fluor-
escent screen after the removal of the
main or exciting beam, and so pro-
duce retention of the picture.

In operation, the main scanning
beam triggers or relays a multiplicity
of closed chains of secondary emis-
sion into action and these closed
chains comprise the artificial beams.
Furthermore, these closed chains of
secondary emission may be quenched
instantaneously to produce blackout
of the picture frame either as a whole
or in sections.

The simplest type of cathode-ray,
tube construction employing sus-
tained reciprocal secondary emission,
is shown by Fig. r, and comprises the
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PICTURE RETENTION
usual electrodes for producing and
projecting an electron beam, together
with the X and Y scanning plates,
which are supplied with saw tooth
oscillations from the frame and line
time base generators respectively.

The two secondary emitting sur-
faces S1 and S2, are arranged paral-
lel, and at the far end of the tube.
These surfaces are at the same D.C.
potential which should preferably be
higher than the maximum projection
voltage. As will be shown, the
second surface S2 requires only a very
low coefficient of secondary emission,
and in practice, this surface also con-
veniently forms the fluorescent screen.
The first surface S1 is in the form of
a fine wire mesh or gauze and its
high secondary emitting properties
are produced by coating with caesium
or a similar substance. A source of
high frequency oscillations which
serves to sustain the secondary emis-
sion, is connected across the surfaces
S1 and S2, and in Fig. t, comprises a
valve oscillator V,.

In operation, the main beam scans
the high secondary emitting surface
S1. The picture signals being applied
to the control electrode of the tube, it
follows that an electron picture is
formed on the first secondary emit-
ting surface, which is reproduced as
a light picture on the surface S2 or
the fluorescent screen, this picture
being retained by means of second-
ary emission.

Relative Degrees of Secondary
Emission Necessary for
Surfaces

Without the incidence of the scan-
ning beam on the surface S1 the ar-
rangement of the system is such that
no secondary electrons exist in the
space between it and the surface S2.
This result is secured by critical ad-
justment of the amplitude of the high -
frequency oscillations supplied to the
surfaces, and by providing them with
critical coefficients of secondary emis-
sion. It will be shown for correct
working to be secured, that the coeffi-
cient of secondary emission possessed
by the second surface should be
equal to or very slightly less than the
reciprocal of that possessed by the
first surface.

Considering the electron beam in
its position at the commencement of
the frame scan, and that at this point
the picture be of such intensity that

N electrons per second bombard the
surface S1, then NE1 secondary elec-
trons are produced at this point. The
frequency of the externally applied
H.F. oscillations is arranged to be
sufficiently high so that a complete
cycle occurs whilst the main scanning
beam traverses only -a very small dis-
tance, not greater than the cross sec-
tion of the scanning spot.

Hence assuming a positive half
cycle to be applied to the surface S1
at the instant under consideration,
then NE, secondary electrons are at-
tracted to this surface, and produce a

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Is:r SECTION

2."19 SECTION

3"? SECTION

4.71 SECTION

SCREEN COVERED BY
PICTURE OF 1,7 FRAME

2."P FRAME

(ET FRAME

2ND FRAME

PI FRAME

2" FRAME -

I 57 FRAME.

rteFRAME.

& ,
, -s

,111

Fig. 2.-Diagrams illustra ing the principle of
sectional blackout.

spot of light which forms the first
element in the picture frame. Simul-
taneously, NE,E2 secondary electrons
are produced at this point on the
second surface, which are now at-
tracted back to the first surface by a
succeeding half cycle of the applied
oscillations. By this time the scan-
ning beam has taken up an adjacent
position in the first line, and the re-
turning secondary electrons from the
first point set up- further secondary
electrons at the first surface. These
are again attracted back to the second
surface or fluorescent screen, by a
still further half cycle of the applied
oscillations.

The number of secondary electrons
reaching the second surface at the
first point is now N(E1)2E2, and it
will be clear that this reciprocal
secondary emitting process is re-

peated and maintained. Further-
more, in order for the first element
in the picture to be retained at its
original intensity, the number of
secondary electrons per second arriv-
ing at this point on the second sur-
face must be equal to the initial sup-
ply provided by the main scanning
beam.

Hence NE, = N(E,)'E2
or E1 E2 =

that is, for complete retention of the

picture E2 = - the inverse of the
Ei

secondary coefficient of the first sur-
face.

It is clear that the process occur-
ring for the first picture point is re-
peated for the succeeding points as.
the beam traverses the succeeding
lines comprising the frame scan, and
as a result the picture is fully retained
as it is formed. By arranging the co-
efficient of secondary emission of the
second surface to be slightly less than
that of the first surface, the picture
points can be made to die away
slowly. In fact, it is possible to ar-
range for the period of attenuation of
the picture points to be equal to the
frame period, when it will be seen
that the picture of any given frame
dies away just in time for the forma-
tion of the succeeding frame, and
that this effect occurs progressively
from the top of the frame to the bot-
tom, as the beam traverses the frame
scan. This is the simplest method of
utilising the system since no special
blackout means are necessary, and
gives considerably increased intensity
of picture together with reduced
flicker.

Since with this method the re-
tained picture is attenuated during
the frame scan, the resulting picture
intensity and freedom from flicker is
not so great as can be secured by -
fully retaining the picture in con-
junction with suitable means for in-
stantaneous blackout.

Further Considerations of
Fundamental Picture Retention
Process

Before proceeding to discuss these
more advanced methods of blackout,
however, the fundamental process of
picture retention will be examined in
more detail.

For instance it might appear that
the secondary emission would tend
to equalise over the screen surface,
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INSTANTANEOUS BLACK -OUT
with the result that only a blur of
light or a blurred reproduction of the
original picture would be retained. It
can be shown that this effect does not
occur, since the secondary emission
at any given point takes place under
conditions of saturation of the sur-
faces. That is, the intensity of the
artificial or sustained beam produced
at any given point through the reci-
procal secondary emission process
described is determined entirely by
the intensity of the main scanning
beam when traversing that point and
not by the maximum possible degree
of secondary emission. Furthermore,
it is clearly important to maintain
the movement of the secondary elec-
trons in a direction at right angles to
the secondary emitting surfaces,
since an oblique movement would
result in the secondary electrons cor-
responding to one point in the picture
bombarding an adjacent point,
where the secondary emission corres-
ponding thereto would become
changed in intensity and so produce
amplitude distortion with resultant
blurring of the picture.

The required movement of the
secondary electrons may be readily
achieved by arranging the secondar
emitting surfaces as close together as
possible, and by arranging matters
so that the ratio of the projection
force at right angles to the cathode,
to the dispersion force parallel to the
cathode, due to mutual repulsion of
the electrons, is as large as possible.
A large amplitude of high frequency
oscillations applied across the surface
leads to this result, although there is
a critical value for the oscillation am-
plitude, since the coefficient of
secondary emission obtaining at the
surfaces depends on the velocity of
the incident electrons, and therefore
on the amplitude of the applied oscil-
lations which control the movement
thereof.

In this connection, adjustment of
the amplitude of these applied oscil-
lations offers a convenient method of
obtaining fine adjustment of the de-
gree of secondary emission so that it
is possible to secure picture retention
when E. is only approximately equal

to -: this, of course, depending on
E,

the primary electron velocity at
which E, and E are initially
measured. Should the applied
oscillations be caused to exceed a

certain critical value such that E2

is greater than - then the pic-
E,

ture points no longer retain their
original intensity, since the second-
ary beams build up from their initial
to a maximum value, which is equal
over the screen surface. In this case,
instead of the picture being retained,
it would rapidly build up in intensity
until the screen becomes illuminated
throughout at maximum brightness,

words the applied oscillations should
execute a complete cycle during this
time and in the limiting case where
this is equal to the time of movement
taken by the scanning beam to tra-
verse a distance equal to the spot
diameter it is possible to calculate the
lowest permissible value of the ap-
plied frequency.

Taking the existing standard of de-
finition at 405 lines 25 frames per sec.
the time taken for the scanning beam
to traverse the line distance is

0
HT F.2

Fig. 3.-A practical cathode-ray tube arrangement employing picture retention by means of
switair.ed reciprocal secondary emission operating in conjunction with sectional blackout.

and hence this condition of operation
should clearly be avoided. The desir-
ability of using an oscillator of stable
amplitude is therefore indicated, so
that once the correct amplitude has
been arrived at for any given pair of
surfaces no further adjustment is
needed.

Value of
Applied Frequency

It has been shown that for correct
picture retention the secondary elec-
trons should pass forwards and back-
wards between the surfaces once at
least whilst the scanning beam moves
a distance not greater than the dia-
meter of the scanning spot. In other

I

25 X 405

distance

sec. and to traverse the spot

I

sec. = 244
25 x (405)2

x to-' sec. This represents the
period of a complete cycle and corre-
sponds to a frequency of 4.1 x to'
cycles per second, or 4.x meg./cs.

Instantaneous
Blackout

It has been shown that by arrang-
I

ing E2 = - that the picture may be
E1
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ADVANTAGES OF SECTIONAL BLACK -OUT
fully retained as it is formed. Con-
sidering the beam at the end of the
frame scan, a complete picture is
present on the screen and this must
he destroyed or blacked out in readi-
ness for the succeeding frame. This
is most readily secured by quenching
the applied H.F. oscillations at the
end of the frame scan which is in
turn achieved by applying the frame
synchronising pulses, as negative
voltage, to the grid of the generator
V in Fig. r, so that quenching occurs
periodically at the end of each suc-
ceeding frame.

With this system of frame black-
out a picture of increased brilliancy
results, which is practically free from
flicker, but possesses the disadvan-
tages that the first line in the frame
is retained throughout the frame
period, whereas the last line is des-
troyed practically instantaneously.
The result of this is that the intensity
of illumination decreases progres-
sively towards the bottom of the pic-
ture whilst the degree of flicker in-
creases.

This trouble may be overcome by
suitably grading the degree of fluor-
escence of screen surface, or by the
use of optical filters, but these
methods unfortunately reduce the in-
tensity of illumination of the picture.
A further method of securing uniform
illumination with frame blackout
which does not possess these detects,
is to scan succeeding frames in oppo-
site directions, but this method is im-
practicable at present, as similar
modification is required at the trans-
mitter.

A further important and valuable
feature of. this system of picture re-
tention is that picture brightness is
still further increased by the action
of secondary emission multiplication
at the first surface, which may be as
great as ten times. It is readily seen,
therefore, That the resulting picture
intensity arising from this effect to-
gether with -retention of the picture
is of a sufficiently high order to enable
large screen projection to be satis-
factorily secured.

It should be observed, however,
that where considerable electron mul-
tiplication at the first surface is
utilised to increase the picture
brightness, that a fluorescent screen
of increased durability is required,
and it is further desirable to raise the
potential of both surfaces consider-

ably in excess of the maximum gun
potential.

The full advantages of picture re-
tention, however, cannot be fully
obtained without specialised systems
of blackout, which will now be dis-
cussed.

Picture Retention
and Sectional Blackout

In order to secure absolute uni-
formity and maximum intensity of
illumination, together with complete
absence of flicker, it is necessary to
retain each part of the picture with-
out attenuation and for exactly the
same time. Since it is clear that any
given part of the picture comprising
one frame must disappear just in
time to make way for the correspond-
ing part in a succeeding frame, the
period of retention for all parts of the
picture frame should be equal to the
frame period after which instantan-
eous blackout must occur.

This result is most readily achieved
by blacking out the picture in sec-
tions in the path of the scannin2
Team. Theoretically, the number of
sections should be equal to the num-
ber of lines but in practice four sec-
tions can be made to give highly
satisfactory results with the advan-
tage that less complicated apparatus
is necessary to secure blackout.

The operation of sectional blackout
is shown diagrammatically in Figs.
2(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e). Consider-
ing the case of sectional blackout
where four sections are employed the
method of operation may be more
clearly understood as follows. At
the end of the first frame a full pic-
ture is retained on the screen (Fig.
2(a) ) and at this instant the scanning
beam flies back to commence the for-
mation of the second frame. Simul-
taneously, however, the top quarter
of the first frame is blacked out to
make way for the top quarter of the
second frame, which is now formed
by the main scanning beam and is
fully retained (Fig. 2b). Immediately
on the completion of the formation of
this section of the second frame, the
second quarter in the first frame is
blacked out, when the second quar-
ter of the second frame is formed,
and retained (Fig. 2C).

This operation continues until the
first frame has been completely
blacked out, and the screen is covered
by the picture of the second frame
(Fig. ze). The process is repeated

for succeeding frames in exactly the
same way. The especial advantage
of the system is that the maximum
blank part of the screen during the
frame scan does not exceed a quarter
of the picture surface, and as a re:.
sult the intensity of illumination to-
gether with the degree of flicker ab-
sence is greatly increased over the
existing method of cathode-ray tube
picture production where over 99 per
cent. of the screen surface is always
blank. Further, since each section of
the picture is retained for exactly the
same time the intensity of illumina-
tion from the top to the bottom of the
picture is practically uniform. Since,
however, the top part of each section
is retained for a period equal to a
quarter of the frame. period longer
than the bottom part, the top part of
each section will appear somewhat
brighter and the effect will be regis-
tered as faint striae on the receiving
screen. However, the top part of
any given section is retained for the
full frame period, whereas the bot-
tom part is retained for a full three
quarters of this period, so that the
effect is only slight and may be
readily offset by grading the screen.

The difference in retention time
between the top and bottom of each
section is reduced as the number of
sections is increased, so that by suffi-
ciently increasing the number of sec-
tions the formation of striae can be
effectively obviated.

Spot
Black -out

A further method of causing dis-
appearance of a given frame to make
way for a succeeding frame is the use
of spot black out, In this case, the
picture of the preceding frame is
blacked out at a fixed distance in
front of the scanning spot, the mini-
mum such distance being determined
by the period of afterglow of the flu-
orescent screen. This method gives
perfect results from the points of view
of intensity and uniformity of illu-
mination, together with absence of
flicker, from the theoretical stand-
point. In practice, however, the re-
sult is somewhat more difficult to
achieve than in the case of sectional
blackout.

Some practical applications will be
discussed, incorporating the sus-
tained reciprocal secondary emission
process of picture retention.

(Continued on page Iz6)
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Image frequency Interference
on Short Waves

This article describing three methods of eliminating image frequency interference in super -het receivers is
by E. S. Darlington of the G.E.C. stations W2XAD and W2XAF Schenectady, New York

SEVERAL complaints have been
recently received in Schenectady
from listeners to international

broadcast station ,W2X-AF regarding
the subject of C.W. or telephone radio
stations operating on or near the as-
signed frequency of W2XAF, or 9,530
kilocycles.

Upon investigation, however, it was
found that the stations mentioned as
the cause of the interference were not
operating within this channel assigned
internationally for international broad-
cast stations, namely, from 9,50o to
9,60o kilocycles, but were operating in
full accordance with and abiding by the
international agreements on frequencies
between 10,44o to 10,460 kilocycles,
which lie within the 9,600 to i r,000 kilo-
cycle band assigned for commercial
fixed services.

Interference on W2XAF from such
stations in a superheterodyne receiver
is generally due to the " image res-
ponse " of the receiver itself. "Image
response " may be defined as the in-
crease in response, in such a receiver,
at a frequency higher than the oscilla-
tor frequency.

In a modern superheterodyne re-
ceiver, the intermediate frequency is
usually 465 kilocycles, which has been
adopted as the general standard. The
" image " of a station appears at a
point on the dial of twice the inter-
mediate frequency subtrac.ted from the
fundamental frequency of the station
causing the " image " to appear. For
example, twice 465 kilocycles is 930
kilocycles, and this subtracted from
9,530 kilocycles (the fundamental as-
signed frequency of W2XAF) gives a
reading of 8,600 kilocycles on the dial,
if the receiver is fairly accurately cali-
brated and aligned.

There are several ways to reduce such
interference in short-wave reception
caused by stations operating near the
image frequency of the receiver when
tuned to a desired signal. If the de-
sired station is operating on 9,53o kilo-
cycles (W2XAF), the oscillator, in most
modern receivers, operates at a higher
frequency, namely, 9.530 kilocycles
plus the intermediate frequency (usually
about 46o kilocycles) or 9,990 kilocycles.
If the radio -frequency selectivity for
frequency conversion is inadequate, an
incoming signal above the oscillator
frequency at 9,990 kilocycles plus 460
kilocycles, or 10,450 kilocycles may
produce an audible beat note with the
desired signal.

The image response ratio for a re-
ceiver without a radio -frequency ampli-

fier preceding the converter averages
about 44 at to,000 kilocycles. This
means that the image signal would have
to be four times as strong as the normal
desired signal to produce the same
audio output from the receiver.

With a radio -frequency amplifier pre-
ceding the converter, the image res-
ponse ratio increases to about 140 at the
same frequency in typical all -wave re-
ceivers. An additional radio -frequency
amplifier would increase the image res-
ponse ratio to about 5,000. Therefore,
one or more radio -frequency stages be -

quency is shifted zo kilocycles. This
should be sufficient except for very high
keying of the interfering signal. It is
important that the intermediate fre-
quency is not shifted too much, as this
may seriously affect the tracking of the
radio -frequency and oscillator tuned
circuits.

450 Kilocycles
Third, propably the simplest method

for reducing image frequency interfer-
ence is to add a wave trap in the an-
tenna circuit. This will be fairly effec-
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A pre -amplifier of this kind generally overcomes image interference.

fore the converter adds radio -frequency
selectivity to discriminate against a sig-
nal at the image frequency. In addi-
tion, increased sensitivity also results,
and this may be desirable for improv-
ing the signal-to-noise ratio in a re-
ceiver not having a radio -frequency
amplifier.

Methods of Reducing Interference
from Stations to Image Frequency

First, a tuned pre -selector may be
added for the high -frequency band used.
This should reduce the interfering
signal by a factor of 35. Adding such a
device requires an additional tuning
control.

Second, by shifting the intermediate
frequency about to kilocycles either
way. This will eliminate interference
only from a particular signal, and re-
quires careful alignment of all circuits
of the receiver to hold substantially the
same scale calibration. This change
should be made by a competent service-
man who has the necessary instruments
and equipment.

When the intermediate frequency is
shifted so kilocycles, the image fre-

tive if the intermediate frequency is
above 45° kilocycles.
A Suitable
Wave Trap

The trap may consist of a good qual-
ity midget variable air condenser hav-
ing a maximum capacitance of too
micromicrofarads, and an inductance
of about 4.5 microhenries. The induc-
tance should be of the "low -loss" type.
It has been found that a r in. diameter
thin bakelite threaded form (12 turns
per inch) wound with 14 turns of No.
18 B. and S. bare copper wire to be
about right for tuning out interfering
signals from 7,00o to 18,000 kilocycles.

Depending upon the antenna used
and receiver coil constants, the trap
may be connected with the coil and con-
denser in series from the antenna post
to the chassis, or the coil and conden-
ser may be connected in parallel. This
shunt circuit is then connected in series
with the antenna lead.

A slight decrease in the strength of
the desired signal may be found when
the trap is tuned to the image, depend-
ing upon the losses in the wave trap
coil.
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Flat -top Beam Antennas
ALTHOUGH beam antennas pos-

sess many advantages, their use
is frequently limited by their

size. Directional antennas having a
high gain require considerable space
for their installation, and even beams
of moderate gain are often incon-
veniently large. Accordingly, any
beam antenna which is economical of
space should be helpful. Through the
use of closely spaced elements, the flat-
top beam' gives an excellent gain for
its size and might be called a " space
saving " directive antenna.

The flat -top beam is characterised by
the use of two closely spaced parallel
wires driven with currents 18o degrees
out -of -phase. Brown' has shown that
this is a practical condition to use. At
right -angles to the plane of ihe wires
the radiation is very small But in the
plane of the wires and at right -angles
to them, the radiation is a maximum
and is actually more in this direction
than from a single wire having the same
power input.

Beam
Sections

Fig. i shows the top view of eight
types of flat -top beams. The dimen-
sions given are for fundamental opera-
tion in the 14 mc. amateur band. For
fundamental operation on 28 mc. the
dimensions should he halved. One -
eighth wavelength spacing between the
elements is used. This separation is
not at all critical but is about optimum
for the phasing used. All the elements
of the antenna are driven, the proper
phasing being provided by the cross-
overs.

The antennas of Fig. t are divided
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By

John D. Kraus,* W8JK.
The practical data in this article on high -
gain small -area beam antennas should be
invaluable to British amateurs. The
antennas described can also be used for

reception.

into two groups. Those to the left are
centre fed (at F, F) and those to the
right are fed at one end. The antenna
of Fig. IC is not strictiy centre -fed but
rather fed on one side of centre. The
type of Fig. iA is a half -wavelength
long and because of its small size is
well suited for use as a rotary array. -
The radiation is a maximum in both
directions- broadside to the antenna and
minimum off the ends. This antenna
when operated on its second harmonic
(28 mc.) will have. approximately the
same bi-directional horizontal pattern
and somewhat more gain than on 14 mc.
The quarter -wave spacing causes but
little difference in performance. All the
other antennas of Fig. I have the bi-
directional pattern only on their funda-
mental frequency. When operated on
the second or higher harmonics, the
horizontal radiation pattern will have
four main lobes.

The antennas of Fig. I are arranged
from top to bottom in order et increas-
ing number of sections. The types of
Fig. IA and E are single -section (2 -
element) antennas, B and F are 2 -sec-
tion (4 -element) antennas. C and G 3 -
section, etc. Due to the difference in
location of the feed point, the recom-
mended dimensions for the centre and
end -fed beams of the same number of

sections are different in most cases. The
recommended spacing lengthwise be-
tween sections is two feet.

Construction
Suggeisted methods of constructing

the antennas are shown in Fig. 2. Long
wooden (1 by I inch) or bamboo spread-
ers are used. Since the impedance at
the current nodes in a flat -top beam is
very high, good insulation is extremely
important. The centre cross -ever on
centre -fed antennas is made by using
two insulators (such as 6 inch feeder
spreaders) one fastened horizontally at
the centre of the wooden spreader and
the other vertically half -way to one end.
The feeders come up from below and
connect to the centre insulator. Where
extra sections are used one vertical in-
sulator is placed at the middle of the
wooden spreader.

Ordinarily, the centre -fed flat -top is
the preferable arrangement since it is a
symmetrical system. The 2- and 4 -
section types of Fig. iB and D are par-
ticularly to be recommended. The end -
fed antenna is, however, often a con-
venience. When using end -fed flat -tops
of 3 or 4 sections, it is possible to switch
from the flat -top operation with maxi-
mum radiation broadside to a condition
where the radiation is mostly in the
general direction of the, ends. This is
done by connecting both feeders to-
* Arlington Blvd., Ann Arbor, Michigan.

 Small but effective flat -top beam, J. D..
Kraus,IRADIO, March and June, 1937.

' Directional antennas, G. II. Brown, Proc.
I.R.E., Jan., 1937.

3 Ratary flat -top beam antennas, RADIO,
Dec., 1937.
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End. -fire or Broadside Radiation
gether at the transmitter and operating
the array as a long wire antenna.'

The flat -top beam antennas are
usually used horizontally. If vertical
polarisation is desired, however, the r-
and 2 -section end -fed types are suited
for turning so that the elements are
vertical, putting the feeders at the lower
end.

Either resonant (Zepp) feeders or a

dimensions of Fig. I are suitable for
any frequency in the 14 mc. band. It
is even possible, where space is limited,
to reduce the length of the 2 -section
type of Fig. rB by cutting as much as
five feet off each wire. The effect of
such a change is to push the standing
waves farther down the feed line. In
the case of a stub, this results in a
lowering of the short by a distance
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Fig. 2. Top view
of flat -top beams
showing construction
used in both centre
and end -fed types. In
the centre -fed types
the feeders come up
from below and hook
on at the centre

spreader.

matching stub and transmission line of
about 600 ohms can be used to feed the
antennas. Although the resonant feed
is the easier to adjust since the tuning -
up is all done at the station end, the
matching stub and 600 -ohm line are pre-
ferable where the antenna is more than
a wavelength or two from the trans-
mitter. Good 6 -inch spreader insulators
are recommended for use throughout
the Zepp feeders or stub and transmis-
sion line. With the exception of the
antenna in Fig. IA, all the arrays of
Fig. I may have either a one -quarter or
three-quarters wavelength matching
stub. Zepp lines for these antennas
can be an odd multiple of a quarter -
wave long, using series tuning at the
transmitter. Since the type of Fig. IA
is fed near a current loop instead of a
current node on 14 mc. the stub for it
should be either one-half or one wave-
length long. Or resonant feeders of
about these lengths can be used, with
series tuning at the transmitter.

When the beams of Fig. I are used
as multi -band antennas and Zepp feed-
ers are used, series tuning may be em-
ployed at the transmitter cn 14 mc.
and parallel tuning on 28 mc. When
changing from 14 to 28 mc. with a
matching stub, it is necessary to move
both the short and 600 -ohm line about
8 feet either up or down the stub.

The dimensions of the antennas are
not critical since they are resonated to
the frequency used by tuning at the
station end with Zepp feeders or by
adjusting the short on the stub when a
600 -ohm line is employed. Thus, the

4 Directivity -switching with a flat -top beam,
Sprole and Kraus, RADIO, Jan., 1938.

about equal to the amount cut from each
end of the antenna. The dimensions
for the other types should not be short-
ened in this fashion.

Use a
Stub

In tuning -up the antennas using a
matching stub, the short in the stub is
adjusted up and down for a maximum
of current through it while shock ex-
citing the antenna from another rearbv
antenna or by loosely coupling to it.
The 600 -ohm line is then connected on
and adjusted up and down for a mini-
mum standing wave condition on the
600 -ohm line. It is, of course, very im-
portant in all cases that the antenna
and feeder systems be well insulated
from the transmitter high voltage.

Fig. II shows the arrangement for a
stub for either end or centre feeding a
flat -top. Dimensions for a stub to feed
the type of Fig. 1B on 14 inc. are L
equal approximately to 13 feet for a
quarter -wave stub or about 48 feet for
a three-quarter wave stub. The dis-
tance X, from the short to the 600 -ohm
line, is about 2 feet on 14 Inc. With
the 3- and 4 -section types the stubs are
about the same length, but the distance
X is a foot or so more. With the one -
section types, X is roughly one -and -a -
half feet on 14 mc.

The vertical directivity of a flat -top
beam has the effect of pulling down the
high angle radiation to lower, more
effective angles. Since much of the
gain of a flat -top beam comes from ver-
tical directivity, the horizontal cover-
age is large for the gain obtained. The

measured horizontal radiation pattern
for a 2 -section fiat -top beam is shown in
Fig. 3. The plot is made in decibels
and the curve is adjusted so that the
minimum observed signal is taken as
o db. It is apparent that the signal is
very good over an angle of 6o degrees
in each direction broadside to the an-
tenna. Even at an angle of as much as
4o degrees off the line of the beam, the
signal is about the same as the broad-
side signal from a horizontal half -wave
antenna with the same power input.
Beyond 4o degrees the signal drops off
rapidly and reaches a very low value at
70 degrees. The signal off the ends is
very small. The 'pattern for a single -
section flat -top is similar but is a bit
broader and the gain a bit less. Con-
versely, the 3- and 4 -section types have
narrower beams and higher gain. When

Fig. 3. Measured horizontal radiation
pattern of a 2 -section flat -top beam, showing
broad coverage at right -angles to the antenna
and small radiation off the ends. The field
strength is plotted in decibels above the mini-

mum observed signal.

compared to the best broadside signal
of a half -wave horizontal antenna at
the same height and with the same
power input, the gain of a single -sec-
tion flat -top beam is probably about
24 fold in power, the 2 -section about
fourfold, and the 4 -section about seven-
fold. The height above ground is im-
portant, particularly for long-distance
communication, and a height of three-
quarters to one wavelength on 14 mc.
is recommended.

Since a flat -top beam gives a sub-
stantial gain over a wide horizontal
angle, one antenna will give good
coverage both transmitting and re-
ceiving over a large area. A 2 -section
flat -top oriented at London, for exam-
ple, so that the broadside direction is
25 to 3o degrees north of west, would
have good coverage of most of North
America in one direction and much of
Europe, Western Asia, and Eastern
Africa in the other direction. Thus, a
couple of 2 -section flat -top beams pro-
perly oriented could cover most direc-
tions of interest.
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An X65 5-10 Metre By
Kenneth Joiners

Converter
This converter has been designed for use with all -wave receivers that do not tune below Ic metres. It is also

suitable forlreception of television sound signals in conjunction with a standard_ broadcast receiver.

COMPARAT IVELY few British
all -wave receivers tune below 12
metres, while some of those which

have a 5-12 metre channel are not
always suitable for amateur communica-
tion use. This point is not restricted to
British built receivers for a very high
percentage of the American receivers at
a reasonable price terminate at 13
metres. One or two individual models
covering a to -metre band have not
proved satisfactory so that generally
speaking an all -wave receiver covering
from 5 metres upwards is difficult to
obtain unless one is prepared to spend
between L3o and Z4o.

This is probably the reason why I
have had so many requests for a method
of picking up ultra -high frequency
signals with an ordinary receiver. Pro-
viding a converter is carefully designed
there is absolutely no reason why a
normal broadcast set should not give as
good an account of itself on the ultra-
high frequencies as an expensive re-
ceiver designed specifically for the
purpose.

The average autodyne converter is
only satisfactory on the higher wave-
lengths, while very few converters in-
clude band -spreading of a degree that
will allow for calibration under to
metres.

Being temporarily in a position of re-
quiring an alternative receiver for
5 -to metre working I have spent
considerable time designing a converter
that is satisfactory in every respect. It
can be added to almost any type of re-
ceiver, either all -wave or broadcast, and

0

0

-. ^

cannot in any circumstances be con-
sidered as a makeshift.

It uses a special triode-hexode fre-
quency changer of a new design by
Osram which is ideal, and oscillates

freely down to 41 metres and probably
lower in a satisfactory circuit.

A considerable number of frequency
changers were tried, and although

A.C.

Li L2

R1

SOCKET FOR
GRID

METER.

C7

+2500

OUTPUT
0

The resistors and
condensers have the
following values. R1
and R2 10,000 -ohms,
R3, 1,000 -ohms, R4,
100,000 -ohms, R5,
300 -ohms, R630,000 -
ohms, R7, 100 -ohms,
R8, 1,000 -ohms. C1,
C2, C3, C5 and C6 all
.1-mfd., C4 is 2.0001-
mf d. and C7 .001-

mfd.

several others oscillated quite freely-,
and were apparently quite efficient,
final tests showed that the X65 gave the
best overall performance despite its low
conversion conductance figure. This

The type of dial used
is a matter of per-
sonal taste. This
Indigraph is very
popular but the Eddy-
stone 1070 has the
advantage of twin
ratios. The left hand
control is the master
switch while the trim-
mer condenser is on

the right.

was accounted for by the fact that the
input impedance is so very high, while
due to the electrode design the positive
grid current effect on short waves is
negligible. In the circumstances the
actual stage gain is extremely high re-
sulting in a good signal to noise ratio.

Once the type of valve had been
selected the next problem was the tun-
ing arrangements. It would have been
quite a simple matter to include high
capacity band spreading condensers so
as to give good frequency coverage, but
this would have meant that amateur
bands would have been cramped so pre-
venting accurate logging of stations.

However, by obtaining the correct
value of inductance and capacity a tun-
ing arrangement was evolved which en-
abled a wavelength range of almost 6
metres to be covered.

Also by the addition of a small
capacity padding condenser there is no.
difficulty experienced in balancing the
coils L2 and and L3. It will be noticed
that L2 is centre tapped so as to de-
crease the damping on the control grid
of the X65. This point is most important
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Low Noise Level High Gain
particularly towards the higher fre-
quencies.

Provision has been made for using a
doublet aerial, while by shorting the
earthy end of the aerial coil Li to earth
the conventional aerial system can be
used.

In order to prevent stray wires and
accidental pick-up the unit was built on
a steel panel and chassis the whole

being mounted within a steel box.
A special filament t-anstormer designed
by Reston was mounted on the chassis
so that the unit was virtually self-con-
t ained with the exception of one lead to
t he parent receiver to provide 25o volts.

Resistances RI and R2 both have a
value of io,000 ohms and should have a
rating of to watts. This low value of
resistance network is essential in order
to provide a stable voltage to the screen
-of the triode-hexode.

Usually the weak point with con-
verters is the matching arrangement be-
tween anode circuit and the input to the
following receiver. In order to over-
come this defect the tuned circuit L5
and VC5 is included. This tuned cir-
cuit covers a wave -band of 'co to 200
metres, so that it can be matched up to
the aerial circuit in the main receiver.
This small improvement over the usual
untuned choke arrangement effected a
big rise in stage gain.

As the unit only covers one channel
the four coils are soldered directly to
the rotor and stator plates of the ganged
variable condensers. Coils L2 and L3
..are wound with i4 gauge tinned copper
wire at -.1 in. diameter and spaced in

such a way that the ends conveniently
solder on to the tuning condensers.

Coil L2 is centre tapped and theoretic-
ally should have a higher inductance
than L3, but in view of the fact that the
trimming condenser VC2 is wired in
parallel the slight extra capacity of this
condenser enables L2 to match L3
despite the fact both coils consist of six
turns.

In this view can be
seen the aerial cir-
cuit with coupling
coil. The aerial coil
is mounted directly
across the tuning
condenser with the
tapping taken to the

grid of the X65.

The aerial coupling coil Li is made
of one m/m rubber covered wire wound
in the centre of Lz. Only one turn is
needed, and this should be adjusted to
give the required degree of coupling.

Anode coil L4 is wound in a similar
way to Li, but requires two turns which

also have to be carefully adjusted to
provide sufficient coupling.

The tuned circuit in the anode follows
conventional broadcast practice. A 2 in.
length of paxolin in. in diameter is
wound with 8o turns of 28 gauge
enamelled covered wire. The former is
screened by the square can that can be
seen in the plan view of the chassis. The
tuning condenser VC4 which is of the
mica type can either be mounted
through the top of the screening can or
under the chassis.

If it is known to which frequency the
main receiver is to be tuned, then VC4
can be pre-set and left in the required
position. On the other hand, should the
converter be used with a number of re-
ceivers then it would be advisable to
mount VC4 in a position where is can
easily be adjusted.

When constructors adhere very
closely to the original layout. VCI and
VC3, the two tuning condensers are
mounted in the centre of the chassis one
actually to the front panel and the other
to the dividing screen.

VC2 is mounted under the chassis on
the right-hand side of the panel and is
controlled -by the small I in. knob.
There is no need on this condenser to
use a slow motion drive.

If it is intended to use the converter
on higher wavelengths than those re-
commended, then by connecting high -
capacity condensers across L2 and L3 a
much wider wave range can be covered.
Just how these condensers should be
mounted can be seen from the sub -
chassis illustration.

In order to cut the unit out of circuit
without having to remove numerous
connecting wires, a simple switching
system has been employed. A Bulgin
double -pole double -throw toggle switch
is mounted towards the rear edge of the
chassis. This switch is controlled from
the front by means of an Eddystone ex-
tension outfit and switches on the mains

Components for
AN X65 5-10 METRE CONVERTER

CHASSIS, PANEL AND CABINET.
I-Special cabinet finished crackle black with
chassis, panel and screens (A.P.A.).
COILS.
4-Built to specification by constructor.
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
6-.I-infd. type 4603/S (Dubilier).
1-.000 -mfd. type 690W (Dubilier).
i-.00x-mfd. type 6goW (Dubilier).
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE.
I-7-mmfd. (Apex).
2-I5-mmfd. (Apex).
I-.0005-mfd. type 2093 (Jackson Bros.).
DIALS, SLOW MOTION.
1-Type 1070 (Eddystone).
1-Pointer knob and dial type 1044 (Eddystone).
x-x in. knob type 1086 (Eddystone).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
1-Octal less terminals (Clix).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
2-S0,000 -Ohms type E45 (Bulgin).
I -300 -ohm type x -watt (Erie).

r-i,o0o-ohm type I -watt (Erie).
2-ioo,000-ohm type i-watt (Erie).
I-30,000-01ml type I -watt (Erie).
I-xo,000-ohm type I -watt (Erie).
I-roo-ohm type I -watt (Erie).
SUNDRIES.
x-Mica pre-set condenser type SW95 (Bulgin).
I-lb. x4 gauge tin copper wire (Webb's Radio).
I-oz. 20 gauge double -cotton covered wire

(Webb's Radio).
6-ins. in. celluloid rod (Webb's Radio).
2-ins. If in. diameter paxolin former (Webb's

Radio).
1-Aluminium screening can 2f by II by xi in.

(Bulgin).
I-Extension outfit type 1008 (Eddystone).
SWITCH.
1-Rotary D.P.D.T. type 6114 (Bulgin).
TRANSFORMER, FILAMENT.
1-6.3 volt C.T. .3 A (Keaton Manufacturing

Co.).
VALVE.
1-X65 triode-hexode (Osram).
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How to Cover Higher Wavelengths
to the filament transformer, connects
the aerial to the converter or switches
off the mains and transfers the aerial to
the main receiver.

In this way the converter can be left

permanently connected to the main re-
ceiver.

As the X65 is comparatively a new
type of valve constructors should
memorise the ten connections. An Octal
base is fitted as standard and electrodes
are taken to the following pins :-No.2,
Heater. No. 3, Anode. No. 4, Screen-
ing Grid. No. 5, Oscillator Grid. No.
6, Oscillator Anode. No. 7, Heater.
No. 8, Cathode. The control grid taken
to the top cap, while pin No. i is left
blank. The valve has a 6.3 volt heater
and takes .3 amperes.

The correct voltage is automatically
applied to the anode of the oscillator
section by applying 25o volts through
30,000 ohms. The screen voltage that
is to pin No. 4, should not exceed 125
volts, while optimum gain is obtained
with ioo volts.

It will be noticed that a heater trans-
former is not centre -tapped. It was
noticed during preliminary tests
that with a centre -tapped heater trans-
former a certain percentage of modula-
tion hum was unavoidable. However, by
earthing one side of the heater directly
to chassis, this modulation hum was re-
moved

Resistance R7 should be adjusted for
optimum grid voltage, but generally
speaking ioo ohms will be approxim-
ately correct. However, experiments
can be made with a view to determining

If required, band set-
ting condensers can
be included as shown.
This will enable the
converter to cover a
considerably higher
maximum wave-
length. Screen
resistors R1 and R2
can either be separ-
ate units of 10,000
ohms each or a po-
tentiometer of 20,000

ohms.

This plan view shows
how the top com-
ponents are arranged
and also how the os-
cillator coil is con-
nected. The square
can in the corner of
the chassis screens

L5.

whether this value is correct for the par-
ticular valve used.

When the converter is being used
in conjunction with a normal broad-
cast receiver, the receiver should
be left tuned to a wavelength
of zoo metres with VC4 and L5
also tuned to this wavelength. It will
be found, however, that on five metres
the unit is much smoother in operation
with the parent receiver tuned to 15o
metres:

For those who do not wish to con-
struct their own converter a finished in-
strument wired and tested can be ob-
tained from Messrs. Scott's Sessions.
Receivers can also be obtained from
stock from Messrs. Webb's Radio, Ltd.,
who are also arranging for kits of com-
ponents to be available.

For those interested in normal short-
wave broadcasting an alternative model
is being prepared to cover approxim-
ately 12 to 200 metres, and this will be

in our March

New Bulgin Midget Transformers
A new range of no less than eleven

midget transformers have just been in-
troduced by Messrs. A. F. Bulgin and
Co., which are very suitable for inclu-
sion in amateur built receivers and
amplifiers.

Transformers are available for direct
or shunt feed according to type with
either straight or tapped secondaries
for push-pull operation. Transmitting
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amateurs will also be interested in a
new input transformer for moving -coil
microphones with a ratio of 1-6o.

Midget chokes to line up with the
new transformers are also ready so that
constructors can build small and com-
pact receivers on commercial lines. Full
details can be obtained from the makers
at Abbey Road, Barking.
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AT a recent lecture organised by
the International Short Wave
Club was demonstrated a new

commercially built Harvey transmitter
which created an enormous amount of
interest. In view of this we have ob-
tained full information on this very in-
teresting unit which is designed specific-
ally for amateur and general portable
use.

This transmitter, the Harvey
UHX-io, is designed to have an input
of 20 watts with C.W., M.C.W. and
phone on any frequency between 1,500
and 6o,000 kc.

Under these conditions it gives a
crystal controlled carrier on all bands

A 6 -band
10 -watt

Transmitter
This interesting Harvey transmitter will provide at least
10 -watts of carrier on six wavebands, and is crystal
controlled on five wavebands. The results of our tests

are described in this article.

This Transmitter is quit, complete with modulator, microphone
transformer and energising current and is supplied with a power -

pack in a separate container of similar dimensions.

special shorting plug supplied.
Coils are supplied to cover all fre-

quencies, but between 4o and io metres
ceramic coil forms are used, under io
metres air -spaced coils, and above 4o
metres, conventional plug-in formers of
the low -loss type. An ingenious modu-
lator consisting of two double -triodes
type 6N7 provide more than sufficient
audio output fully to modulate the
strongest carrier provided by this trans-
mitter. A microphone input transformer
is also included, while energising for a
carbon type microphone is automatically
provided from the power supply circuit.

During our tests we were very sur-
prised to find that the R.F. output was
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up to 3o Mc., of at least io watts, which
can be fully modulated by means of a
Class B amplifier fed into the anode
circuit of the final valve.

The circuit consists of a 6L6 tritet
oscillator driving a 6L6 power ampli-
fier. The tritet oscillator is quite
straighforward, being capacity coupled
to the grid of the power amplifier.
There are three main tuning circuits,
these being in the cathode of the oscil-
lator anode of the oscillator, and anode
of the power amplifier.

Plug-in coils are used throughout, al-
though when the circuit is operating on
fundamental frequency, the cathode coil
is switched out of circuit by means of a

Two 6L6 valves are used
on all wavelengths, one
being a tritet crystal oscil-
lator, the second a conven-
tional power amplifier. The
complete circuit of the
transmitter is shown above.

On the right is the power
unit for A.C. operation. A
variation, however, is ob-
tainable using an accumu-
lator to drive a rotary

converter.

higher on zo, m and 5 metres than it
was on 4o metres, when running from a
40 -metre crystal, while also a minimum
of 6 m/a of grid current in the final
valve was readily obtainable.

The transmitter is very simple to tune
and can be compared with the average
three -valve receiving set. Both stages
are completely stabilised, and to give
some idea of the ease with which the
transmitter can be operated, the coils
can be changed and the transmitter re-
tuned so that six bands can be covered
in less than five minutes.

The final tank coil is wound on a
ceramic former and is also fitted with a
coupling coil with a built-in parallel
tuned condenser. In the circumstances,
if the correct type of feeder is in use,
this feeder can be connected directly to
the two stand-off insulators provided.
But should it be necessary to use series -
tuned, then the two wires from this
parallel condenser can be removed quite
quickly.

The milliammeter in the final stage
can be switched to read P.A. anode cur-
rent or modulator anode current, while
a multi -contact switch enables C.W.,
M.C.W. or phone to be used at will.

Neutralising holds on all bands with
one setting, while four or five 6L6
valves were tried and all of a similar
make were neutralised with the original
setting.

We consider that it would take less
than ten minutes to put this transmitter
on the air from the time it was received
from the makers, excluding, of course,
erecting the aerial.

(Continued on page lso)
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With the Amateurs
AMATEURS are particularly

active in Ireland; both Northern
and Irish Free State. The

new Honorary Secretary of R.S.N.I.
is Mr. C. Taylor, 2AOB, of 2 York
Crescent, Shore Road, Belfast. At the
last meeting the prize winners for the
various trophies won during the season
were presented. The Leonard Trophy
was won by EI2M, the Sevenson Trophy
by GI50Y, and the Robinson Trophy by
2AQU. On the committee for this
season are such well-known amateurs as
GI8MI, GI50Y, GI8GK, GI6TK and
GI5HU.

In the Irish Free State some of the
active stations are E i8B, who is on lo
metres, E i5F, who has worked W3 and
F on to metres, El7F, EI8G, EL0I,
and perhaps the most famous of all,
EI2L. EI2L has worked ZS on phone
on 28Mc. and is now working duplex
telephony on both the 7 and 14 Mc.
bands. He has a very elaborate aerial
system with a beam array, which pro-
bably accounts for his signals being
about the most consistent from Europe
that are heard in America.

It should be noted by those who in-
tend to make more extensive use of the
28 Mc. band that this channel has been
built up into several sections by the
United States Government to avoid in-
terference between amateur stations.
The following frequencies are being
used : 28,000 to 28,50o kcs., C.W. only;
28,500 to 30,000 kc., C.. and tele-
phony. This leaves Soo kcs. clear of
local telephony as far as the U.S.
amateurs are concerned. It is hoped
that European amateurs will operate
between 28,600 and 20,00o kcs., so leav-
ing a small part of a wide band clear of
local telephony for local stations still
using C.W., and who wish to work long
distance.

EISG, who has been most successful
on io metres, is using a 33 ft. aerial
with which he has worked ZS' AH,
VU2FH, and AZS6.

For those who like nicking up un-
usual stations, a transmitter has been
installed on the Schooner Morrisey,
which is on an expedition somewhere
off the coast of Labrador. This vessel
has the call sign WioXDA and oper-
ates on zo metres.

Another new station which is
being regularly received in this
country is VE3THE located, at
the moment, in British Guiana. This sta-
tion sponsored by the American
Museum of National History for the
Perry -Holden party uses an RCA
ACT/zoo transmitter with an input of
20o -watts. It is operated by the
American amateur Bill Hungerford,
who asks for reports from British lis-
teners and who is also on the look -out
for contacts with G Amateurs.

The 10 -metre band and the frequencies
used are discussed in this article with
some news about new receivers and the

radio clubs.

Frequency in use is 14,300 kc. with
an alternative of 13,740 Kc when QRM
is particularly bad. All reports or cards
should be sent to Bill Hungerford,
N.B.C. RCA Buildings, Rockefeller
Centre, New York City.

The RK 25
During the past few weeks I have

been keeping my eye on new receivers
and components as they arrive from
America, and there seems to be quite a
number of items of particular interest to

I

One of the most useful valves forlhigh-fre-
queney work is the RK-35. Notice the side

contact Grid pin.

Amateurs. For example I have been
looking for a good doubler or sub -
amplifier that does not require neutral-
ising and the solution seems to be the
RK25 or 23.

These two pentodes are identical
with the exception of filament voltage
and do provide a very high R.F. output
on the higher frequencies.

They are a vast improvement over
the 6L6 and RF-7 30 as regards neutral-
ising, although the output is not quite
so high as from the RKT-30. However,
they seem to be the most suitable valves
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By G5ZJ
for following a 6L6 crystal oscillator
and will drive a final stage when using
valves such as a pair of T2O'S.

The Ediswan Company have pro-
duced a new triode suitable for ultra-
high frequencies and designated the
ESW-2o. It has a 7.5. volt heater, a
top cap anode connection and is iden-
tical in characteristics with the
American T2o.

I have been testing some early sam-
ples of these valves and in push-pull
they will provide a comfortable 4o watts
of carrier on 5 metres.

The Best Receiver
Many readers have been asked which

is the best of the American communica-
tion receivers available in this country.
This query is very difficult to answer
for there are so many points which have
to be considered. During 1937 the
general impression was that the RME-
69 was about the best receiver of its
kind, but this is rather queried by the
introduction of the New Hallicrafter
SX16.

This receiver is rather cheaper than
the RME, but includes really excellent
hand -spreading without any trace of
backlash. In addition the receiver is ex-
cellently calibrated and covers all
wave -bands down to 5 metres.

I have been making some laboratory
checks on two of these receivers and
many interesting points have come to
light.

The I.F. amplifiers are very carefully
aligned and particularly selective while
the " broad " position is quite sym-
metrical. With maximum audio gain
the total output is slightly over 17
watts into a resistive load.

The signal strenugth meter is ac-
curately calibrated with an interval of
6db between points while of course

A key plus hummer of this type is very
helpful for the beginner for the hummer
produces a note similar to the morse code

heard on a radio set.
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Club News An Interesting Transmitter
AVC action is excellent as it is with all
Hallicrafters.

As regards efficiency at various fre-
quencies the following figures speak for
themselves.

tions for February. VK2ME Sydney on
31.28 metres is radiating from o600 -
o800, 1000-1400 and from 1400-160o all
on Sundays only.

VK3ME Melbourne on 31.5 metres

Set on Frequency
of -kc. and band
spread at Zero.

Frequency in
kc.

Lowest C.W. gig.
readable (m/ V.)

QSA. 3.

Sig. to give 6 x
noise voltage at

500 cps. beat.

Signal to give 5o
milli watts at 400

cps. (m/V.).
Si) sig.
(m/V.)

600 599 1.55 5.7 9.1 210

1500 1507 1.0 7.0 4.7 93

2000 2000 0.5 8.7 2.5 47

2500 2507 o.8 r.8 6.o 52

3000 3000 0.7 2.4 5.7 62

4000 3994 1.2 4.0 8.9 74

5000 4481 0.4 2.0 8.2 100

6000 6000 0.5 1.8 13.5 too

7000 6970 0.5 1.9 21.0 16o

boo 7790 0.7 2.0 2.7 52

24000 23670 1.0 2.0 6.o fio

28000 27530 g.o 100.0 30.0 87

F. good example of transmitter design using a
pair of T -55's in push-pull. Smaller valves
can of course be used with the same method of

construction.
I also hear that a new Super Halli-

crafter type SX i7 has made its appear-
ance in America and is credited to be
the best amateur communication set
available. It is complete with two RF.
stages, a built-in Lamb noise silencer
and of course all the usual refinements.

A new edition of the Call Book has
just come to hand from G5KA and this
gives a complete list of G8 call signs
and appears to be very up-to-date as re-
gards the new DX stations that have
been heard just recently.
Australian Transmissions

New transmission times have been
scheduled by the three Australian sta-

operates each week -day from 0900-120o
while VK6ME Perth operating on the
same wavelength as Sydney radiates
each week -day from 0900-1 roo all times
G.M.T. Reports on these transmissions
are requested and should be sent to
Amalgamated Wireless (A/SIA), Ltd.,
47 York Street, Sydney, Australia.

Frank A. Robb, GI6TK, tells me that
the city of Belfast radio club is now
very active, for A.C. supply has been
installed in the club room and the trans-
mitter has been entirely rebuilt. This
transmitter is operating CW only on
40 and 20 metres, but telephony will
shortly be used. There are no less than
17 operators licenced by the G.P.O.,
while the total membership is now over
70.

The International Short Wave Club

are to hold their fifth annual dinner ar.d
dance at Maison Lyons, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.', on March 5. Tickets are
available from the Secretary at loo
Adams Gardens Estate, S.E.i6.; price
6s. 6d.

On January 7 was held the annual
general meeting of the Eastbourne and
District Radio Society when Mr. J. P.
Glickman, of " Kersal," Brodrick
Road, Hampden Park, was elected
honorary secretary to the society.
Readers in the Eastbourne district
should get in touch with this very live
society, for an interesting programme
has been arranged for the next few
months.

The Maidstone Amateur Radio So-
ciety is now affiliated to the R.S.G.B.
and the secretary, P. M. S. Hedgeland
(2DBA), of 8 Hayle Road, Maidstone,
is keen to supply details of the society
to all interested in short waves who are
in the Maidstone area. The new Club-
room is at 244 Upper Fant Road, Maid-
stone, Kent.

One of the nicest valves that I have
handled just recently is the new RK35,
which is a triode having a very low
minimum capacity and a top cap anode
connection and a side contact grid con-
nection. It is interchangeable with the
T20, but is suitable for a maximum
voltage of i,000, so that if a higher
input is required, the use of these valves
would cause the minimum amount of
alteration to the transmitter. With a
i,000 volts H.T. and grid driving power
of 6.5 watts the power input is approxi-
mately 97 watts with a carrier power of
7o watts. 6o per cent. of this rating is
permissible at 24 metres, while it can
also be used for Class B Audio work.
The rated anode dissipation is 35 watts.

The entire transmitter suit-
able for an input of up to
450 watts can be accommo-
dated on this single chassis

17 in. wide.
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This illustration quite clearly shows the coil holders
taking coils Li, L2, L3 and L4.

FROM correspondence received it
appears that very few readers are
experiencing constructional difficul-

ties with our i-io receiver details of
which were given in the January issue.

Those who have bought sets of coils
from the recommended agents have
found the receiver particulary easy to
operate and comparatively easy to cali-
brate. Many constructors, however,
have wished to build their own coils,
which is a very ticklish job without the
necessary data, particularly on the
higher frequencies.

As can be seen from the illustrations
in this page a five -pin ceramic valve
holder is used as a coil socket. Another
special ceramic disc fitted with pins is
used as a coil mount. The special discs
are obtainable from Messrs. A.P.A.
after which it is a comparatively simple
matter accurately to wind coils re-
quired.

In this circuit four coils are needed to
cover each waveband, but two or these
coils are merely simple primaries. To
cover all wavelengths from one metre
up to i 1 metres a set of I2 coils are re-
quired. Coil i is the aerial coil for the
highest frequencies consisting of a two
turn primary and a three turn second-
ary, the latter being centre tapped. The

IELV/E10t1
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Britain's
1-10

Unique
A New Ultra -high Frequency
Receiver Covering 1-10 Metres

with a Four -valve Super-
regenerative Circuit

In our January issue we published the constructional
details of Britain's first 1-bo metre receiver designed for
constructors. The designers of this receiver E. Van Rhee,
Kenneth Jowers and H. R. Adams, G2NO, in this article

deal with the construction of the tuning coils.

primary is wound with 28 gauge double
silk covered wire and the secondary
number 20 gauge double silk covered
wire. The coil diameter is s in. with the
primary wound in between the turns of
the secondary.

Coil IA is the grid coil and the
primary L3 consists of two turns in.
diameter with the secondary of 4 turns
centre tapped. In series with the centre
tap is HFC2 an additional choke re-
quired on this channel which is wound
to cover a space of ft in. with 28 -gauge
wire and a diameter of 3/16 in.

The second coil in the range type 2A
is a in. diameter with a two -turn
primary and a four turn secondary
which is centre tapped. For an inter -
valve coil 2B which also has a in.
diameter coil is made up of two primary
turns and four secondary turns. The
secondary has connected to it an HF
choke of the same dimensions as the
choke used with the coil type TA.

Coil 3A has one primary turn and 211.
secondary turns which are centre
tapped, both coils in. diameter. On
coil 3B there are two primary turns and
2i secondary turns. An HF choke as
previously made is mounted on the coil
base and connected directly to the
anode side of the coil.

Left : In this com-
partment is the
super regenerative
detector using an
acorn triode.

Right : This shows
the RF section with -
the coil holder for Li
and L2 and the leads
from a doublet
aerial.

Next comes coil 4A which has one
primary turn and four secondary turns
both of in. diameter. Coil 4B has two
primary turns, five secondary turns with
a tapping point one turn from the anode
end.

The next coil is rather larger and 5A
has two primary turns and 6.5 secondary
turns of in. diameter with the second-
ary tapped one turn from the anode
end. The grid coil for this range, No.
5B, has four primary turns and seven
secondary turns both of i in. diameter,
and with the secondary tapped one
turn from the anode end.

Coil 6A is also in. diameter with
three primary turns and eleven second-
ary turns, the tapping being four turns
from the anode end. On coil 6B there
are five primary turns, fourteen second-
ary turns, the tapping points being three
turns from the anode end.

All primary coils are wound with 28
gauge wire with all secondary turns of
22 gauge wire all D.S.C. The high -
frequency choke where required is
wound with 28 gauge enamelled covered
wire.

In view of the high -frequencies
covered by this receiver it is absolutely
essential that the coils be rigid and that
the coupling between primary and
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secondary cannot vary. For this reason
it is absolutely essential that the turns
be kept in position by means of coil
rope or amyl acetate which can be ob-
tained in small quantities from
chemists.

Constructors will appreciate that it is
almost impossible accurately to give the
exact frequencies covered by these coils,
but in the original receiver 12 coils
cover the following frequencies.

Series x, 1.o6 -1.7o metres. Series 2,
1.6-2.4 metres. Series 3, 2.2-3.3 metres.
Series 4, 3.1-5.6 metres. Series 5, 4.8-
7.5 metres. Series 6, 7-10.9 metres.
These wavelengths can be adjusted
quite easily to suit individual receivers,
and those who have not an accurate
frequency metre can very soon construct
one by means of Lecher wires previously
calibrated from a self-excited oscillator.

We have previously mentioned that
the wiring in both the HF and detector
stages must be kept as short as possible.
Several constructors have completely
built their own receivers and from those
which we have so far seen are allowing
far too wide a gap between components.
Endeavour if possible to inter -connect
components without any additional wir-
ing, for example the soldering tag on
the tuning condenser can be soldered
directly to the appropriate pin on the
coil base. No resisters or condensers
need be connected with additional wir-
ing other than that supplied with com-
ponents.

We must also stress that you do not
in any circumstances solder directly to
the contact on the acorn valves, in fact
it is advisable to remove the valve from
the socket when soldering to the con-
nection from the valve holder, other-
wise considerable amount of heat can
be transmitted to the valve itself, which
is likely to cause damage.

There is absolutely no advantage to

L2

0

be gained by increasing the H.T. volt-
age beyond zoo, in fact most readers
will find that the maximum gain and
ease of operation is obtained with a
maximum supply voltage of 180.

After the coil has been constructed, if
the receiver should be difficult to operate

L4 to cover the required band and to
vary the coupling between Li and 1,2
and L3 and L4 in order to obtain smooth
oscillation.

In certain instances where regenera-
tion has been rough, readers have been
able to effect a cure by connecting the

Components for
A FOUR -STAGE 1-10 METRE RECEIVER

CABINET.
xx in. by 8 in. by 91 in. with lid,

finished black (A.P.A.).
CHASSIS AND PANEL.
1-Chassis with brackets in. by xo in. by 2-1.

in. finished black (A.P.A.).
x-Aluminium panel I in. finished black II in.
COIL HOLDERS.
2-Special ceramic 5 -pin (A.P.A.).
COILS.
In-To cover x -cc metres (A.P.A.).
CONDENSERS, FIXED AND VARIABLE.
x-2o-mmfd. type Apex (Cr) (Webb's Radio).
x-2o-mmfd. type Apex (C2) (Webb's Radio).
I-.13o2-mfd. type 6zo (C3) Dubilier).
I-.0003-mfd. type 620 (Dubilier).
x-.005 mfd. type 4802 C5) (Dubilier).
I-.003-mfd. type 6zo ( 6) (Dubilier).
I-.5-mfd. type 4608°S (C7) (Dubilier).
I-co-mfd. type 4oz, 50 -volt working (C8)

(Dubilier).
I-Io-mfd. type 401, 50 -volt working (C9)

(Dubilier).
I-.x-mfd. type 46o3°S (Czo) (Dubilier).
x-.00005-mfd. type 4602/S (CI') (Dubilier).
i-5-mmfd. type Apex (Ccc) (Webb's Radio).
-.5 mfd. type 4608/S (Cr3) (Dubilier).

CHOKE, HIGH -FREQUENCY.
1-Type ion (RFC') (Eddystone).
CHOKE, LOW -FREQUENCY.
x-Type 20 -henry to specification (LECI)

(Keston Manufacturing Co.).
DIAL, SLOW-MOTION.
1-Type 1o85 (Eddystone).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
2-Type ceramic Acorn (Clix). I-Pair supersensitive (Ericsson).

A Complete Kit of Components and Completely Assembled Receivers obtainable from :
WEBB'S RADIO, 14, SOHO STREET, W.I.

Assembled Radio -Frequency and Detector Units and wired receivers obtainable from:
MESSRS. A.P.A., LTD., 171C, BATTERSEA PARK ROAD, S.W.8.

1 -5 -pin type Vx, less terminals (Clix).
2 -7 -pin type VI less terminals (Chx).
PLUGS, TERMINALS.
I-Ceramic terminal block, type ro46 (Eddy-

stone).
1 -5 -way socket type 2260 with plug (Belling -

lee).
1 -2 -way terminal strip type P54 (Bulgin).
RESISTANCES, FIXED AND VARIABLE.
2-35,0os-ohm type watt (Rx) (Erie).
I -5o,000 -ohm potentiometer wire wound (R2)

(Reliance).
I--2o,000-ohm type x watt (R3) (Erie).
r-loo-ohm type x watt (R4) (Erie).
1-xoo,000-ohm type I watt (R5) (Erie).
I-.5-megohm type I watt (R6) (Erie).
1 -420 -ohm type x watt (R7) (Er e).
x-5oo,000-ohm potentiometer (R8) (Reliance,
r-2o-megohna type watt (R9) (Erie).
SUNDRIES.
2-Coil mounting brackets (A.P.A.).
2-Extension outfits type x (Eddystone).
3-Special I -in. knobs (Eddystone).
2-Coils Quickwyre (Bulgin).
2-Dozen 4 B.A. roundhead bolts, nuts with

washers (Webb's Radio).
TRANSFORMER, LOW- FREQUENCY.
I-Special type 1°4 ratio (Ti) (Keston Manu-

facturing Co.).
VALVES.
1-ffAx Acorn R.F. Pentode (VI) (Osram).
I-HAx Acorn triode (V2) (Osram).
I-MH4 (V3) (Osram).
x-KT42 (V4) (Osram).
HEADPHONES.

on the higher -frequencies and shows a
tendency to go out of oscillation this
trouble can be cured by loosening the
coupling between Li and L2 and L3 and
L4.

There should not be any need to ex-
periment with the coil covering 5 to II
metres, but under five metres it is ad-
visable to compress or extend L2 and

condenser having a capacity of o.00i-
mfd. across a primary of Tx.

We shall be glad to hear from any
constructors who have experienced diffi-
culties or have noticed any peculiar re-
sults with this i-o receiver and we will
endeavour either to reply personally if
a stamped addressed envelope is en-
closed or in future issues.

v, n
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o

This is the circuit for our 1-10 receiver. In the constructional data coil 1 refers to Li and L2, while coil 1A refers to L3 and L4 and
so on throughout the series.
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The master oscillator which is crystal controlled.

VERY few amateur operators who
have worked on 20 metres just re-
cently can have failed to have

heard the Hungarian station HA4A
located in Budapest. What with a com-
paratively high input coupled with high
level modulation the phone signals
from this station have reached all over
the world in a very short space of time.
When conditions have been at all suit-
able signal strength in this country
averages R9, while judging from the
number of reports received from
America, the signal strength on that
continent averages R8.

Until this year very few Hungarian
stations have been at all prominent, al-
though HA4A was one of the first
amateurs to bring Hungary to the fore
in short-wave radio.

In view of the interest created in the
tremendous signal transmitted by HA4A
we have obtained a considerable amount
of interesting data on the transmitter
used at this station.

AND
SHORT-WAVE WORLD

Amateur Radio, 1141A
We feel sure amateurs will be interested to compare the design
of HA4A with that of other British high -power amateur stations.

In this page will be found the
theoretical circuit of the radio -frequency
units and associated power packs, from
which it will be seen that the input can
be in excess of 5o watts. The trans-
mitter can be operated in the zo, 4o and
8o metre amateur bands, while in addi-
tion three crystals can be switched in
circuit for use on these three bands. So
as to obtain maximum radiation on
these three wavelengths, three separate
aerials can be used independently, these
being a half -wave end -fed Zepp on 8o
metres, and for 4o and zo, two centre -
fed half -wave doublets.

The transmitter consists of three
separate metal framed boxes plus a
separate audio -frequency pre -amplifier.
In these boxes are housed the modu-
lator, radio -frequency power amplifier,,
master oscillator and R.F. amplifier
stages. With the exception of the first
two audio stages the transmitter is en-
tirely operated from 5o cycle mains,
while all valves are fed separately in
order to eliminate R.F. feed -back be-
tween stages. For example, the two rec-
tifiers supplying anode voltages to the
R.F. power amplifier and modulator
are equipped with RG25o/ 1,000 hot -
cathode mercury vapour rectifier in
order to obtain the best possible regula-
tion. Also it will be noticed that pre-
cautions have been made to eliminate
voltage fluctuation in the Class A.13.
modulator circuit.

The first choke in the two -stage filter
preceding the first filter condenser de-
termines the rectified voltage output.
By varying this inductance in sympathy
with the current taken, a voltage regu-
lating action is obtained. To this end
the choke coil has an auxiliary winding
through which the anode current returns
to earth and adds to the D.C. mag-
netising of the iron core. It will be

appreciated that when magnetic satura-
tion is approached the inductance de-
creases and with 5o M/a anode current
the inductance is 12 henries, while the
maximum average anode current brings
down the inductance to 4.6 henries.

A tritet master oscillator is used with
a pentode valve type APP4C connected
in the following manner. Grid i as os-
cillator grid, grid z oscillator anode,
grid 3 tied to chassis. The anode cir-
cuit can either be tuned to the frequency
of the cathode circuit or to double that
frequency, so that this one valve con-
tains two distinct circuits, a master os-
cillator, an amplifier or frequency
doubler, which is shielded from the
oscillator.

Crystals have been chosen so that
they are in harmonic relation in the
amateur bands, so overcoming the need
for a 20 metre crystal.

As the grid -plate capacity of the
APP4C pentode is 1.3 mmfd. which is
well in excess of the normal capacity
for a valve of this type, it is particularly
suitable for use as an oscillator for it
does not require any external capacity.
The first radio -frequency stage also
uses an APP4C with an anode voltage
of 375 and an anode current of approxi-
mately 25 mia.

In the second R.F. stage are two
o15/400 in a neutralised push-pull cir-
cuit. This stage has been built sym-
metrically both electrically and
mechanically. The result is that once
neutralised the neutralising holds for
three wavebands. These two valves
operate with 45o volts on the anode at
a current of less than 15o m/a.

Careful screening has been carried
out between the oscillator and R.F.
amplifiers in order to retain the one set-
ting for the neutralising condenser on
all bands.

This is the complete
radio-frequeney
section and power
pack for the HA4A
transmitter. The
Class A -B modulator
and power supply is
completely separate.
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In the P.A. circuit is used a conven-
tional push-pull arrangement using
triode valves of the 0Q71/1,000 type
which are very stable in operation even
on the higher frequencies providing
both ends of the filaments are earthed
to R.F. by means of .00r-rufd. conden-
sers.

Coupling between coils is adjusted by
rotating one in the field of the other,
and one setting holds good for each
band. Grid bias in this stage is taken
from the rectifier with a glow discharge
stabilising valve which keeps the volt-
age applied perfectly constant. A
selector switch enables the bias voltage
to be adjusted for phone or C.W. opera-
tion as required.

Class A.B. anode modulation is used
in the final stage, the modulator valves
being a pair of o75/1,000 triodes. In the
first section of this, however, is a micro-
phone pre -amplifier which provides an
output of 6 watts. This is followed by
a driver stage feeding into the output
triodes. At the moment the pre -ampli-
fier is battery operated in order to mini-
mise any ripple that might be noticed
owing to the extremely high gain of the
amplifier.

As HA4A puts out such a trouble -free

The R.F. amplifier section is very well built
and carefully screened in order to obtain
straightforward operation on three wavebands.
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and reliable signal it shows that the
precautions taken are well worth while.
Despite the multiplicity of stages opera-
tion is comparatively simple, and it will
be noticed that the coils in the anode of
the master oscillator and first R.F.
amplifier are ganged in order to reduce
the number of controls. Similarly as
neutralising holds over all bands and
coils are of the plug-in type it is no
trouble to change from, for example, 4o
to 20 metres fairly rapidly.

The power supply circuits are rather
ambitious, and to British amateurs,
probably expensive, for we in this coun-
try do whenever possible utilise one
power pack with a resistance network
to supply all stages.

This is the first time that we have
published any comprehensive data on
continental amateur stations, but the
data shows that not all the large model
stations are situated in America. Al-
though at the present time the transmit-
ter is rated for 5o watts input, it is quite
capable of being utilised for quite high
power when required. This also applies
to the modulator system which is cap-
able of fully modulating the strongest
carrier produced from the R.F. output
valves.

Making the Most of a
Crystal Filter By G2NO.

AS many communication receivers
are now including a crystal filter
as standard equipment it is sur-

prising how many amateurs are dis-
satisfied with the results obtained when
the crystal gate is in circuit. Most of
the troubles are due to lack of know-
ledge on how correctly to use a crystal
filter.

Most receivers have a knob control-
ling a switch marked " off " and "on."
With the switch in the " off " position,
the quartz crystal filter is out of cir-
cuit, so that the receiver uses a straight
I.F. stage. With switch in the " on "
position the crystal gate operates nor-
mally and is controllable by either a
phasing or balancing condenser.

When the crystal filter is cut in it
should not have any affect on the tun-
ing adjustments although it materially
affects the overall response character.
istics of the receiver. A neutral or eli-
mination control should be set at a
centre position, somewhere in the
middle of the scale, but this position
varies in different receivers, but the
point can be accurately determined in
the following way.

Tune in a steady carrier (unmodu-
lated if possible) with the switch in the
." on " position. Detune the receiver
slightly to produce a very high beat
note, say, 5,000 or 6,000 cycles. It will
be necessary to advance the gain con-
trol considerably in order to make such

a beat note audible. Then adjust the
elimination control until this beat note
is weakest and note the pointer reading.
Repeat this process using approximately
the same beat note on the other side of
zero beat and note the pointer reading.
These readings will, in general, be about
one division apart, and exactly half -way
between them will be the neutral posi-
tion, which should be carefully noted,
since it is the setting which affords nor-
mal crystal filter action.

The elimination control is extremely
useful in overcoming very powerful
heterodyne interference with which the
normal selectivity of the filter is unable
to cope. After tuning the desired sig-
nal as accurately as possible with the
elimination control at neutral, it should
be rotated slowly until the heterodyne
interference is lower or higher in fre-
quency than the signal but also on the
pitch of the heterodyne itself. Inter-
fering waves of higher frequency than
the signal will be eliminated with the
pointer between o and the neutral
point, whoreas interference of lower
frequency than the signal will be eli-
minated when the pointer is at some
setting between neutral and ro. For
high pitch heterodyne whistles the eli-
mination setting will be found close to
the neutral and vice versa.

While the sensitivity of the receiver
seems to fall off greatly when the crys-
tal filter is cut in, actually such is not

the case. When a pure CW signal is
tuned accurately with the crystal filter
in circuit there is no noticeable change
in noise accompanying the signal. Here,
although the sensitivity of the receiver
to the phone carrier remains unchanged,
the demodulating efiect due to the
sharpness of the crystal filter is very
great. It really reduces the percentage
modulation to a very small fraction of
its original value, and consequently re-
sults in a greatly diminished output
from the loudspeaker. It is thus neces-
sary to increase the setting of the
volume control in order to impress a
greater L.F. voltage on the grid of the
second detector. This greater voltage
even with its reduced modulation per-
centage will boost up the output.

A general word of caution is in order
here. Due to the apparent drop in sen-
sitivity with the crystal filter cut in,
there is a marked tendency en the part
of the operator to set the gain control
too high. When this is done much of
the advantage of the filter selectivity is
lost. For this reason the best procedure
is to tune in the desired signal first and
then switch in the crystal filter. While
this will in roost cases result in the
disappearance of the signal, it can be
brought in again by carefully retuning.
After some practice, it will be found
possible to tune to the proper beat tone
with the filter out, so that cutting in
the filter will not cause the signal to
disappear. Re -adjustment of the gain
control will not be necessary when tun-
ing pure C.W. signals by this method,
and the same procedure is recommended
for phone signals.
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DIATHERMY CONSTRUCTION

AMATEURS are taking an in-
creasing interest in the design of
short and ultra -short wave dia-

thermy apparatus for mainly medical
use. It is well-known that ultra -high
frequency waves when properly applied
to the body can cure or alleviate all
manner of ailments. There is also an-
other use for this type of apparatus in
which moisture can be removed from
seeds so as to retard germination. At

SWI

NOTE - FILAMENTS
IN SERIES

E10- r 0156250

A Review of the Most Impor-
tant Features of the World's

Short-wave Developments
more than the diameter of the wire,
tapped at the centre turn and at the
fourth turn each side of centre. L2 has
only five turns of to gauge wire
mounted inside the tank coil. The turns
are spaced in., while the diameter is
only II in.
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Fig. 1. This circuit
is suitable for out-
puts of 200 watts,
but the principle can
be applied to smaller
valves, such as the

0/15-400 type.

the same time, by varying the amount
of radio -frequency applied, the retard-
ing effect can be changed into accelera-
tion.

An interesting diathermy circuit was
described in " Radio " being the design
of W6VR. In common with American
practice, a high input of zoo watts is
used, but the circuit is fundamentally
similar for lower inputs. For guidance
we have experimented with valves of the
o/15-400 type with an input of 30 watts,
which gave an extremely high R.F. out-
put even down to 3 metres.

The conventional diathermy circuit
shown in Fig. i consists merely of a
self-excited push-pull oscillator, the
R.F. output from which is taken either
to a coil at the end of the low-impedence
line, or to a pair of heating pads, as is
the case in this instance. Variations in
output are governed by means of coup-
ling in the usual way.

It will be noticed that the high -volt-
age rectifying valve has the heaters
connected in series, but this is merely as
a matter of convenience in order to use
a higher voltage transformer at only
half the current.

Approximate component values are
as follows : CI, .000i-mfd., C2, .000t-
mfd. variable, RFC, pie wound
to stand too m/a, RI, 25,000 -
ohm 25 watt, R2, to,000-ohms 25 -watts,
Tz, 1,400 volts at 25o m/a. Coil data is
as follows : Lt, 14 turns No. to gauge
wire, 2-1- in. diameter, spaced slightly

A controllable output of zoo watts is
obtained with this circuit, but it should
be emphasised that even with low power
no personal experiments should be made
unless some medical knowledge is first
obtained. Experiments can be made,
however, on heating test tubes of water
which will boil very rapidly with even a
low input. When a person is given dia-
thermy treatment the affected part of
the body is subjected to a very intense
radio -frequency field, so that the tis-
sues are heated by the flow of current.
It is, however, essential that only the
affected part be heated, so that it will be
obvious that before this can be done that

part must have a good blood circulation
in order to cool the unaffected tissues.

A RECEIVER FOR LOW
VOLTAGES

In a recent copy of the " Australasian
Radio World " was a receiver that
operates from a 12 -volt H.T. supply,
and according to the designer K. P.
Mackinnon, of Sydney, the results are
excellent and in every way up to that
given by the more normal circuit.
Valves used are of a special tetrode
type, which are available in this coun-
try from any importers of American
valves.

The circuit is quite straightforward,
using a leaky -grid detector transformer
coupled to a tetrode output valve.
Throttle control reaction is included,
which although is not very popular in
this country has much in its favour, for
it is most effective even on ultra -high
frequencies. We can thoroughly recom-
mend this type of circuit, particularly
where constructors require a portable
receiver when the biggest difficulty is
obtaining adequate H.T. supply without
using weighty high-tension batteries.

The circuit is shown in Fig. z, and
this will, to all constructors, be self-
explanatory.

A CRYSTAL CONTROL ON
ULTRA -HIGH FREQUENCIES
Now that supplies are available of

the new to -metre crystals the recom-
mended circuit, using an RK34
described in the January QST is of par-
ticular interest. Before, however, deal-
ing with the arrangement we should like
to assure readers that the new to -metre
crystal units are not as fragile as would
first be expected, for actually the
crystals in question are 60 -metre units,
sufficiently active to resonate in the
10 -metre band and to provide a good
output.

Although Acorn or 6J5G valves can
be used on to metres, the RK34 by
virtue of it being a twin -triode, and of

7 PLAT
MIDGET

G.Z1i

411.LZ

2 MEG-` 23 Roe
DOE,.

4a
 000lrufa.

moi 23 PLATE
MIDGET

LT- HT +

till
R -F. C

49

F-
.000

49i"
T

LT.+6v.

HT- w

ON S

Fig. 2. As this receiver operates from a total H T. supply of 12 volts it should be
very suitable for portable and field day use.
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low -loss construction, is extremely
good, for this single valve enables con-
structors to have either to or 5 -metre
output in the single stage. The circuit
recommended is shown in Fig. 3, while

Areen.
7 - +

Fig. 3. The new high -frequency crystals
should be used in a circuit of this type which

gives quite an appreciable R.F. output.

the following component values are sug-
gested. Li 6 turns, No. 12 wire, in.
diameter. L2 4 turns No. 12, 4 in.
diameter. CI 75-mmfd. variable. C2
35-01Mf d. variable. C3 ioo-mfd. Mica.
C4 and 5 .005-mfd. RI 400 -ohms. R2
30,000 -Ohms.

The 955 and 6J5O valves will provide
and 21 watts output respectively on

10 -metres, while the RK34 will provide
3 to 3.1 watts on 5 -metres, using the
oscillator -doubler circuit. For those who
are interested in ultra -short wave work-
ing, an excellent transmitter circuit is
shown in Fig. 4, using a pair of RK34
twin -triodes with anode modulation.
This arrangement is particularly
simple, and provides at least i8 watts
R.F. output on 5 -metres, which can be
too per cent. modulated by the 6L6.
The total anode current drawn by both
radio -frequency valves is 15o mia, being
70 for the crystal oscillator and doubler,
and 8o for the final amplifier. The com-
ponents are of standard values, while
coils which are self-supporting and air -
spaced can be compressed in order to hit
the band in the right spot.

Neutralising the RK34 valve is rather
a problem owing to the low -capacity re-
quired, but if two discs are obtained,

in. in diameter and spaced a in. this
will give very approximately the re-
quired capacity. It appears that crystal
control on ultra -high frequencies is now
an accomplished fact even amongst the
amateurs who cannot afford expensive
equipment.
A REGENERATIVE DETECTOR

CIRCUIT
A dual detector circuit, as used by

W4DNA, is shown in Fig. 5. When
carefuly built it is capable of reducing
most effectively interference from an
unwanted station. It consists of two
identical regenerative detectors so ar-
ranged that the. current in the anode
circuits cancels out when both are tuned
to the same frequency. One detector
operates in the normal fashion, to pick

up the wanted signal, the other being
used to balance out the unwanted signal.

The original arrangement uses a
straightforward circuit with a cathode
tap so as to provide regeneration which
is controlled by the screen voltage ap-
plied to the screen -grid detector valve.
But those who already have detectors
with Reinartz or similar types of capac-
ity controlled reaction, can still make
use of this scheme.

Both grid and coupling coils must be
identical in construction, and, of course,
inductance, as must be the coupling
coils or primaries. The input circuit
can come from either the aerial direct or
from a tuned radio -frequency stage, for
this will not affect the operation of the
system.

It is essential that both detectors be
very carefully screened from one

To use this equipment, set Ci at full
capacity and C2 at minimum, and then
tune in to the station. Regeneration con-
trol must be advanced until the de-
tectors go into oscillation, after which
reduce Ci to minimum, and if the signal
is still heard, adjust C2 until it disap-
pears, then bring it in again by means
of Cr. If the gang condensers are well
matched no further adjustment of C2
will be necessary. Both detectors work
on the same half -cycle of the signal.
One detector receives the desired signal,
and the other neutralises the interfering
one. If the interference is on the low -
frequency side, tune Ci towards maxi-
mum until the interference is reduced
to a minimum, using the reverse pro-
cedure, of course, if the interfering sta-
tion is on the high -frequency side.

Primary coils are shown connected in
parallel, which appears to be most satis-

I CP
RK-34f

RFC,o 10X d
5

y0 A
asli
CS

r"

1

L2

C2

RFC2

5\ ?

ilic 0

+ 300 - LT

6c5

RK-34

L3 \ C8
j53

CI

TCIO

C4

4

RFC
3

Cu

R5

L-s.vomm
R6 +4-oo

Fig. 4. Here is a suggested,circuit for 10 and 5 -metre operation using a 10 -metre crystal.

6L6

R9

Cs4

another to prevent heterodyning. So for
this reason two boxes with welded
corners and tight -fitting lids are essen-
tial. Condensers marked C are ganged
for one control tuning, while C2 is a
vernier tuning condenser in the balanc-
ing circuit.

factory, but they can be connected in
series if required. Some readers will re-
member that this circuit is very similar
to the one originally produced by Arm-
strong some years ago, and that it
has been modified to suit existing
conditions.

To AERIAL
OR PLATE -

OF FlfVALvE

.-1AAAAA.-1

to

eT T

c,

-1,VVVV"--T

T

0.0.-01.0
RFC.

R F.0
Q9Q0 0

Fig. 5. An ingenious
scheme for cutting

PHONE out unwanted sta-
oR AUDIO tions is described in

TRANS the text. Here is the
suggested circuit
which is straightfor-
ward except that it
requires very care-
fully constructing.
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NOW READY
Premier 1938 New enlarged Illustrated P It E
Catalogue, Handbook and Valve Manual !

M I -IIP] It
Send 6d. in stamps for 90 pages of Valve Data,
Technical Articles, Circuits and Premier 1938 SUPPLY STORES
Radio.

Manufacturers of
POST ORDERS CALLERS TRANSMITTERS, RECEIVERS,

Jubilee Works,
167, Lower

Clayton Rd.,
London, E.S.
Amherst 4723

5C, High Street,
Clapham, S.W.4

Macaulay 2381
165 & 165a

Fleet Street, E.C.4.
Central 2833.

MODULATORS,

COMPONENTS
_

AMPLIFIERS,

3 NEW PREMIER
TRANSMITTERS

10 -watt 'Phone
Transmitter (as illus-
trated) 6L6G exciter.
Regenerative Crystal
Oscillator Doubler.
902 Pentode Amplifier
with Sappressor Grid
Modulation. Price
complete with 4 Tubes

and Crystal. £15.

25 -
Trawnsmitter. 6L6Gatt

'Phone
exciter Regenerative
Crystal Oscillator
Doubler. 801 Triode
Amplifier. Grid neu-
tralised grid and anodemeters.Price complete160

.with 6 Tubes and
Crystal, 121.

S

',"7"Aar A.,,

x

10 watt A.C./D.C. C.W. Trans-
mitten. Pentode Crystal Oscillator.
Low crystal current. Minimum
frequency drift. Price, complete
with Valves, Crystal and Key. £4 4s.

Premier
Chargers.Westing-
house Rectification.

Complete
To charge
4 amp.;10/-
et 4 amp.,
volts atIlfamp.,
12 volts
21,- ; 6

amps., 32,6;130
at 1 amp.,

'TWO NEW
completely
To charge
amps., £3/19/6
charge 6
2 amps.,

Battery

ready for use.
2 volts at

; 6 volts
16/6 ; 6

19/6 ;
at 1 amp.,
volts at 2

volts
39/6.

MODELS
enclosed.

6 volts at 4
To

or 12 volts at
£3/19/6.

/
CMG

SHORT WAVE

TROLITUL insulation.
to ceramic. All -brass
ganged.

15 m.mfd. 1/6
25 m.mfd. 1/9
40 m.mfd. 1/9

100 m.mfd. 2/-
160 m.mfd. 2/3
250 m.mfd. 2/6

MI -brass slowing
150 m.mfd., Tuning,

CONDENSERS

Certified superior
construction. Easily

Double -Spaced
Transmitting

Types.
15 m.mfd. 2/9
40 m.mfd. 3/6

m.mfd. 4/6

-motion Condensers,
4/3; Reaction, 3;9.

SHORT WAVE
COILS

Low -loss interchange-
able coils, 4- or 6 -pin
standard and other

fittings.

S.W. H.F. Chokes, 10-100 metres, 9d.
Screened 1/6.

12-26 metres L9 41- 94 metres
22,47 metres each 78-170 metres
Other wavebands up to 2,000 metres from

S.W. Coil Formers as used in above coils,
24 in. long 14 in. diameter, 4-, 6- or 7 -pin

Plain or

AMERICAN VALVES
We hold the largest stocks of U.S.A. tubes in this country and
are sole British Distributors for TRIAD High -Grade Ameri-
can Valves. All Conceivable typesin stock. Standard types,

5/6 each. All the new Metal -Glass
Octal Base 6/6 210

POWER PACKS

Completely assembled on steel chassis. Finest components.
Output.

120 volts 20 MA. 25/- Westinghouse Rectification

OVER 20,000
PREMIER

WAVE KIT
SHORT-

S

have beentubes at each,
-"agll.IIIIIMIr and 250, 8/6 each. 4-, 5-, 6- and 150 volts 30 m/A. 27'6 ..

rt now
sold! BECAUSE

Ti
%...

7 -pi U.S.A. . chassis mounting
valveholders, 6d. each Octal lasesp np 9d. each.

EUROPA MAINS VALVES
I 0. Famous Europa 4 v. A.C. types.

H.L., L.. S.C., Var.-Mu-S.G.,

250 volts 60 m/A. 33,- " "
300 volts 60 m/A. 37/6 "
150 volts 30 m/A. 17/6 Valve Rectification.
350 volts 120 m/A. 40/. .,
500 200 65/-

s

they are simple,
efficient and
amazing value.
c:ach Kit is
,omplete to the
last screw.

H.F.-Pens., Var.-Mu-H.F. Pens. I

(Ii ')
and 4 -watt A.C. directly -heated-
output Pentodes. Full -wave rec.
tifiers, 250 v. 60 ma. A.C./D.C.
types. 20 -volt .18 amp. S.G.. Var.-

volts m/A.
"

1,000 volts 250 m/A. £5 ,.
£6 10

.,

1,500 volts 200 m/A. 8.
2.000 volts 150 m;A. £7

NEW 1938 1.VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER OR
ADAPTOR KIT, 13 to 86 metreswithout coil changing.
Complete Kit and Circuit, 12'6. VALE GIVEN FREE 1
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 150 metres, complete Kit with

Mu-S.G., Power, and Pentode. All
4/6 each.

Eta° TIME.
Following Types. Full -wave
rectifiers, 350 v. 120 m.a. and 500

MODULATION TRANS-
FORMERS

TAYLOR TRANSMITTING
TUBES

Chassis, 4 Coils and all parts, 17;6.
1937 SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT, 15/,
DE LUXE MODEL, 20/-.

BATTERY
Super
todes,

R.C.A

v. 120 m.a. 24 watt indirectly heated
Pentodes. Frequency Changers
(Octode), Double Diode Triodes,
all 5/6 each.
24 watt Directly Heated Triodes,
6/6 each.

VALVES. 2 volts, H.F., L.F.. 2/3. Power,
-Power, 2/9. S.C. Var.-Mu-S.G., 4- or 5 -pin Pen-
H.F. Pens., Var.-Mu-H.F. Pens Si-. Class B, 5/-.

. TUBES. 800, 65/e. 801, 29/, 802 (.=RK25). 25/6

Primary and secondary imped-

once to your requirements.

10 watts .. 14/.

25 watts ... 18/6

50 watts ... 26i-

T.20 ... 17/6 203A.... 72!..

T.55 ... 4.5/. 20313 ... 72/-

825 ... 27/6 866 ... 11/6

84IA.... 40/. 866B....17/6

866JR. ... 7/6

S.W. SUP ERHET CONVERTER, for A.C. Mains
Receivers, 22/6. A.C. Valve given FREE !
NEW 1938 2 -VALVE S.W. KIT, 13 to 86 metres without
coil changing. Complete Kit and Circuit, 19/6. VALVES
GIVEN FREE.
DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to 150 metres. complete Kit and
Chassis, 4 Coils and all parts, 25/-. VALVES GIVEN
FREE. 3 -VALVE S.W. KIT, S.G., Det. and Pen., 42/-.
VALVES GIVEN FREE 1 Metal Cabinet 10/6 extra.

PREMIER HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS AND MODULATORS
Premier, 1938, Super 3 -Watt Amplifier for A.C. or A.C./D.C. mains.
2 -stage, high -gain circuit. Complete Kit, with metal chassis, all parts and 3
matched Valves, 40/-. Wired and tested £2 15s.
Premier, 1938, 8 -Watt Amplifier for A.C./D.C. mains. 3 -stage, high-
gain, with Push -Pull output. Complete Kit, with metal chassis, all parts
and 5 matched Valves, £4 .4s. Wired and tested, £$ 5s.
Premier, 1938, 12 -Watt P.A. Amplifier or modulator for A.C. mains.
2 -Beam Power tubes in Push -Pull output, phase inversion high -gain,
distortionless output. Complete chassis -built Kit, with 5 matched Valves,
£5 5s. Wired and tested, £7 7s.

Premier Mains Transformers.-Screened primaries 200-250 volts. Guaranteed 1 year.
Wire end types.

H1'8 + 9 or HTIO with 4 volts 4 amp., C.T. and 4 v. I a., C.T., 10/.. 250.250 v. 60 m'A.
or 300-300 v. 60 osIA., with 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3-4 a., all C.T. 10/-. 350-350 v.
150 m/A 4 v. 1 a., 4 v. 2 a., 4 v. 4 a., all CT., 11/6. 350-350 v. 150 in/A., 5 v, 2 a., 6.3 y.
2 a., 63 v. 2 a., all C.T., 13/6. Fitted with Pan el and Terminals, l'6 extra.
500-500 volts 150 m/A., 4 s. 2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4v. 2-3 a.. 4 v. 5 a.. all CT., 21/.. 500-500 s..
200 m/A., 5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 2.5 v. 5 a. or 7.5 v. 3 a., all C.T.. 25/, 500-500 v.150 m/A.,
15/-. 1,0004000 v. 250 m/A., 21/-.1,500-1,500 v. 200 m/A., 50/-. 2,000-2.000 v.150 m/A
57/6. Fitted with Panel and Terminals, 2/- extra.
Premier Filament Transformers. Primary 200-250 volts. 1,000 insulation test.2.5 volt.
8 a. C.T., 8/6 ; 4 v. 5 a. CT., 9/6 ; 5 v. 3 a. CT., 816 ; 6 v. 3 a. CT., 8/6 ; 6.3 v. 3 a. CT.,
8/6 ; 7.5 v. 3 a. C T., 8;6 ; 10 v. 3-4 a. C.T., 11/6.

PREMIER METERS.-Moving CO 0-I m/A. full scale, resist4nce 100 ohms, 34 in. diameter, flush mounting. 22/6. Multipliers, V- each. Tapped shunts : -10, -50, -100, -200
m, A., 4/- each. Moving Iron M , 24 in. diameter, flush fitting. Read A.C. or D.C. All readings from 0-10 m/A. to 0-10 amps., 5/9 each. 0-6 volts. 0-16 volts, 5/9 each. 0-250
volts, 8'6. Telsen Multimeters. Read A.G. or D.C., 0-6 volts. 0-16 volts, 0-250 volts ; 0-30 m/A.. 0-300 mA.., 8/6 each.
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Push-pull Transmitter
for

5 and 10 Metres
In view of the poor conditions existing on 20 metres and the increasing interest on ultra -high frequencies
we give constructional details of an extremely efficient 5 and io metre transmitter designed by Rex L.

Munger, WgLIP

THIS transmitter is designed to ac-
commodate an input of over one

hundred watts. With this input a
carrier power of in excess of 8o watts
on io metres and approximately 6o
watts on 5 metres is obtained. This per-

formance is extremely good and cannot
be obtained on a multi -band transmitter
unless the tank and other tuning con-
densers are of the incorrect capacities
for the lower frequencies.

For those who do not require such a
high input the transmitter can be ter-
minated at the buffer stage so using a
single T20 as a power amplifier. In

such circumstances with a maximum in-
put of 75o volts 75 mA. the carrier
power would be between 35 and 40
watts.

In the final stage the Tzo's can be
operated at their full rated input of

This is the original
5 and 10 -metre trans-
mitter in rack form
without the panel
and meters which
were finally added.
The whole trans-
mitter can quite com-
fortably be mounted
on a 17 -inch chassis
complete with three
filament transform-
ers. In the manner
shown it is suitable
for two -band opera-
tion with plug-in

coils.

112.5 watts because the L/C ratios are
correct and losses have been reduced to
the minimum. In the circumstances
efficiency is at a maximum and a figure
obtained which is comparable to that
given on lower frequencies.

The design is such that the transmit-
ter can be built on to a: single chassis
approximately 17 in. wide so being suit -

able for the conventional relay rack
which is to in. wide.

Four stages are used as shown in the
circuit in this page. The crystal oscil-
lator employs either a 6L6G for doubler
operation from a 4o -metre crystal or a
6F6 for fundamental operation. Fol-
lowing this is the 6L6G doubler which
furnishes more than sufficient drive for
the sub -amplifier even on five metres.
For this reason if it is intended that the
transmitter be used only on io metres
then the intermediate stage can quite
safely be omitted.

If a 40 -metre crystal is used the 6L6G
doubles down in the oscillator stage to
zo metres and gives a very high R.F.
output. This excites the 6L6G doubler
to drive the Tzo or TZzo as a buffer on
to metres. The T20 operates most effi-
ciently as it receives approximately 25
mA. of rectified grid current from the
6L6G.

We have shown as a doubler or sub -
amplifier alternative valves either the
T20 or TZzo. The Tzo is primarily in-
tended for use as an amplifier, although
it doubles quite well' but for those who
require maximum R.F. on five metres
we strongly recommend the TZzo which
is specially designed for doubler use.

The exciter circuit provides more than
sufficient drive for the two push-pull
T2o's in the final stage, in fact this
stage can be modified to use valves of
a higher input type such as the RK-35
or T-55 when an input of over 3oo watts
is possible.

Such a modification calls for anode
and neutralising condensers suitable for

6 L 6 G
6 F 6

RFC

R

C

6L6G
.1.c -

+400 v.

The circuit of the transmitter showing the optional T20 buffer or T Z20 doubler when used on 5 metres.

16

Tzo T220 PP T2o
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WEBB'S
GREAT BRITAIN BY-

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS

RME, HARVEY &
HALLICRAFTERS

RME-69
THE SUPER COMMUNICATION TYPE RECEIVER

WHY CHANGE MODELS ?
ARE brand new models justified every year just

because the calendar has changed

Should a communication receiver be depreciated in
value because of new cabinets, new paint, or new
gadgets of no intrinsic value ?

We believe not. The RME-69 is not only one of the
most up-to-date instruments to -day, but will remain
so within the scope of radio receiver developments
as they occur.

PRICES OF RME RECEIVERS
All 230 -volt Input with Crystal Gate.

RME-69 E38 0

RME-69 L.S.I E41 10

DB-20 ... LI2 10

0

0

0

The DB-20. A Two Stage Radio Frequency Amplifier
Wave Range 9.5 to 550 metres. Built in power pack
(230 volt mains). Ideal for use before any efficient
All -wave or Communication type receiver.

THE PICK OF THE WORLD
Communication receivers, complete transmitters and
components, can be handled and discussed at Webb's.
The most important American and British agencies
are held, including R.M.E.-makers of the famous
RME-69 and DB-20 ; HALLICRAFTERS-whose
receivers range from the simple Sky Buddy to the
latest Dual -Diversity laboratory instruments ;
HARVEY-the transmitter people ; and of course,
EDDYSTONE, the British Short Wave manu-
facturers who study the amateur.
Our resident buyer, T. R. McElroy (WIJYN) assures
that the very latest products on the American market
are promptly shipped into England.

CALL AND INSPECT OUR STOCKS
YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED

NEW RME-501X U.H.F.
Frequency Expander. Fre-
quency coverage 27.8 to 70
megacycles. Built-in
Power Pack. Overall
sensitivity less than one
microvolt. Accurately cali-
brated. Release date-
February 15th.

RADIO AMATEURS'
GLOBE, 12 inch diameter,
full colour, continental
boundaries, pro- 27/6
duced by Webb's:-

Post Free
GREAT CIRCLE MAP
of the World, 30 inches
by 40 inches, full colour,
every international prefix
plainly marked, time zones,
continental boundaries.
On heavy paper ... 4/6
On linen, with

rollers

RME-69 L.S.I (With Noise Silencer) and DB-20

WEBB'S RADIO, THE HOME OF THE RADIO AMATEUR

10/6

RME Noise Silencer Unit

IN

EVERY HALLICRAFTER
RECEIVER IN STOCK

1938 Super Skyrider. The finest 5 to 550

metre Superhet callibrated " R " meter.
1,000 degree band spread. Accurate cali-
bration all bands. Crystal gate model
complete, 230 volt mains. £32.

HALLICRAFTER SKY
CHALLENGER 1 1

A new release available February 16th. " R "
meter, crystal gate, 1,000 degree band spread.
Price complete E25.

See the NEW HARVEY
UHX-10 Transmitter

(Reviewed in this issue).
tO watt R.F. output all bands. 5 to 160
metres inclusive. Transmitter complete, two
band operation, E19. 230 volt A.C. Power
Pack, E6 10s. 6 volt Gene Motor, E9 I6s.

VALPEY CRYSTALS
Any frequency (7 M.C. band) from stock.

Mounted in enclosed holder, 15 6.
465 K.C.Crystals, mounted, 27 6.

See the NEW NATIONAL
80X and 8IX

Every item advertised in stock.

HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES AVAILABLE ON ALL
MODELS.

WEBB'S RADIO
(C. WEBB, LTD.)

14, SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.1

Telephone : Gerrard 2089
BIRMINGHAM DEPOT :
41, Carr's Lane. Telephone : Midland 3771

All Post Orders to London address
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the higher input, and of course a volt-
age of 1,200 to 1,500.

All coils must be accurately wound.

of in. L2 should be 7 turns number
10 guage wire i in. diameter and II in.
total length.

How the components are arranged can be seen from this illustration.

L1 and L2 are permanently connected
across the tuning condensers C4 and
C8. L1 consists of 16 turns of 14 guage
wire I in. diameter, and to take a space

ever, the transmitter is going to be used
on a single band, then the special
mounting can be ignored with the coils

The meters read anode current in four stages and the grid current
in the two final stages. The tuning control in the centre of the panel

is the grid condenser in the PA stage.

Coils L3, L4 and L5 are interchange-
able and are air spaced being termina-
ted in banana plugs with sockets
mounted on a low -loss strip. If, how -

Components for
A PUSH-PULL 5- AND 10 -METRE TRANSMITTER

CHASSIS AND PANEL.
x-Special steel, cut and drilled to specification

(A.P.A.).
CHOKES, HIGH -FREQUENCY.
x-Type SW69 (RFCr) (Bulgin).
3-Type 1022 (RFC2, 3, 4), (Eddystone).
COILS.
Lz, L2, L3, L4 and L5, home built to specification.

Wire from Webb's Radio Ltd.
CONDENSERS, FIXED AND VARIABLE.
1-Type 978 (Cr) (Eddystone).
x-.or-mfd. type 4601/S (C2) (Dubilier).
r-.ox-mfd. type 46ox/S (C3) (Dubilier).
1-Type 900/40 (C4) (Eddystone).
I-.000r-mfd. Mica type 1,200 volt working (C5)

(Dumont-Webb's Radio).
r-.ox-mfd. type 4601/S (C6) (Dubilier).
r-.ox-mfd. type 4601/S (C7) (Dubilier`.
z-Type 900/40 (C8) (Eddystone).
r-.000r-mfd. Mica type 1200 volt working (C9)

(Dumont-Webb's Radio).
x-Low-capacity neutraliser type 1088 (Cm)

(Eddystone).
I-.002-mfd. type 69oW (CIO (Dubilier).
I-.o02-mfd. type 69oW (Cx2) (Dubilier).
I-TC4o (Cx3) (G5NI Ltd.)
I-.002-mfd. type 69oW (Cr4)
1-.002-mfd. type 69oW (Cx5) (Dubilier).
I-.00008-mmfd. type E two -gang double-spaced

(Cif.) (Polar).
1-Low-capacity neutraliser type ro88 (Cx7)

(Eddystone).
x-mo2-mfd. type 69oW (Cr8) (Dubilier).
z-.002-mfd. type 69oW (Cx9) (Dubilier).
x-Low-capacity neutraliser type 1088 (C2o)

(Eddystone).
x-50 plus 5o mmfd. type ro81 (C2r) (Eddystone).

CRYSTAL.
I-Special mounted 40 -metre (Valpey-Webb's

Radio).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
2-Ceramic octal sub -chassis type less terminals

(Amphenol-Webb's Radio).
3-Ceramic 4 -pin sub -chassis type less terminals

(Amphenol-Webb's Radio).
METERS.

m/a type 2 in. (Ferranti).

1-o/75 m/a type 2 in. (Ferranti).
I-o/3o m/a type E66M (Sif am).
1-o/15o m/a type 2 in. (Ferranti).
1-o/6o m/a type E66M (Sif am).
I-o/25o m/a type 2 in. (Ferranti).
PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.
4-Large type feed through insulators (Johnson

-Webb's Radio).
5-Small type feed -through insulators (Johnson

-Webb's Radio).
r-Insulated resilient socket type it (Clix).
r-parallel socket type 8 (Clix).
/-Mains connector type 29a (Clix).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
r-roo,000-ohms type z -watt (RI) (Dubilier).
1-35,mo-ohms type 2 -watt (R2) (Dubilier)
r-ro,000-ohms type 8 -watt (R3) (Premier Supply

Stores).
r -5o,000 -ohms type r -watt (R4) (Dubilier).
1 -25,00o -ohms type 8 -watt (R5) (Premier Supply

Stores).
z -5,000 -ohms type 8 watt (R6) (Premier Supply

Stores).
1 -4.00 -ohms type 8 -watt (R7) (Premier Supply

Stores).
1 -2,50o -ohms type 8 -watt (R8) (Premier Supply

Stores).
1-zoo-ohms type 8 -watt (R9) (Premier Supply

Stores).
SUNDRIES.
36-fr in. roundhead brass bolts with nuts and

washers (Premier Supply Stores).
3-T2o anode connectors (Webb's Radio).
2-4 in. ebonite insulating bushes (Premier Supply

Stores).
2-Mounting brackets for P.A. condenser (A.P.A.).
2-Extension outfits type rooS (Eddystone).
5-I in. knurled knobs (Eddystone).
SWITCHES.
5-Toggle type S8oT (Bulgin).
TRANSFORMER, FILAMENT.
1-6.3 volt C.T. 1.8 A (Premier Supply Stores).
1-7.5 volt C.T. 1.75 A (Premier Supply Stores)
1-7.5 volt C.T. 3.5 A (Premier Supply Stores).
VALVES.
2-6L6G Oh, V2) (Tungsram Electric Lamp

Works).
r-TZ2o (V3) (Webb's Radio).
2-T20 (V4, V5) (Webb's Radio).

wired directly across the correct tuning
condensers.

For io metre operation the following
coils are required. L3 14 turns No. to
gauge wire, t in. diameter 28 in. long.
L4 12 turns No. to gauge wire, I in.
diameter 2+ in. long. L5 16 turns No.
to gauge wire I in. diameter 24 in. long.

On five metres L3 should be 6 turns
No. io gauge wire x in. diameter 11 in.
long. L4, 4 turns, No. 10 gauge wire

in. diameter i in. long. L5, 6 turns,
No. io gauge wire lin. dia., 'Dm. long.

With a TZ2o-doubler operating with
an input of a little over 5o watts, the
anode should not colour providing the
circuit is efficiently tuned. In such cir-
cumstances the TZ2o will drive the
push-pull T2o's to 4o mA. of grid
current.

We have adopted a new system of
construction with this transmitter par-
ticularly with the mounting of the
smaller tuning condensers. These con-
densers are mounted on right angle
brackets, which are in turn supported on
Johnson insulators. These insulators are
mounted through the chassis with
length of studding through the centre.
In this way the rotor plates of the con-
densers can he connected underneath
the chassis to the correct points.

All filament transformers, which were
specially designed for this transmitter
by Messrs. Premier Supply Stores are
also mounted under the chassis close to
their respective valves so that the trans-
mitter is complete with the exception of
high-tension supply.

The 800 -volt and 400 -volt supplies are
mounted on a separate chassis and con-
nected into circuit via the stand-off in-
sulators which can be seen on the side of

(Continued on page 128)
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For your
Bookshelf

" The All -Metal Way, 1938 " is an invaluable
addition to the library of every experimenter,
containing as it does chapters on the operation
of A.C. mains and universal Radio ; mains
supply of H.T. and L.T. ; energising moving -
coil loudspeakers from A.C. mains ; trickle
charging ; the use of Westectors for detection,
A.V.C. and battery economy; metal rectifica-
tion for television and other high -voltage
circuits, &c., &c.

Write for your copy to -day, to Dept.
" T," enclosing 3d. in stamps. ::

aWESTINGHOUSEn
METAL RECTIFIERS
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE& SIGNAL CO. LTD.,
82, York Way, Kings Cross, London, N.1.

Tungsram Specified Again !
For the emergency Transmitter described in this
issue " The Television and Short -Wave World "
exclusively specify two Tungsram 6L6G octal_base
output tetrodes in the R.F. section. These two
valves are also exclusively specified for the special
5 to 10 meter transmitter.

In this issue also the article describing an Amateur

Transmitting station specifies Tungsram valves
throughout.
Conclusive evidence once again that in expert opinion
Tungsram valves are unsurpassed for range and reli-
ability. The range includes both English and American
types (pin and octal bases), and Tungsram valves
can be depended upon for a long life of hard service ;
they do everything that a good valve should do-well!

TUNGSRAM
MANUFACTURED AT
TOTTENHAM, LONDON Barium VALVES
THE VALVE WITH THE NAME BEHIND IT !

If in doubt on any technical question ring the Technical Department :-

The Tungsram Electric Lamp Works (Great Britain) Ltd., 82, Theobalds Road, London. Telephone : HOLborn 3563
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The New British Octal Valves
Constructors will in the future have a new range of Octal Valves to consider. This range will include

battery valves and tuning indicators.

ANEW series of valves using an
Octal base has just been intro-
duced by the Ediswan Co., Ltd.,

and although at first glance these ap-
pear to he identical with the American
type of base, further investigation has
shown that these new Mazda valves are
the . first to employ the recently de-
veloped British Octal base.

We are surprised that the Interna-
tional base introduced by two makers in
1937 has not been continued, but ap-
parently improvements have been
effected which make it rather essential
for a new base to be employed.

One phase of present radio valve de-
velopment is directed to the production
of valves of smaller overall dimensions
with the two -fold object of reducing
chassis space in multi -valve receivers
and also to reduce the length of elec-
trode wires in order to keep to a mini-
mum the lead wire inductance and
coupling effects which are of great im-
portance at high frequencies.

One of the most useful valve bases is
the American Octal which has been in
almost general use since the introduc-
tion of metal valves. There are, how-
ever, two detrimental features with the
American base in its present form.

When the base is used with glass
valves, the exhaust tube cannot be slink
into the spigot, because it is too small
in diameter. Consequently the feature
of shortened lead lengths and reduction
of valve size cannot be utilised when
this base is applied to a glass valve.

The hase connections which have been
standardised for use with the American
Octal base are far from ideal, particu-
larly when used with glass envelope
valves, as no attempt is made to reduce
undesired capacity effect between elec-
trode contacts and connections. In fact,
the pin connections employed for the
heater render this almost impossible in
any but the most elementary types of
valves.

Many
Advantages

Investigation shows that it would be
impolitic to employ an American Octal
base using different pin connections
from those standardised by its sponsors,
because: (a) Such different pin connec-
tions would give rise to operation dan-
gerous to the user if metallised valves
were plugged into a socket wired to
American standards, or if American
metal valves or metal -glass valves were
plugged into a set wired for a different
system. (h) Damage to valves and re-
ceivers could be caused by indiscrimin-
ate plugging -in of valves wired to a
different connection system.

To overcome the disadvantages of the

American Octal base, a new octal base
has been developed specially for use
with glass valves. The base has a
larger diameter spigot so that the valve
exhaust tube can be sunk into the
spigot, the electrode leads shortened,
the overall valve size reduced.

By reason of this change the new
octal base is not interchangeable with
the American Octal base; it has there-
fore been possible to develop a sys-
tematic arrangement of connections
which meets the requirements of safety
in operation, and minimises undesired
capacitances between electrodes.

Heater
Postions

Because the pitch circles on which
the pins are located is not greatly dif-
ferent from the pitch circles of an
American Octal base, a further positive
interference has been provided by mak-
ing the angle, subtended by the filament
pins at the centre, greater than 45
degrees.

The British Octal base has eight pins
arranged around a centrally disposed

This is the tuning
indicator in the
Octal range fitted
with either a 4 or 9
volt heater. The 9
volt heater is suitable
for use in A.C. or
D.C. receivers having
the low current
consumption of .2A

keyed spigot. This keyed spigot is de-
signed to accommodate the exhaust tube
of a glass valve, and is also used for
providing correct location of the pins in
the socket.

Battery and
Mains Types

There is to be a complete range of
both battery and mains operated valves
using this new socket, although the first
two available are tuning indicators type
ME -91 and ME -41.

These are high vacuum indirectly
heated indicators for tuning purposes
shown by means of a flourescent target.
It is essentially a voltage indicator and
as such is particularly convenient as a

non -mechanical means accurately to in-
dicate the correct tuning point in a
receiver.

The ME -9i and ME -41 indicators con-
sist basically of a hot cathode which
acts as a source of electrons which are
attracted to a positively charged target
coated with a flourescent material.

The electron flow on to the coated
target cause it to glow while the extent
of the flourescent area is controlled by
means of an electrode placed between
the cathode and the target.

When the potential of the ray -control
electrode is increased from a low -posi-
tive potential the area of shadow pro-
duced is reduced. The ray control elec-
trode is connected internally with the
anode of a triode section and in use a
high resistance is placed in a triode
anode circuit so that it operates as a re-
sistance coupled D.C. amplifier. Al-
though the ME -9i and ME -41 are
fundamentally similar the ME -91 has a
9.o volt .2A heater, while the ME -41 has
a 4.o volt .5A heater.

Constructors will be glad to know
that in this range are high -frequency
pentodes with a top cap grid connection
on the lines of A.C. operated pentodes.
In the past there has not been any selec-
tion of top -cap grid contact pentodes for
use in ultra -high frequency circuits.

In addition owing to the reduced size
of bulb these valves will be suitable for
use in portable and all types of receivers
where space is of importance.

" 6 -band 10 -watt Transmitter"
(Continued from page 1o6)

supply is a switch which applies A.C.
to the power pack, while on the trans-
mitter is a stand-by switch which cuts
off the H.T. voltage, but leaves on the
filament voltage. For those who are a
little doubtful regarding the operation
of tritet oscillators with tetrode valves,
a regeneration control is fitted which,
in the anti -clockwise position reduces
crystal current to a very low order.

We have made several tests on the air
with this transmitter and so far the re-
sults have been extremely satisfactory.
Contacts have been made on 16o, 4o and
io metres, while we are going to concen-
trate on 20 and 5 metres, results of
which will be published in our next
issue.

As this transmitter gives a level to -
watts output, amateurs will find it very
useful for general use, emergency work,
or for a multi -band exciter for high
power. A special power pack running
from the accumulator is also available
so that t'he transmitter can be used for
portable work. Full information is ob-
tainable from Messrs. Webb's Radio,
14 Soho Street, W.I.
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The R.S.R. Clipper
AIN Amei ican receiver using five
valves and tuning from 3-1- to 550
metres, is now available for ex-

perimenters in this country. Designed
by A. J. Haynes and designated the
R -S -R Clipper, it includes numerous
ideas not generally found in receivers
of this kind.

3.5 550 Metres
Seven separate tuning ranges are in-

cluded, four of which tuning from 13i
to 55o metres are calibrated in frequen-
cies, the remaining three being obtained
by plug-in coils and covering 3i to 12
metres.

A stage of radio frequency amplifica-
tion is in use on all wavelengths, even
down to 3i metres, while the use of
6L6 beam power valve enables an audio
output of between 6 and 8 watts to be
obtained.

The entire receiver, including power
supply and energised loudspeaker, is
housed in a completely shielded metal
cabinet. The designer has arranged
for a circuit that precludes any possi-
bility of frequency dritt, even on the
highest frequencies.

Two Circuits
A straight circuit is in use above Jo

metres, which gives adequate gain,
high selectivity and low -noise -level. On

the ultra -high -frequency band the band
selector switch is set at a position
marked " super-iegen." and by using
special air -spaced coils, the receiver acts
as a straightforward super -regenerator
with a buffer high -frequency stage be-
tween 3,1, and to metres. Incidentally
the io-metre band is covered by both
coil ranges, so that stations can be re-
ceived on either the super-regen, or
straight circuit.

Transmitting amateurs will appre-
ciate some of the unique features in-
cluded. For example, there are separ-
ate tone and audio volume controls,
while additional gain and selectivity
can be obtained, if required, by switch-
ing in optional R.F. regeneration. An-
other point is the inclusion of a stand-
by switch which cuts off the H.T. sup-
ply but leaves the heater voltage still
applied. Also by plugging in head-
phones into the jack circuit, the loud-
speaker is automatically switched out
of circuit.

Gain can be increased or decreased
to the loudspeaker or headphones inde-
pendently of the radio -frequency gain,
so that selectivity can be increased
without the necessity of keeping the
signal level above normal.

The complete circuit of this receiver
uses five valves. All valves, with the
exception of the So rectifier, are of the

metal type. A 6K7 pentode acts as a
speech amplifier at all wavelengths.
This is followed by two of the new 6J5G
super -triode high -frequency valves, the
second of which feeds into the 6L6.

Coil Changing Overcome
The coil -switching circuit is quite

straightforward, but is rather more com-
plicated than normally experienced in
British -built receivers, owing to the in-
clusion of cathode -taps cn four coils to
provide regeneration.

Changing over from straight to
super -regenerative circuit is accom-
plished by switching, and also chang-
ing the pin jack from one socket to
another.

The 6K7 radio -frequency amplifier is
untuned but despite this gives quite an
appreciable gain in addition to fulfilling
its main purpose of isolating the vary-
ing aerial load from the main tuning
circuit.

Hum level is negligible, being of the
order of .6 volts r.m.s., which is un-
noticeable on the loudspeaker and
barely audible at reasonable volume on
headphones. Incidentally the smooth-
ing circuit merely consists of the loud-
speaker field plus a 24-mfd. of capacity.

Low Hum Level
The circuit is, of course, for A.C.

operation only, but the arrangement
lends itself to modification for use with
battery operated or D C. valves.

Selected and Specified for

BRITAIN'S 1-10 UNIQUE

Three Resistances-one
price : 120, 2,000 and

4,000 ohms.

At all good radio dealers.

SUPER
SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES

No wonder the designer of this
Unique 1-10 Metre Receiver featured in
this issue chose Ericsson Telephones as
indispensable. They are simply perfect for
the 100 per cent. functioning of this set.

Wonderfully sensitive, comfortable in wear
and very pure in tone they have come to
be regarded as standard for the keen short-
wave enthusiast's equipment.

Use them with your 1-10 Metre Receiver.

If you have any difficulty in procuring, write direct to :

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, LTD., 22, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London,W.C.2
Telephones : 6396 HOLborn
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A U.H.F. Emergency Transmitter
This low -wattage transmitter uses two 6L6 tetrode valves and is suitable for an input of 15 watts. It

is powered by_a 6 -volt accumulator which drives_a Mallory vibrator unit.

IN our last issue, we published the
preliminery details of an emergency
transmitter operating on the ultra-

high frequencies. The modulator sec-
tion shown operates entirely from an ac-
cumulator so that it is suitable for all
types of emergency or field day use.

Although for emergency use it would
be very simple to construct a transmitter
running from the public supply mains,
the mere fact that it is to be used in
an emergency makes it essential that it
to self -powered in case of power supply
failure.

The wavelength chosen should be

Coil
Data

First of all consider the oscillator
stage. The coil dimensions for Li de-
pend entirely on the wavelength to
which the transmitter is to be tuned.
As the first valve is an electron -coupled
oscillator, Li should be tuned to twice
the frequency of L4. For example, with
5 metre operation Li is tuned to ten
metres with L2, L3 and L4 all on the
harmonic at 5 metres. For 2-1 metre
transmission, Li, is tuned to 5 metres
with L2, L3 and L4 on 21 metres.

L4

0

C 6
F--÷
TO

AERIAL
Fees

7

R

TO MODULATION

TRANSFORMER.
0

400.v
The circuit for the radio frequency section showing the line-up of the two 6L6's.

between ii, and 5 metres, in the amateur
bands, unless a special permit has been
obtained to use another wavelength.

Two
Stages

A simple two valve transmitter has
been built which lends itself to opera-
tion on the higher -frequencies while at
the same time it will provide sufficient
output to have a reliable coverage of at
least ten miles on 5 metres.

By reliable coverage we do not mean
the maximum range for this depends so
much on local conditions, and has been
up to loo miles with a very high aerial
in use.

The circuit of the proposed transmit-
ter is shown in this page where it will
be seen that it consists of a conventional
electron -coupled oscillator using a
tetrode valve followed by a second
tetrode as a power amplifier which is
anode modulated.

Component values are as follows :-
VC L000l-mfd., VC2.000i 5-mfd., VC3-
.00002-mfd., VC4 a two -section con-
denser of 35-mrnfd. per section. Fixed

condenser values are Ci.oi-mfd., with
the remaining condensers .002-mfd. Re-
sistance Ri 5o,000 -ohms, R2 10,000 -
ohms; R3 50o -ohms, R4 ro,000-ohms;
R5 5o,000 -ohms.

It is suggested that a chassis 12 by 6
by 3 in. be employed so giving a space
of 6 in. for each section. The tuning

The ever -popular Collins coupler which is very
suitable for 5 -metre operation.

condenser VC' should be arranged so
that Li is bolted directly across the
rotor and stator plates with a tapping -
taken directly to the cathode.

For io-metre operation Li should be
approximately 9 -turns of 12 gauge wire
spaced approximately twice the gauge
of the wire and the tapping point 11
turns up from the earthy end.

If the condenser is mounted on a feed
through insulator the grid connection is
automatically taken through the chassis
with the minimum amount of loss.

Maximum R.F. output will be ob-
tained with 400 volts on the anode of
the oscillator and 275 volts on the
screen. This voltage is extremely
critical for there can be as much as a
25 per cent. rise or fall in the output
with a variation of 25 volts on the
screen.

It is also important that the screen
voltage be constant so for this reason it
is advisable to obtain the voltage from
a low -resistance high wattage potentio-
meter across the 400 volt supply. This

Components for
A U.H.F. EMERGENCY TRANSMITTER

MODULATOR SECTION
CHASSIS.
I-Special steel finished black 13} by 7} by 3 ins.

(Bryan Savage,.
CHOKE, LOW -FREQUENCY.
1-Shrouded type X32I3 (Bryan Savage).
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
3-25-mfd. type 3016, 25 -volt working (Dubilier).
1-.5-mfd. type 1.608°S (Dubilier).

.2-.or-mid. type 4601°S (Dubilier).
1-4 plus 4 mid. 500 volt working type BE355

(Dubilier).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
3 -7 -pin less terminals type V2 (Clix).
PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.
2-Terminals type B marked Output (Belling -

Lee).
1-Shrouded top cap connector type 1224

(Belling Lee).
1-Two-way connecting block marked plus minus

(Andrew Bryce).
t-Microphone socket (Bryan Savage).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
I-5oo,00c ohms type x watt (Erie).
x -1 ,000 - oh ms t watt (Erie).

I-loo,000-ohms r watt (Erie).
1 -23,000 -Ohms 1 watt (Erie).
I -5o.000 -ohms I watt (Erie).
4-roo-ohms r watt (Erie).
1 -20,000 -ohms r watt (Frie).
RESISTANCE, VARIABLE
x-5oo,000 -ohms potentiometer type L.A.B.

(Erie).
SUNDRIES.
2-Coils Quickwyre (Bulgin).
1 -5 -way group board (Bulgin).
I-1 P7 dial (Bulgin).
2-Dozen 4 RA roundhead bolts, nuts and

washers (Webb's Radio).
TRANSFORMER OUTPUT.
t-Type 4.25006000 (Bryan Savage).

ACCESSORIES
MICROPHONE.
-Special crystal unit (T3rvan Savage).

TRANSFORMER, ROTARY.
I-Type 12 -volt input 250 -volt 8o Ara output

(Electro Cynamic Construction Co.)
VALVES.

(Mullard).
2-7138 (Firimar).
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STABILOVOLT
THE SOLUTION

TO UNSTABLE

SUPPLY VOLTAGE

Szb

The Stabilovolt tube is
. a voltagedividing poten-

tiometer and voltage
regulator. The voltages tapped
are independent to a precision of
about .1 from the supply voltage
variations, I -z1- from the varying
current intensities tapped, .0t%
from one another. Currents up to
zoo mA, voltages of unlimited
values subdivided into parts of
70 volts each. Light in weight,
small in size, simple and safe in
operation.
Prices : Stabilovolt tubes from
Lt. t6. o to £62. Iron Barretters,
for use with above, from x 6s. to
kt. 7.6. Full particulars from:-

MONIS
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. LTD.

Electra House,
Victoria Embankment, W.C.2.

0 932 09
MI The Whole Performance

of a modern

G2NK 'Invites you to our
showrooms to inspect

our range, including

National NC8OX
National NC8I X
Super Skyrider .

Sky Buddy
Sky Chief
Sky Challenger
National NC100
RME 69...
Patterson PR'S ..
RCA I 5F

E26
E26

. E30

E12-f:
E23

. . E35
... L38
... 135

. E25

COMMUNICATION

RECEIVER
DEPENDS ON THE ALIGNMENT
OF ITS RF AND IF CIRCUITS.

That is why we spend a con-
siderable time checking each
receiver before we pass it to

the customer.
This service is free but often
makes all the difference be-
tween good and bad reception.

A FREE CATALOGUE GIVING
TECHNICAL DATA ON OUR

RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTERS, ETC.,
IS YOURS ON REQUEST.

A.C.S. RADIO
G2NKTechnical

Manager.

52-4 Widmore Road, Bromley, Kent
Ravensbourne 0156-7

Cheap Day Return to Bromley North, 1/6. (21 minutes from Town)
Open until 8 p.m. (except Weds., 1 p.m.)

STANDARD BOOKS ON
TELEVISION AND WIRELESS

TELEVISION : THEORY AND PRACTICE
ByJ. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E., M.Inst. R.E.
CONTENTS . . . Part I. RECEIVING TECHNIQUE. What Is Tele-
vision ? Simple Mechanical Systems. The Eye In Television. Th
Cathode Ray Tube. Time Base Circuits. Cathode Ray Reception. High
Definition Mechanical Systems. The Television Receiver. Ultra -Short
Waves. Part II. TRANSMITTING TECHNIQUE. Photo Cells The
Television Transmitter. Film Transmission. Velocity Modulation.
Colour Television. Appendix.
"The issue of the second edition of this well-in'ormed text indicates that
it is meeting a growing demand for accurate particulars of modern
television practice Needless to say, the author has brought the In-
formation up -co -date with respect to the latest technicrie, which seems
to have become stable, at least for a few years."-The ilectrician.
Second Edition. Revised and enlarged. Demy 8vo., 235 pages, 126
Illustrations, Including 24 half -tone plates. 12s. 6d. net.

TELEVISION RECEPTION
Construction and Operation of a Cathode Rey Tube Receiver for
the Reception of Ultra Short -Wave Television Broadcasting

By MANFRED Von ARDEN NE.
Translated by 0. S. PUCKLE, A.M.I.E.E.,

Research Department A.C. Cossor, Ltd.

" Coming at the present time and from the pen of such a well-known
authority as Von Ardenne, this book supplies a real need, particularlyas it
has been adapted to English requirements to a very large extent."-
Television and Short -Wave Woild.
Demy 8vo., 140 pages, 96 illustrations, Including 44 half -tone plates.

lOs 6d. net.

TELEVISION CYCLOPAEDIA
By ALFRED T. WITTS, A.M.I.E.E.

"As Its title Implies, this book contains definitions of terms commonly
used in television practice and thus naturally includes expressions which
originated in the fields of wireless and optics. The author wisely does not
confine himself merely to definitions, and except in the simplest cases
they are amplified by some description of the mode of operation of the
circuit or apparatus."-The Wireless World.

Demy 8vo., 151 pages, 97 illustrations. 7s. 6d. net.

THE LOW VOLTAGE CATHODE RAY
TUBE AND ITS APPLICATIONS

By G. PARR.
" Will be welcomed as giving a comprehensive outline of the uses to
which the tube can be put. A noteworthy point Is the number of
practical circuit diagrams which would enable the reader to adapt the
tube to any particular research desired. . . Can be confidently
recommended to all users of cathode ray tubes and we hope that it will
meet the response that it deserves."-Television and Short -Wave World.

Demy 8vo., 187 pages, 76 plates and figures. 10s. 6d. net.

SHORT - WAVE WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION

By A. W. LADNER, A.M.Inst.C.E.
Superintendent of Instruction, Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.,

and
C. R. STONER, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.E.E.,

Lecturer at Queen Mary College, London.
" This book Is the best yet published on short-wave working, and should
have a wide welcome from all Interested In the technical aspects of
wireless communication."-The Electrical Review.
Third edition, revised and enlarged. Demy 8vo., 469 pages, 11 plates and

248 figures. 21s. net.

CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHY
By J. T. MacGREGOR-MORRIS, M.I.E.E.,

University Professor of Electrical Engineering, Queen Mary College,
London,

and J. A. HENLEY, M.Sc.(Eng ).
Demy 8vo., 262 pages, 151 figures, including 18 plates, 21s. net

A List of Standard Books on Wireless and Television,
may be had post free, on application

CHAPMAN & HALL LTD.
II, HENRIETTA STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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10 -watt Carrier :: Rotary Beam

FEBRUARY, 1938

potentiometer only feeds the electron -
coupled oscillator for it will be noticed
that the screen voltage for Vz is ob-
tained by means of a dropping resist-
ance in series with voltage in the anode
circuit.

The anode of Vs is coupled to the
grid circuit of V2 by means of a trans -

rapidly down to approximately so to 15
milliamps.

With the aerial cut to length and cor-
rectly adjusted it should be possible to
increase the anode current of V2 to
approximately 55 -watts input. The car-
rier output in such conditions should be
between 7 and TO watts.

The 8 -watt modulator with crystal microphone described in the January issue.

tuned. Both L2 and L3 are tuned to five
metres and consist of approximately
half the number of turns used on L1.
Coupling between L2 and L3 is adjust-
able and should be fixed at a point
which gives maximum grid current
when measured by a milliamp meter
in Ji.

The ,61.6 tetrode output valve is auto-
matically biased by means of the
cathode resister R3 which is shunted by
.002 mfd. condenser of C5. For guid-
ance when the electron coupled oscilla-
tor is operating effectively the DC grid
current measured at Jrshould be ap-
proximately 8 mA.

At this point it is advisable to
neutralise Vz. With all circuits tuned
to resonance and with a grid current of
6 or 7 milli -amps. at J s remove the
high-tension voltage from V2, but keep
the heater in circuit. Then adjust VC3
and VC4 simultaneously until a point is
reached where the grid current remains
absolutely steady.

It should be possible to find a setting
of VC3 where VC4 can be adjusted over
about so per cent. of its capacity with-
out causing any fluctuation in grid cur-
rent. This so per cent., of course,
should be either side of the resonance
point.

After V2 has been neutralised the
H.T. voltage should be applied and we
notice that the total anode current in
the final stage is considerably in excess
of Too milli -amps. When VC4 is cor-
rectly tuned this current should dip

During these tests the two leads to
the modulation transformer should be
connected together, but when the R.F.
section is operating satisfactorily they
can be connected directly to the second-
ary of the modulation transformer in

Components for
AN EMERGENCY TRANSMITTER

R.F. Section
CHASSIS.
1-Aluminium to specification (A.P.A.).
CHOKES, R.F.
2-Pi wound transmitting type (Premier Supply

Stores).
COILS.
4-Home-built to specification.
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
6-.002-mfd. type 69oW (Dubilier).
r-.or-mfd. type 691 (Dubilier).
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE.
r-moox-mfd. type 1054 (Jackson Bros.).
r-.00002-mfd. type 2141 (Jackson Bros.).
1-m00015 mfd. type 2/40 (Jackson Bros.).
I-.000035-mfd. 2 -section type 2148 (Jackson

Bros.).
DIALS.
3-Pointer knobs and dials type 1027 (Eddystone).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
2-Type Octal chassis mounting (Premier Supply

Stores).
PLUGS, TERMINALS.
3-Closed circuit jacks (Bulgin).
c-Open circuit jack (Bulgin).
1-Plug (Bulgin).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
r-5oo-ohm 10 -watt (Erie).
/-50,000-ohm 15 -watt (Premier Supply Stores).
1-I5,000 -ohm 8 -watt (Premier Supply Stores).
x-xo,000-ohm 15 -watt (Premier Supply Stores).
/-5o,000 ohm 75 -watt with tapping clip type

Aerovox (Webb's Radio).
SUNDRIES.
4-Stand-off insulators type 2029 (Eddystone).
1-1046 (Eddystone).
SWITCHES.
3-Type S8oT Toggle (Bulgin).
TRANSFORMER, FILAMENT.
1-6.3 volt 1.8 a. (Premier Supply Stores).
VALVES.
2-6L6G (Tungsram).

the amplifier. This transformer has the
secondary wound to an impedance of
6,000 ohms, and if the final stage is cor-
rectly tuned this valve should have a
working impedance of this figure.

Any type of feeder or aerial can be
used, but preferably of the untuned type
in order to prevent complications. In
many instances a Reinartz rotary beam
will be satisfactory for the signals can
be transmitted to a given area with the
maximum field strength.

These Connections
for use w)11).
440 21 Line

These Connections for
use with 70 D.
Twisted Line

X Y

A rotary beam of this kind will provide a
highly directional signal in any given area.

It is ideal for ultra -short wave use.

Italian stations, which concentrate
mainly on 25 and 31 metres, pick out
the best programmes from their
medium -wave broadcasters, so for this
reason their programmes are more than
usually interesting. They finish up
most evenings around 12.15 a.m. with
an international news bulletin, which is
sometimes interesting, but more often
humorous by reason of its biased out-
look.

There are tor little short-wave sta-
tions in South America, and occasion-
ally some of them transmit really enter-
taining programmes. Most of them can
be found between 45 and 5o metres and
reach their peak strength between so
p.m. and midnight.

" Television and Short-wave World "

will be sent post paid to any part of the

world for twelve months for 13/6.
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"THE PRICELESS PLUG"
COSTS ONLY A FEW PENCE
The Clix patent self -centering
pins give maximum parallel
surface spring contact as opposed
to splayed plug giving point
contact only. The Clix pins are

non -collapsible.

The Main
CONTACT

The first contact between
your electric supply and your
radio or other domestic
electrical apparatus is invari-
ably made by a 5 -amp

wall plug

Make certain that the plugs
you use, give perfect contact
in all sockets - in other
words, ask your dealer for

CLIX TYPE "M"
WALL PLUGS.

FOR SHORT-WAVE FANS

A dual purpose contact,
particularly useful to short-
wave enthusiasts and for
test or experi- A 1 D,
mental work ... r 2

nc\e7
BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS LTD.,

79a Rochester Row, U 160141Wal
London, S.W.I.

A.P.A.
Cabinets, Chassis and Panels,
in Steel and Aluminium are
specified for various apparatus
described in this issue.

THE 1-10 METRE RECEIVER.

METALWORKS
171c, Battersea Park Road,

London - - S.W.8

MACAULAY 4840

Important Notice :

A.P.A. have made arrange-
ments to supply readers

with the Completely
Assembled Receiver. Radio -

Frequency Unit. Detector
Unit.

For details

and prices

Write or 'Phone:

SUPER EFFICIENCY CABLES

FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO

TELCON Screened Cables for short wave radio and television purposes
have proved their efficiency under the most exacting conditions of
service, so helping to bring new programmes to an expectant public. Due
to their low capacity, low losses, flexibility and resistance to weather

conditions they are unequalled for these purposes.

TELCON ig CABLES
Founded I864

THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE
CO., LTD.

22, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.2. Works : Greenwich, S.E.I0
Telephone : LONdon Wall 3141 Telephone : GREenwich 1040

The 17 VALVE
"WARD" CHASSIS

FEATURES
* Variable Selectivity
* 24 watts undistorted output
* 6 wave bands 4', to 2,000

metre
* Squelch Control
* Sensitivity Control
* Delayed A.V.C.
* All L.F. Stages-resistance

capacity coupled

30 GUINEAS

We can also supply a 13 valve
model for 27 Guineas.

Full details of these remarkably
fine chassis are well worth

writing for

CHARLES F. WARD
46, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON,

Telephone HOLBORN 9703
E.C.4
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GET YOUR COPY NOW !

G5N 1's
66 -PAGE MANUAL
Every page is packed full with valuable high frequency inform-
ation. It is not a catalogue with just a few pages devoted to
Manual matter.

The Contents include -
 O'MPLETE RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING

TUBE CHART OF CHARM., 1ER ISTICS.
 16 TRANSMITTER CIRCUITS FROM SINGLE

VALVE CW TO HIGH POWER PHONE.
 CLASS B MO

NDULADING 6LTORS
FROM 8 -WATTS TO250 -WATTS (ICLU6).

 TRANSMITTING ANTENNAE, INCLUDING DATA
F( R rHNS IN Q, BASSETT, DOUBLET,
MATCHED IMPEDANCE AND SINGLE WIRE FED.

 CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH CIRCUITS AND
INSTRUCTIONS, HIGH FREQUENCY CONVERT-
TERS (INCLUDING 10 -METRES), PRE -SELECTORS
5 -METRE TRANSCEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS.

 METRE/KC CONVERSION CHARTS, AMATEUR
PREFIXES, LIST CF SFrRT-WAVE BR ,ADCAST
STATIONS, Q CODE AND REPORTING SYSTEMS.
INFORMATION ON MICROPHONES, NEUTRALI-
SATION, CHECKING FOR PARASITICS AND
FEED -BACK.

 DOZENS OF HINTS AND TIPS.
 THE GREATEST VALUE AND MOST COMPRE-

HENSIVE MANUAL EVER PUBLISHED IN THIS
COUNTRY.

Still the same price 7d POST FREE
2

RADIOMART
G 5 N I (BIRMINGHAM) LTD.
44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM, I

Telephone : Mid. 3254.

QUALITY &ECONOMY
THE KEYNOTE TO OUR SUCCESS
Buy your " Telev.sion " Ict Set complete and
exactly to specifi ation '-r ready built by expert
cra tsmen and save yourself end'ess worry and
expense. We can provide the Kit of your cho'ce
fully test -d by technical experts at competitive
prices. Either we satisfy you or return your
money. Hundreds have written praising our
excellent service.

We can supply any "Televisionll Kits exactly as
specified at keenest prices. Only the finest
quality goods and highest class workmanship.
No job tots or bankrupt stock. You get what
you pay for-"scientific" instruments.

4 -STAGE 1-10 METRE
RECEIVER £14-15-0
Exactly as specified by " Television '

For those who prefer
it we will gladly
arrang- for any goods
to th value of £2 to

be suppli d on

EASY
TERMS

ORDERS
BY POST

You rred hav- no hesit-
ation in ord ring from
us through th- post.
Th- goods are dispatch-
ed s curely packed and

in strict rotation.

KIT & ACCESSORIES LIST FREE
Call, write or p' one:

* SCIENTIFIC *
SUPPLY STORES

(The "Television" Kit Centre)
33 ST. MARTIN'S COURT
CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2
(Next to Leicester Sq. Station) 'Phone: Temple Bar 6569

" NEW SYSTEM OF LARGE
SCREEN PROJECTION."

(Continued from page 99)

In Fig. 3 is shown a cathode-ra
tube construction, in which sectional
blackout is secured by means of an
auxiliary blackout beam scanned in
advance of the main beam in the
direction of the frame deflection. In
this arrangement the first secondary
emitting surface is divided up into
four sections S. Sz, S3 and S4 ; the
second secondary emitting surface,
which is also the fluorescent screen,
being arranged parallel to and at a
small distance from the first surface.
The main scanning beam is projected
from cathode C, and guns G com-
prising three sections to form an
electron lens, the beam being scanned
over the first secondary emitting sur-
face by means of the electro static
line and frame deflection plates P,.

The auxiliary or blackout beam,
which is rectangular in cross section,
is produced from a second cathode C2,
and projected by a second gun G2,
which is in the form of an extension
of the first gun G and is so shaped
and arranged to project a fairly wide
beam, the depth thereof being
slightly less than the width of the
sections into which the first second-
ary emitting surface is divided.
Plates P2 are provided for scanning
the auxiliary beam in the direction of
the frame deflection, and are con-
nected directly with the correspond-
ing plates for deflection of the main
beam.

The externally applied frequency
is generated by means of a
high frequency generator valve V.
having four output electrodes or
anodes, each anode being connected
directly to a corresponding section in
the first secondary emitting surface,
so that an ultra -high frequency volt-
age is developed across each of these
surfaces, and the fluorescent screen.
The required oscillations are gener
ated by suitably back coupling ar
auxiliary electrode S, of the valve V.
to the control grid circuit LC of this
valve.

Tuned circuits set to the same fre-
quency as the control circuit LC are
directly connected in the circuit of
each of the anode sections, and are
respectively connected through suit-
able feeders, to each of the sections
S1, S2, S3 and S4, comprising the first
and secondary emitting surface. This
arrangement has the special advan-
tages of frequency stability, arta
power efficiency, whilst the ampli-

tude of the generated frequency is
not affected by changes in the con-
stants of the external circuits, of the
main anodes such as occurs through
the action of the blackout beam. Pic-
ture signals are applied to the inten-
sity controlling electrode E1 of the
main scanning beam.

Blackout is secured by suitably
modulating the intensity of the auxi-
liary beam by the externally applied
frequency, and this is effected by
connecting the electrode E2 to the
auxiliary grid S1 of the generator V.
In addition negative frame synchron-
ising voltages are applied to this
electrode at S' to produce blackout of
the auxiliary beam during the frame
fly -back.

The operation of the system is such
that incidence of the blackout beam
on any one of the surfaces S1, Sz, S,,
S4, produces neutralisation of the
ultra -high frequency voltage existing
thereon, without affecting the volt-
age on the other sections. The result
is that the sustained secondary emis-
sion process previously occurring be-
tween this section and the screen sur-
face, before the incidence of the
blackout beam, is caused to cease in-
stantaneously.

In order for this ellect to operate
correctly, the phase of the modula-
tion of the blackout beam is arranged
to be identical with the phase of
the high frequency voltages de-
veloped on the sections S1, S2, S3, S4,
so that the ultra -high frequency volt-
age developed by the blackout beam
when incident on one of these sec-
tions is in reverse phase to that al-
ready existing thereon.

The operation of the system is such
that the main scanning beam forms
an electron picture on the first
secondary emitting surface, which is
reproduced as a retained light picture
on the second surface or fluorescent
screen, through the action of the sus-
tained secondary emission process

OUR 1938
CATALOGUE

Rettly early In
January Put
your name on
our mailing list.

PIEZO QUARTZ
CRYSTALS

1.7 mc., 3.5 m.c., and 7.0 mc.,
Amateur Bands.

Power Type Standard Type
20/- post free. IV- post free

CRYSTAL HOLDERS : -
Type A, Open Electrodes,

4s. 6d. post free.
Type B, Totally enclosed and

duster oof, 8s. 6d. post free,

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD.
63 & 71, Kingston Road New Malden, Surrey

Telephone : MALDEN 0334
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operating between these surfaces.
The retained picture of the preceding
frame is blacked out, section by sec-
tion, immediately in the path of the
new frame, by means of the blackout
beam, which is scanned in the direc-
tion of the frame detlection, imme-
diately in front of the main beam.

It should be noted that in Fig. 3
the arrangement is such that the
frame scan takes place in the upward
direction and the frame fly -back in
the downward direction, so that al-
though the blackout beam is shown
above the scanning beam in the figure,
it works in advance thereof. The ap-
plication of negative frame sync.
pulses to the control electrode E2 of
the blackout beam, prevents blackout
of the retained picture of the preced-
ing frame during the frame fly -back.

Further Possible Arrangement
for Securing Sectional
Black -out

A further arrangement for securing
sectional blackout consists in employ-
ing four separate high frequency
generators connected respectively
across each of the four sections into
which the first secondary emitting
surface is divided, and a separate
blackout deflection tube arranged to
produce progressive quenching of
the generators during the frame scan.

The Det 12-
Output
Figures

Anumber of our readers have been
disappointed with the radio -fre-
quency output obtained from some

of the modern low -capacity h'gh-effi-
ciency triode valves. The troubles have
been due mainly to bad circuit design,
but in order to prove and to indicate
just what sort of R.F. output should be
obtainable with a good 50 -watt triode
valve we have chosen the Det12 for this
purpose.

This valve, marketed by the General
Electric Co. Ltd., is one of the best ex-
amples of good design for ultra -high
frequency use. It has a standard British
4 -pin base of which the grid and anode
pins are left blank, these connections
being made to p'ns at the top of the
bulb. In this way the grid and anode
connections are extremely short, while

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

75, LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM
LONDON, S.E.13. Telephone: LEE GREEN 5240
TERMS CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D.

CHARGES EXTRA
All Goods sent on 3 days' approval against Cash

X-RAY TRANSFORMERS, 2001250 v. 50 cy. 1 ph.
input, 100,000 v. 30 rn/A. output, £10. Ditto 110 v.
input, 40,000 v. 12 rn/A. output, £7 ht.
X-RAY TUBES, brand new, 7 in. dia. Tungsten
targets work, from 2 in. to 12 in. coils, 15/-. Packing
free, r/f.
X-RAY SPARK COILS, all fully guaranteed, packing
free, c/f. 2 in., complete with condenser and high-speed
contact break, 19/6. 8 in., complete with condenser,
30/-. 10 in. ditto, 35/-. 12 in. ditto, 45/-. 16 in., 55,-.

FLUORESCENT SCREENS (Platinum), 12 x 9 in.
in frame, in new condition, 30/-. Control Switchboard
to suit above coils, 15/., c/f. Motor -driven Mercury
breaks, 100/250 volts, 30/-, c/f.
PORTABLE STEREOSCOPES, complete on stand

ith lamp holders, right angle mirror, and two negative
holders, condition as new, 20/., c/f.
ROTARY CONVERTOR, 14 v. 5 amps. d.c. input'
2,000 v. 150 m/A. d.c. output, 70/.. Another, 6-12 v'
d.c. input, 750 v. 100 m/A. d.c. output, 25,-.
EX-G.P.O. GLASS TOP HIGHLY SENSITIVE
RELAYS. Type B, operating current approx. 1 rn/A.,
7/6 each. Post 6d.
EX-R.A.F. MORSE KEYS, heavy current type, each.
LARGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 3f kW.
100/120 v. to 200,'250 v. or vice ..ersa, not auto wound,
7016. 2 kW., 50/.. 1 kW, 35/-. Ar.to wound 150 w.,
10/.. 100 w., 8/6. 60 w., 6/6.
A.C. INDUCTION MOTORS, approx. 3 h.p., 1,425
r.p.m., 200/250 v. 50 cycles, I phase, suitaLle for pumps,
sewing machines or any small power work. Condition
new, 22/6. Post free.
SWITCHBOARD VOLT AND AMP. METERS, 4, 6,
8 -in. dial, by well-known makers, 0 to 120 volts, 12/6.
0 to 250 volts, 17/8. 0 to 40 colts, 8/6. 0 to 10.20, 50, 100,
150 amps., 12/6. All m,'coil, hot wire for A.C., 0 to 120 v.,
12'6. 0 to 250 volts, 17/6. Ampmeters as above for A.C.
or D.C., 12/6 each.
SILVERTOWN HIGHLY SENSITIVE GALVANO-
METERS, Pat type, with r slibrated dials, 7/6.
EX-R.A.F. 3 -VALVE RECEIVERS, 300 to 4,000
metres. less valves, 6/6. Useful to the experimenter.
LARGE SLIDER TYPE RESISTANCES, with covers,
suitable for dimmers, etr., 10 ohms to carry 10 amps.,
17/S ; 30 ohms 5 amps., 17/6 ; 100 ohms. 2f amps., 17/6 ;
350 ohms, If amps., 20/-; 1,000 ohms, I amp., 20/-.
with worm wheel control, 2/6 extra.
EX-R.A.F. WAVEMETERS, 200 to 550 metres, visual
tvt,e, 3/-. 300 to 2,500 metres, valvc type, 7/6 each, with
salt.s. Post free.
MOVING CG11. METER MOVEMENTS, 21 -in dial,
by E. Turner, E. Edgr ambe, etc. Approx. 4 to 7 m/A.,
full scale for recalibraing into muttirange, all test meters,
5/- each. I arger sic ditto, 4, 6, 8 -in. dial. 6/6. Post 9d.
CHARGING DYNAMO. 50-75 volts, 10 amps., shunt
wound. condition as new, 60/.
A.C. MOTORS, I h.p., 200.250 volts 50 cycles, single
phase, in ne,v condition, 75/, c/I.
CHARGING OR LIGHTING DYNAMOS, all shunt
wound, fully guaranteed, 15 volts, 12 amps., 21,'-. 12 volts,
8 amps.. 17/6. 25 volts 8 amps.. 32/6. Regulators to suit
these and other dynamos from 10/- to 15/-.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, for 700-250
volts, 50 cycles, I phase, 5, 10 and 20 amps. for garages,
workshops, subletting, etc, 6'. each. Post 1/-. Fully
guaranteed.
12 INCH SPARK COIL, complete with Condenser
Discharge Rods, etc., in polished oak case, in new con-
dition, 65'-, c;f.
WESTINGHOUSE FtEC111-IhRS, output 500 volts at
250 m/A. voltage, doubler circuit, 22/6 each. T.C.C., I

m.f. Condensers, 2,000 volts working, 2/6 each, post 6d.
Cossor, general-purpose Valves, 2 volts, 3 for 2/6, post 6d.
Microphone Buttons, 9d., p.f.
ZENITH VITROUSE RESISTANCES. 3,000 ohm
carry 200 rn/A, 1/6 ; 2,000 ohm 100 m/A., 1/- ; 12si

ohm, 500 m/A., 1/6 each. Single Earphones, 1,000 ohm,
9d. each. Earphone Bobbins, 6th per pair. Magnets,
3d. each. 30 by. 100 m/A. Chokes. 250 ohm, 3/6 each.
ROTARY CONVERTOR, 6 to 12 volts D.C. input,
500 volts 100 m/A. D.C. output windings. Sound, need
slight overhaul, 12/6 each.
EVERSHED HAND GENERATORS, output 800 volts
100 m/A. ; also 6 volts 4 amps. Condition as new,
30/-, c/f.

losses between them are kept to a
minimum.

Pi oviding the circuit constants for use
with this valve are of an optimum value
a very high degree of efficiency can be
obtained. When building the power
amplifier stage it is most important that
the tuning condenser be on a level with
the anode pin, having the tuning coil

The Det 12 valve has an
overall length from pin
to top connection of 165
mm. The maximum

diameter is 65 mm.

bolted directly to the condenser, and
with the neutralising condenser also
connected by the shortest possible leads.

Then, should the correct condenser
value be used with a high anode in-
ductance the efficiency goes up very
rapidly. Readers who have failed to ob-
tain the required output, not necessarily
with the Det12, but with any type of
low -capacity valve, should bear this
point in mind. Construction and correct
tank circuit capacity are of vital im-
portance if maximum efficiency is to be
obtained.

When used in push-pull in an ultra -
short wave circuit the following in-
teresting data has been obtained :
Filament Volts, 7.5.
Filament Current, 3.15 amp.
Anode Volts, 1,2m
Min:mum useful Waveleng`h, 0.9 metre.
Output at 2.1 metres (2 valves), 85 watts.
Efficiency at 2.1 metres, 44 per cent.
Output at 2.5 metres (2 valves), 98 watts.
Efficiency at 2.5 metres, 49 per cent.

It will be observed that at the ultra -
short wavelengths around 2.5 metres
and as low as 2.1 metres the Det12 gives
an exceedingly high output with a high
degree of efficiency. The reason for this
is easy to see, for the design, general
construction and characteristics are
ideal for operation below 5 metres.

200 Watts
Two valves used at 3o Mc. with maxi-

mum possible efficiency will provide a
carrier of approximately 20o watts with-
out exceeding the rated anode dissipa-
tion of too watts per pair of valves. In
such conditions the anodes do not
colour, neither is the life of the valve
affected. Full information on the Det12
can be obtained from the Valve Dept.,
The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet
House, Kingsway, W.C.Z.
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" A Push -Pull Transmitter
for 5 and 10 metres."

(Continued from Page zi8.)

the chassis. In this way there is no pos-
sibility of breakdown due to faulty
insulation.

About 400 -volts at approximately
150 mA. are required for the crystal
oscillator and doubler, while for maxi-
mum input approximately 80o volts at
zoo mA. -are needed to feed the final two
stages. The additional 5o volts are op-
tional for they merely make quite sure
that a full 750 -volts are applied to the
T20's after automatic bias has been
deducted.

In the original circuit meters were
not permanently mounted on the
chassis, but as the unit has since been
mounted in a relay rack we have in-
cluded a set of meters to read anode and
grid current as shown in the illustra-
tion.

We have made arrangements for
Messrs. A.P.A., Ltd., to supply the
chassis and panel already cut and
drilled to constructors' requirements.

For 'phone use we suggest anode
modulation while approximately 4o
watts of audio are required.

We have obtained extremely satis-
factory results on the to metre band
with this arrangement, while the R.F.
output on 5 metres indicates that quite
long distances can be covered in suit-
able circumstances. If constructors have

any queries on operation we shall be
glad to answer these if a stamped ad-
dressed envelope is supplied.
"The Southend and District

Radio Society."
The annual general meeting of the-.

Southend and District Radio and Scien-
tific Society was held at Westcliff-on-
Sea on Friday, January 7.

The Hon. Treasurer, Mr. E. H.
Bridges, reported that the financial
position of the Society had improved
during the year, a small deficit having
been turned into a balance in hand.

The Hon. Charities Secretary, Mr.
Fred Waller, reported by letter that
the excellent work in connection with
blind persons' sets was being main-
tained by Mr. W ard, and that various
members were doing yeoman work in
other connections.

The business part of the meeting hav-
ing concluded, Mr. H. B. Dent gave a
talk on " Recent Progress in Ultra -
short Wave Communication," followed
by a demonstration on 56 mc., when
G2LC co-operated from his home sta-
tion some two miles distant. Two-way
communication was maintained.
G2LC's signals are of xcellent strength
(R9+) and quality. Car interference
was too bad to hear any weak signals.

On January 21, Mr. P. G. A. H.
Voigt gave an excellent talk and
demonstration entitled " Reproduc-
tion."

The Society invites all interested in
its many activities to communicate with
the hon. secretary, Mr. J. M. S. Watson,
G6CT, of 23 Eastwood Boulevard,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex, who will be
pleased to furnish details of meetings
and answer any inquiries.

" The Three Bears "
A children's ballet, " The Three

Bears," is to be televised in the
afternoon and evening programmes
on February 7. The music is by Eric
Coates. The choreography is by Joy
Newton, who will bring her Vic -
Wells company of Child Dancers to
the studios at Alexandra Palace.
The ballet tells the familiar story of
Goldilocks and the Three Bears,
which lends itself admirably to pic-
turesque orchestral treatment, Run-
ning through the work is a kind of
musical motto based on the bears'
indignant exclamation: " Who's
been sitting on my chair?"

Goldilocks will be represented by
Julia Farron, and the Father, Mother
and Baby Bears will be Leslie Ed-
wards, Wenda Horsbrugh and
Margaret Bolam, respectively. "The
Three Bears " will be presented by
Elizabeth Cowell, the television
announcer.

"The Proof
of the Pudding"

FEBRUARY-MONTH OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE CONTESTS ORGANISED BY
THE RADIO SOCIETY OF GT. BRITAIN

provides the opportunity to test new gear - Aerials.
Transmitters and Receivers stand or fall on their
performance during B.E.R.U.

THE T. & R. BULLETIN
provides the ideas which enable members to devise
more efficient gear. Sixty pages of up -lo -date infor-
mation each month.

COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD
In the January issue there appears a loose leaf supple.
ment of countries of the world specially prepared for
checking DX worked or heard.

In addition there are articles dealing
with Directional Aerials-A three
valve receiver - Bi.metallic ther-
mostats - Practical work with
Artificial Aerials - 28 and 56Mc
Progress. The Month on The Air-
Annual Review, etc.

Send now for a copy of the 1 /-
January issue. Post_. Free

All communications to the. Secretary R.S.G.B.
53, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

TELEVISION
DEVELOPMENTS
Are you keeping abreast of modern television
developments ? Whether amateur or professional
you must be in touch with the latest trend of
research.
The Television Society enables you to meet
fellow workers in the field of television, both in
this country and abroad.
Founded some ro years ago The Television
Society provides a scientific and non-partisan
platform for discussion on all aspects of the subject.
Meetings are held monthly during the session
(October -June) and are reported in full in the
Society's Journal which is sent free to all members.
The Society's activities are shortly being enlarged
to meet the growing interest in the subject and
members will have a unique opportunity of further-
ing their knowledge by contact with well-known
television engineers.

Pull particulars of membership qualifications may be had from the Hon.
General Secretary :-J. J. Denton, 25, Lisburne Road, Hampstead,

London, N.W.3.

THE TELEVISION SOCIETY
(Founded 1927)

President : Sir AMBROSE FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.
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GEE & CO., patents and trade marks throughout the
world (H. T. P. Gee, Mem.R.S.G.B., A.M.I.R.E.,
etc.). Estab. 1905. 51-52, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2 (2 doors from Government Patent Office).
'Phone: Holborn 4547 and 4548. Handbook free.

KINGS PATENT AGENCY LTD. (B. T. King,
Patent Agent) 146a, Queen Victoria Street, London,
E.C.4 ADVICE, Handbook and Consultations free.
Phone City 616/.

FOYLES
BOOKSELLERS TO THE WORLD

Enrolments taken for
the Scientific Book Club

119-125 CharingCross Rd., London, W.C.2.
Tskplione: Garrard 566o (x4 lines)

Tungsram Electric Lamp Works ... 119
Ward, Chas. F 125
Webts Radio. Ltd. ... 117
Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co., Ltd. 119

THE HAMS' BOOKSHOP.
AMATEUR RADIO GLOBE OF THE WORLD. Marked with all
amateur prefixes, time bases and W.A.C. divisions. if you are planning
an antenna to hit the Antipodes the use of one of these globes will sec your
signals don't hit the South Pole instead. Price, 27/6, post free.
RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK. Thirty thousand copies of the
1938 edition sold by A.R.R.L. In 6 weeks. I can offer no better bait than
this ! Price 5/6, post free.
JONES RADIO HANDBOOK. The 1938 edition will be on sale by the
time you read this. Advance publication details show this to be the most
practicable book for amateurs ever published. Price per copy, 7/-, post free,
ANTENNA HANDBOOK. If you are getting R3 from Timbucktu
when you should only be getting RI, this manual will tell you the answer I
Price, 2/6, post free.

G5KA. 41, Kinfauns Road, Goodmayes,
Ilford, Essex. Dept. "T 2. -

BINDING CASES AND INDEXES FOR 1937
Binding cases and indexes for the 1937 volume of "Television
and Short -Wave World " will be available on Jan. 14th. The
cases are full brown cloth with stiff boards lettered in gold.
The price, including the index, is 2/9 post free. Indexes may
be obtained separately and the price is 6d. post free.
Orders should be addressed-

BERNARD JONES PUBLICATIONS, LTD.,
CHANSITOR HOUSE, 37/38 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.2

and should be accompanied by the remittance,

TELEVISION.
A NEW COURSE OF INSTRUCTION,

We have pleasure In announcing that our new " Television " Course
has met with remarkable success. The enormous demand for the
Course has shown, beyond any shadow of doubt, that It fills that long -
felt need which we anticipated when we went to such trouble and
expense in Its preparation.
We shall be happy to send full details of this special " Television "
Course on request. Particulars are also available of other Courses
in all branches of Wireless, Television, Talking Picture Engineering,
etc., and of the easiest way in which to prepare for the A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.W.T., A.M.I.R.E., etc., Examinations.

We teach by correspondence, and guarantee " NO
PASS-NO FEE." Our Technical Consultant Is

Professor A. M. Low.
Send for full particulars to -day. Free and without obligation.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
337. SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17/19, STRATFORD PLACE,

LONDON, W.I.

Read

"Television

and

Short-wave

World "

Regularly

A PROMINENT RADIO COMPANY
REQUIRE

CAPABLE MAN
TO OPEN NEW RETAIL COUNTER
Must be excellent salesman and
capable of dealing with technical
enquiries.

Active transmitter essential.
Apply with full particulars to :-

Box No. 19. Television and Short -
Wave World, 38, Chancery Lane,

W.C.2

AMERICAN A.R.R.L. Type Sectional Wood Aerial
Masts, complete insulated guy wires, strainers, pulley,
zoo ft. cotton rope, all exposed metal galvanised,
5o ft. 75/, Creosoting af6d. White Painting 2 coats,
7/6d. extra. Carriage paid, 3116', " Fibromet " panels,
to size, sq. ft. carriage forward. Cash with order.
Radio 2.CNT Co., (G.6.QF), Atherton.
10,000 AMERICAN Radio, Science, Technical,
Magazines, Books, Samples and Catalogues, 2/6. Books
bought. G. A. Final, 15, Nashleigh Hill, Chesham.
QSLs, SWLs I Send ad. stamp for our 1938 Sample
Range. Ricketts, Berkhamsted.
BEAUTIFULLY built loo watt C.W. 3o watt Phone
transmitter in black crackle finished cabinet for 7, 14
and 28 Mc. with separate power pack. Commercial
equivalent would retail at over £6o. First f30 or
nearest offer will secure. Hire purchase arranged.
Demonstrate in London, Box No. 16.
LICENSED AMATEUR giving up radio has for
sale complete transmitter rack built 50 -watts C.W.
3o -watts phone. Ready for operation with all power
supplies, modulator, microphone, coils and crystal for
20 and 40 -metre operation. Price c,12.-Write Box
No. 20.
FOR SALE.-The self-contained three -valve receiver
to designer's specification in T. and S.W.W., Feb.,1935.
Many extras and some spare components. Offers to
G. Hanham, The Landmark, Flimwell, Hawkhurst,
Kent.

362
BI -PHASE RECTIFIERS

RB 750/150

RB 650/250

RB 500/120

RB 350/80

D.C. Output

750 volts 150 M/A 16/-

650 250 15/-

500 120 10/-

  350 80 7/6

ALL ABOVE RECTIFIERS HAVE 4 VOLT FILAMENTS
AND ARE POST FREE. ASK FOR LISTS.

THE 362 RADIO VALVE Co. Ltd.
324 LIVERPOOL ROAD, HIGHBURY, N.7

Tel: NORth 1853

iii
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Mullard introduce a

new type of Cathode

Ray Tube

TYPE A.4 1 -G4

THIS NEW TYPE of Mullard
Cathode Ray Tube has been

specially designed to permit the
pair of plates nearer the screen to
be used with a non -symmetrical
deflection circuit, thus considerably
reducing the cost of the associated
apparatus.

The design of the focusing
electrodes enables an exceptionally
small spot size to be obtained
over the entire screen area.

Price £6 15s.
COMPLETE WITH SPECIAL SOCKET

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION

Screen Diameter - 4 ins. (approx.)
Heater - - 4 volts, 1.2 amperes
Maximum Final

Anode Voltage
Deflection - Double Electrostatic
Focusing - - - - Electrostatic

- 1,200 volts

FLUORESCENT COLOUR
A.41 -G4

A.41 -B4

A.41 4

Green
Blue

White

Full technical information from
THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD.

Cathode Ray Tube Department,
225 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
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